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By JOHN GREEN
Not long after midnight June 
18 — several hours ahead of 
schedule ~ consiruction crews 
completed the continuous pour 
of concrete that built the walls of 
the one-million-gallon Cloake 
Hill reservoir in North Saanich.
The reservoir is 60 feet in 
diameter inside, with 56 feet 
high. The reinforced concrete 
walls, 11 inches thick, were cast 
inside metal forms that were 
slowly jacked up as the walls 
rose.
Pouring started on Tuesday 
morning. The concrete will now 
be given two weeks to set up to 
three quarters of its final 
strength, before the concrete cap 
is poured.
Contract for the reservoir was 
in the $600,000 range, and the 
pressure line to it, recently 
completed by Bell Construction 
of Vancouver, cost $350,000.
Capital Regional District 
engineers expect the line and 
reservoir to be tested, chlorinated 
and ready for use in a couple of 
months, but the miliion-dollar 
installation will serve no useful 
purpose for the time being, until 
privately-built distfibutipn lines 
are laid and hooked up;
Owners of four properties with 
a combined 210 acres on iCloake , 
Hill: Geoff Calvert; Wes Jones; 
Erwin Breckert, and D.W. 
Carrier and J.E. Anderson, have 
prepared an over-all subdivision 
plan with 148 one-acre lots plus 
; an 11-acre
viCTOHiA m?Qm
LIVE mTmimmEm tiiGtsiLY 
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ESTABLISHED 1912 25 GENTS
By PEGGIE ROW AND 
Victoria is preparing a 
prohibitive bylaw aimed at 
getting rid of Red Hpt Video^ a 
store which opened recently and 
makes available hard-core 
pornographic video tapes. 
Central Saanich wants to make 
sure the store doesn’t relocate to 
that municipality and is 
preparing a similar bylaw — but 
Sidney won’t buy it.
Monday night Sidney council 
voted against a motion by Aid. 
John Calder that it follow in 
Victoria’s steps and also put a
bylaw together. .Aid. L.oyd 
Burdon doesn’t think council has 
the right to legislate morals and 
doubts if the firm would relocate 
here anyway -• it’s too far from 
the store’s market base, he said.
Aid. Jim Lang said he wasn’t 
elected to make moral 
judgements and declared he 
would vote against the motion, 
adding “we’re being taken ad­
vantage of by a small group of 
people. . .’’
Burdon referred slightingly to 
Women Again.st Pornography — 
the group which has been ap­
pealing to councils io enact a 
prohibitive bylaw to prevent the 
Red Hot Video operation — as a 
“feminist group’’ and suggested 
council would be getting itself 
('ontimied on Page A3
Join in
Steel-nerved workman rides crane to top of reservoir on 
Cloake Hill during concrete-pouring operation. Structure 
was completed two days later at appro.ximately double height 
shown here. John
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
d’he federal wildlife branch
;They ardwaiting for the area to 
Continued on Page A2
Ofifite closed
The Review office will be 
closed July I so staff can 
'belebrate Canada’s birthday, and 
will re-open 9 a.m. Friday,
; The Deep Coveyancf.Eastefh; 
Property Owners’ Association 
will be out there .hi front July 5 
when North Saanich holds a 
hearing on Bob Wright's 
proposal for a marina expansion, 
f A^ssociation spokesman -John 
Lapham :SaidyMonday theriTiain 
thrust of the organization is to 
see that' Nort h Saan ich : re t a i n s 
approximate 1,955 acres of its 
foreshore lease which it fought 
for in 1969. The lease, originally 
for 2,000; acres and extendihg 
1,000 feetyfrom the high water 
: mark, is for 21 years and was 
issued for“recreatidnai purposes
in the public interest.”:
“Our ; position^” says
Ijapliani f is t hat;any'leaseyissuedi;' 
within that lease is a subtraction}, 
from that lease.’’ Nortli Saanicli 
wp it Id be -losing :^ lii o rc> fPreshorei
-- it lias already lost sortie .4 
' acres of, the}originaf2,000};-yand ^ 
2 fonce i t}goes,'}it 'gPes} for evcrl’’yy 
::;: baph a rn; says y wit bin ; tli ose ;}j45 
: acres .1 eased t here: are - less; i iian ■ 
■2,d0(fbertiis>i/probab!y 
■ so }■—• hnd the association;}feels 
; that with a realignment of present 
leases all mafinaV in total cpiild; 
yaccommodate ; anotltcb } 1 ,()00 
berths without North Saanich 
losing any /additional } ;watcr
/leases.' 'y bf'/.
Westport Marina has a density
C'unliiiuod on Page A2
when} /two yof its} Vancouver 
} represeriiatives; mety \vith Sidney 
b; and North Saahich/cpuncilsyJune 
’} 24 to di.scuss possible e.xelusion of 
the bird sanctuary at Tsehuni 
Harbor.
Following an application to 
..provincial lands, parks and 
housing for extension of marina/: 
facilities by Van isla Marina, the 
wildlife branch requested in a 
leltei that both councils state if
}y they}; wished dhe}/bird sanctuary;}
; established in 1931, to remain.
}/'}:: L a z i d vv / ■ :F R e t: f a Iv i;; y }f 0 r.'■'/ !■ h c f 
■ vvildlife} brarich, fold } rcpreseri- 
}: tatives from the two councils that 
y if the marina extension/was not 
compalibie witii bird use it yvoiikl; 
not he allowed and the proposal; 
; would Jiave/ to be turned down,
/but then said, “Either yoil Avani:
:} }} the sanctuary }dr }ypu^ w the 
y y-}/^';dc ycl 0 p m cn I
Do local officials wish to keep 
it as a bird sanctuary,/ he 
questiPned and rerhinded -them 
that in 1979 previpus:ycouncils 
Continued on Page A3 }
A special flag ceremony will be 
held at 10 a.m. July 1 in front of 
Sidney town hall when a brand 
new flag designed by local artists 
will be presented to Mayor 
Norma Sealey. y 
Sealey says the idea originated 
with Andrew Stewart a year ago 
when Sidney received and flew 
the Sidney, Nova Scotia; flag. 
Stewart felt Sidney} should have 
one of its own and took the idea 
to SPAG: The group held a 
design contest and then com­
missioned the creation of a flag.
'f^^e / mayor says the flag 
pre.sentation is “noteworthy” 
arid is hopirig for a large turnout 
for “thibhistpric occasion.”
Erie Sherwood — who captains North Saanich’s cricket team in the 
.inly 4 match with Sidney — said Tuesday his men will not resort to 
“body-line bowling” but will expect to restrain Sidney batsmen with 
“Icg-eutters, yorkeis, and googlies.”
The match will be followed by tepid tea and soggy cuettmber 
sandwiches, Sherwood announced. “And may the best team win.”
/ Meanwhile Sidney’s captain, Derek James, was}feeiirig confident/ 
his lads would win this yeark Review Challenge Gup; Referring to the 
match as the “Peninsula} Ashes” James said it was reasonable to 
assume that the fuihless professionalism of Sidney/cricketers will be 
/ ““too inuch for the amateur gerulemen from North Saanich.”
} In a snide aside, James said it was possible many of North Saanich’s 
alder (cam niemhers were siilj recuperating from “that ardous tour of} 
■ the British hoinc countries Sherwood took them pn.’’ /} /
^^^:/}^/starts at 1 p.ill.
■//"/and'a/brcak'lTpf lea.:"''/
overs




& 2nd Street, Sidney
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
From 9 a.m." 10 p.m.
(Fri & Sat. till 1 A.M.)
SREAKFAST-LUNCK-DINNER
Feapiring:
Italian, Ukranian and Western Cuisine 
Pizzas, Cabbage roils, Perogies 
^ f and much more.
Eat in or take out
-§56-1224?
LAM’S lESTAUSAHT
7855 East Saanich Rd. 
SAANICHTON PLAZA 
Chinese & Western Food
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT - FREE DELIVERY 
order.
OPEN Monday to Sekrtday 1! ein 9 p'd 





9816- 4th ST., SIDNEY 
"Chicken‘Ribs‘Burgers 
•Soft. Ice Cream 
MON. - FRI. 11 - 8 




, OPEN Mon, • Thurs. 4:30 - Midnigin'
: Fri.-Sal, 4:30-1:30 am : ; : Sun::4:30-B:30“ptn
■ : ' Delivery wilh minimum order ■
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
iJN^THE;-
“CAFETERIA STYLE”




Open for Lunch and Dinner
: (closed (dr Lunch:Juesday) ;;-y-:'^^
Wednosday Sriiorgasbdrd Dinner ahd 
Tho New Sunday Brunch 
Reservations 656-3541
Tor|: FAMILY DINING- 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 
Sat. 9 am-10 pm Sun. 9 am-9pm:::
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
. Gj/i/neyfron^p/se’;;:,,
Evening Dining from 5 p.m: ;
■ (Closed Tuesdays) ;
West Saanich Rd. by 
/ Royal Oak Shopping Centre? 




/ BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
; Breakfast, Lunch & Dinnor Daily 
Siinday Bri)nch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413
CLIPPER INN
8PEClAi:iZING :lN SFAF00n?S<:S,TFAK: 
f?(So(ry •'■“-dio crabs for 2 months)^
OPEN DAILY FOB LUNCH a DINNER 
(Closed Tuesday)^
2558 Bevan, Sidnejr
' On tho Waloilionl"
6564640
FAMOUS CHARBROIIEO STEAKS
Enjoy oiir P4-ilf!m Soltid?Rar .■ 
lAKfi-OUT ORDCrU?
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL, 
232t Boacon Avo. irSidne
656-4822
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
loan?&''6eorge^?r??-
‘ open DAILY Tiiosi thru Saturday : 
11:30 a,m, • 7:30 p.m.
9807 - 4tli St., Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
Silver Dragon Restaurant
CliInBsd Food at 
Roasonablo Prices
:’ : :: ?DAILY LUNCH?SPECIAl 
C: ? PICK UP & TAKE OUT : : :,/^
2470 Beacon 656-1812
FAIVIILY RESTAURANT
/h?:OPPN/DAILY tl'AM for??:? 
Fine Canadian & Chlnosd Food 
??: TMf^ lN bUlTifAKI/ Oui:' ? 
812 Vwdier Ava., Brentwood Bay 
652-3622?'^^: ?■?:?■;.
SEA BREEZE CAFE
in«i\ifu) ihe Piii.iDiiiif 'V :•>' ,
./?;?: ?:‘^"?/SP£CMt«WC^W
BREAKFAST . LUNCH - DINNER
; Open 03iiy:8;00 a m; - 7:30 t)?m, ? 
/:::;7:: Closed Sunday^/ltolldays : ,;?
Complete Tiihtt (Nit Sirvite 856)621
STEAK, PIZZA a SPARHETTI HOUSE
?'?,-:/??'£vo»iny?DiiilAg in?/...? ???’'; ??
? fine MedilfirrAnoan traddion :
■'V'i, "ai'Ii 1,’•'JiK',
,1, Ssi, .n.i'iii!!::
, .,1, :> ,:ii,;■( ,fi .::i.v- iM.WI': -t
ttC 55«:': ??'?,?;?,' TAy f«it N'IS>$T
600D FORTUNE
tlWOWIItllHI IR CMn*Mi WfltAYR r»Ml
, LUNCH: Mon to r^i 11:30 «,m. » tmi ?' ,
: .oiNNin'T Mon to WtKj, ISO p.m ■ ft p m 
: 'Tiwrti: -liao pm. • lO p.m "
, , , rtl, 10 Bm. .1:30: Midnight ' ■
Suyr(1,»y i.30 pm;. 9p.tyi, ?
TAKE OUT SERVtCI 10% OFF 
9838 ? 3rd St. Sidney 650-511?
North Saanich residents who 
are either interested in or op­
posed to Bob Wright’s proposed 
development at Bosun’s Marina 
are invited to attend an open 
house July 5 on the property, 
says Don Wilson, commodore of 
Sidney-North Saanich Yacht 
Club.
Wilson and past-commodore 
Bill Shaw plan the open house 9 
a.m. - 5 p.m. on the same day as 
the public hearing, to be held by 
North Saanich council on the 
marina expa:" which provides
for a noai..;g '-akv- iter and
moorage for 350 boats, a 
development which has 
stimulated some opposition in 
North Saanich.
The two men say they are 
looking forward to the op­
portunity to talk to people about 
the development. The fledging 
yacht club which now boasts 
some 800 members has a big 
stake in the outcome of the public 
hearing — it needs the moorage 
facilities which can’t be obtained 
elsewhere, Wilson says.
The Royal Victoria Yacht Club 
is not increasing membership and
a- -
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listings in ih-:. airt*-..?. '. ? iffce chu'ge to Sadmch Peninsula Churtnes as a piiOiic service ot the Sidney
Peviev. b‘j6 Hb?
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Churcn ■■ Paslci Mel li jskyn. Gieengiaci' School. 2151 Lannon Way
ANGLICAN
•St. Ancifow's ‘lev 0.i;nl f u!!e' ‘
9662 ■ S'll SI Sidney ....
•St. Mary’s - 1934 Cuilio A,e . Saar,ichl.jn.
•SI. Stephen's - Me. Ivan iellei ,
St Stepheri s Ro ,
•Brenlwood Parish Church Rev A Peine.'/92 Sea Drive, Biciilv.ood Bay 
•Holy Tiinily .■ Rev U Maitns MiiivMa .ura wesl SaaniChMd. ■ NorltlSaanich .
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship— Paslor M.B Hairisor!
2269 Mriii Ro,, Sidney
•FriendshipBaplisIChurch - Pastor Ernie KtaloW.Stellvs Cross Hd; .
•Sluggett Memorial Church -- 7008 vV, Saanich Rd,, Brer.v.vood Bay - Pastor V Nordstrom 
• Elk Lake Communily Church Rev J C A. Sarlori. 5363 Pa! Bay High-way
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assuraplion — 7/26 Wesl S,ianic.n Rd 
•SI. Elizabeth's Church - !U030 Tdirn Si . Sidney
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church - Pastor Tom Gardner 
9925 -sm St.. Sidney '
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
•Beracah Bible Church — Pastor Foy I /Spivey. 5500 Hamsierly Rd.
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J-Paap, 2295 Weiler Ave, ;
'/PENTECOSTAL//????.:?-
•Oldlield Road Gospel ChapelRev. Joel 0 Meii'eion. 5506UidiielO Road (P.A.O.C,) ■
•Sidney PentecostalRev Vern.Tisdalle, 10364 Mcdonaid Park Rd. [P A.O C ): .
'■'PRESBYTERIAN//'??';::?■■;//?'/:;.
', *51. Andrews,-—Rev. B.J/Moiioy fJ.onfrSaanich Portadle.’White Bir.ch Rd-
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOVl/SHIP
Kfidting School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd: . , :??.,, ? ; ,
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST/ / ^
■ . Pasior M A .Mwood: 10469 Resihaven Or.-, Sidney . :
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way; Sidney..y: . . ;;; ■ C; r..
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
. .'.•SI: John's —i:Hey.:Hori PratI. -'v'-riV';
■ 10990 'rVesi Saanich Rd 
: •SI. Paul’s
: ;2410 Malayiew — Rev: Hon Prall
: ,V.»Shaiiy Creek .7180 East Saamr.h Pd. Pbv Melvin h. Adams . ...
■ •Brentwood, ‘ ,
7162‘West Saanich Pd — Rev Melvin H Adams
is holding to 650 while Capital 
City Yacht Club is likely at the 
point of absorption, he adds. 
And there’s nowhere else for the 
boats to go.
Shaw says the club first ap­
proached Wright and asked to 
use the old McClure house at 
Bosun’s Marina for a clubhouse. 
“Then we asked him to build us a 
yacht basin,’’he says.
Describing the plan as a “first 
class development” which 
“impedes nothing and creates no 
visual impact.’’ Wilson says 
biologists say there will be 
minimal dredging and “that it 
will kill nothing.”
Any oil pollution will be 
channelled back to rock berms, 
go into a sump and dissipate out 
through sandy soil. A buffer zone 
will provide grass and trees 
between the marina and highway 
and parking will be in front of the 
clubhouse. As well, the Indian 
midden is protected in the form 
of a public park at Nymph Point, 
Wilson says.
Shaw says the plan puts 
something into the community— 
and doesn’t take anything out. 
He cites a walking trail circling 
the marina which will be open to 
the public and points out the 
yacht club won’t have a sign 
saying “no trespassing’’,we’ll 
have one that says “welcome”.
Members at the open house 
will be demonstrating what they 
won’t be doing —■ with regard to 
damage to the environment — 
and exactly what they will be 
doing, Wilson says. Shaw argues 
most birds accommodate 
themselves to boats — the ducks 
and geese w-ill move right in, he 
says.
The men say the development 
won’t cost the taxpayer a cent— 
in fact, it’s club members who’ll 
be footing the bill. And Shaw 
says on a fine Saturday ? or 
Sunday afternoon residents who 
want to take a walk and see 
some country, sea and boats will 


















Continued from Page A1 
of 71 berths per acre, Bosun’s 
Marina — 35 per acre, Cedar 
Grove — 37 per acre, Capital 
City — 34 per acre and Royal 
Victoria/ 29 per acre, Lapham 
? says. :■/■,/'
a And he says with realignment, 
even if density is increased 
moderately in each /'marina, a 
good increase in berths could be 
accomplished,
Lapham also points but that 
granting an extension to Wright’s 
Bosun’s Marina will leave the 
door open to Others ?—; Canoe
Cove would be next and Deep 
Cove already has an application 
in and tabled, he says.
“Our contention is that it 
shouldn’t, go any further — 
North Saanich already has its fair 
share of boats. They should be 
shared around.”
And he reminds residents that 
the previous North Saanich 
council sent a letter in 1979 to the 
federal wildlife branch — he 
termed it a “strong request” — : 
saying it didn’t want any? in-
in Tsehum Harbor.
'SlJB^RaPTIOi!WE8?AiE::
by; GqntinuecI from Page A1 
be re-zoned from five-acre to 
one-acre lots to permit the 
subdivision, but have already 
adopted a road and water line 
layout proposed by CRD staff 
and liave construction underway; ?;/ 
: /Whefi/the:lines:are in, besides 7 
/serving? the/subdiyisibn;l()‘-inch//: 
mains /yvill reach 7West Saanich / 
Road oh the west, ?dceanspray / 
Drive on the east arid Hillgrove: 
Road on the south, to join 
municipal distribution lines. 7^ 
Pressure Teduclion valves will 
be needed because Of the 5d0-fooi 
elevation of the reservoir, but 
there will be increases in both 
pressure and - volume to serve 
Gurteis Point, and Deep Cove 
■ areas and end summer water 
shortages.
: Some improvement in tlie Deep 
Cove situation should already be 
evident from completion two
weeks ago of 20-inch line to Mills 
Road: arid/ i g-irich/tp/Wain Rbrid/ 
from the McTavish Road 
reservoir, which has raised the 
pressure in the Deep Cove system 
by 10 pounds.
The development plan for 
Cloake Hill has four phases;?with 
/4-4 lots in? the first phase,/37 in the 
second, 35 in the third and 32 in 
the fourth.
, ;Calvert said Friday he expected/, 
each phase to take about a year, 
subject to market condilions. 
There rare also two other un-? 
developed properties adjoining, 
totalling/TOl acres: The land is 
steep and rocky, /with no; 
agricultural potential.
Calvert donated the site for the 
reservoir, which has;roomTfbr a 
second million-gallon tank? when 
/required, and the right of way for 
the pressure main leading to it.
NOWilS THETlWlE^ia START A SU^
YOUR CURRENT OWE; OR PlIRCHASG A 
EXTENSION At THE $12.00 A YEAR RATEiiL;'"'-
;TME'?NTO?;WMm
■ ’tSenlor citizens new rato will be $12,00 per year 
‘Anyone older than the Review (i.e. 70 years or more) 
only pays $5,00 a year,
SUBSCRIBE NOW
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Bicker over tree bill
Parkland grads gathered in the courtyard of school for informal photograph prior to 
graduation ceremonies Sunday. Names will be published next week. Tom Cronk Photo
Sidney police are hoping they 
have a crime wave that broke 
against a tree.
At 6.40 a.m. Sunday they 
received a call from the Royal 
Canadian Legion on Mills Road 
reporting that the legion hall had 
been broken into and a quantity 
of liquor taken.
Proceeding west on Beacon 
toward the scene of the crime, 
police saw a vehicle miss the turn 
froin Galaran Road onto Beacon 
and crash into a tree. Three 
occupants fled but two were
apprehended immediately and 
the third later. The trunk of the 
car was full of liquor.
The three men are also suspects 
in break-ins last week at 
Philbrooks Boat Yard, Van Isle 
Marina and the Quarterdeck 
Restaurant, and others.
Inother police news:
•Aysmall colour television was 
taken from a dwelling house on 
Central Saanich Road sometime 
between June 18 and June 21 by 
someone who entered through a: 
bathroom window.
“Someone broke a window at 
the Candy Man, 2446 Beacon, on 
the night of June 24, but a bar 
prevented them from opening the 
door.
•A window of the Scandia 
Restaurant was found broken by 
RCMP at 2:55 a.m. June 25, and 
the rear door was ajar, but 
nothing was missing.
“Police are investigating a 
complaint from a parent that a 
16-year-Old child obtained two X- 
rated video tapes from a Sidney 
tstore.'.''
■Continued from' Page A1 ^ r; 
recommended ; no further 
development in the nnigratbry 
bird .sanctuary.
But Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey wanted to know if the 
wildlife branch had developed 
new policy. Previous marinas had 
gone in without any reference to 
councils, she said. And when 
■ Retfalvi J said tliere vvas no hew 
policy Sealey .wanted to know; 
why councils were being ap-: 
proached for input now. since 
marinas were permitted in the 
past (there are six marinas in the 
Tsehum Harbor area).
‘ ‘They slipped by the system, 
the system wasn’t enforced,” 
Retfalvi said. ‘‘Now you’re 
saying one more can’t go in?’’
'^ Sealey asked; ‘‘That’s right,” 
Retfalvi replied;
However another wildlife 
official present remarked, ” We’ll 
remove the whole thing (bird 
sanctuary) if that’s your 
recomnicndatlon.”
Sealey told the two men that at 
a previous joint meeting of the 
two, councils, which included 
three people ‘’whose scicnlific 
work is in that particular field’’, 
no evidence wa<5 found to support 
the existence of a bir d sanct uai y.
Sidney Aid. John Cnldcr said 
he wasn’t a .scientist and ‘‘when 1 
want tlitit kind of informaiion l 
; come to you lor it. Ifthat's a bird 
sanctuary there’s no way I want 
to take it but,” and askeci, ‘‘Tell 
tne vvliy it should stay.v
he had data^
' infdrrnntibii ; and: bird^ s 
\ ;takctt( by j the , provincial cn« 
yironinent ministry which 
(locmnented the area used by 
ntigrntory birds, anil later agreed
ClonllniUM) from Page A1 
into hot water if it acted on the 
suggestion.;
Calder said council had a 
moral ns well ns a financial 
respanslbiliiy to taxpayens and 
disagreed with Burdon that the 
.s|orc would be unlikely to move 
here -" if could be the ideal plnceb 
hesnid.v;;:':
He nippcaled to council to 
approve a motion to “get the 
wheels ;jn^.Quoliou.^'/prc'parc,....a] 
bylaw nnd work with yicldri’* 
hut the motion; was defeatedi 
MpyofNormabf'fiilf'y told cdtineil ■ 
opcraiibn of the store was not 
Strictly i forbidden according to 
immicipal legislation but added 
Victoria has chosen to go that 
route anyway and it’s action 
Would serve ns a test case.
mforrnatmn would‘be serit tq 
councils. marina development was not
But Sealey was puzzled. She compatible with bird use. 
told Retfalvi he had indicated the “if it were feasible and we 
.sanctuary had status and was a could do it I would remove all
useful area yet had said the wild present marinas (six) because
life branch was prepared to “take they interfere with bird use,” he'
il-out.” added.
Retfalvi told the meeting that Van Isle Marina owner Mark 
‘‘marinas and a bird sanctuary Dickinson told the meeting his 
cannot co-exist” but had no family had been in the Tsehum
answer when ;he ; wasc reminded
that todatC/some six marinas and : bvere the same amount of birds 
the birds had apparently co- then as rioW. “For the life of me 1
existed quite well. q can’t see that development in
Sealand’s Bob Wright, who Blue Heron Basin or the Van Isle
owns Bosun’s Marina in North expansion will hurt birds at all.”
Saaniclv and wants to build a Wright argued it was a fact 
floating breakwater and moorage that “hundreds, thousands of
for 350 boats in Blue Heron birds are in there and they’re
Basin, remarked the wildlife compatible with boats.” H
bvanclv was willing for the bird charged the wildlife branch with
sanctuary to remain in 1979, had : ^ saying birds and boats were
said there was no change in birds; compatible,; then incompatible
and was still willing for the “but ifthey’re going tO stop Van 
sanctuary to remain in 1982 and Isle I’d sure as hell lay charges on
suggested the branch wanted every boat that moved in the area
some “political guidance on it.” : because they would be hurting
Retfalvi replied the branch the birds.’’
wanted; to “keep away from' ; Wright summed up. “Let’s not 
political decisions” bin Wright kid ourselves — the area’s been
reiterated his argumeiu, charging compromised for years,” The
the branch’s interest now in the ikllife branch was in a catch 22 
bird sanctuary was based r « ;jion, he said, when Jt 
V pressure from the public, Larheu ..sscried the bird sanctuary was
Retfalvi had said three people incompatible? with? boats yet
;from Saanicli had written ;; admitted it was still functioning 
Ottawa protesting the marina alongside six marinas.
; extension and; askhig the bircL^^k 
sanctuary Slat IIS he ninini dined, .sanctuary .was “operating
Wriglit then flourished a report parts still hot yet used by honis.^’ 
on migratory; birds in Tsehiini; Saanich Aid. Harold
Harbor which he said cost S8,000 pnrroit said if 'jhe ? area was a ? 
and showed Rdherts Bay was genuine bird sanctuary there 
;;reconhricnded?ldrhiostbirdsahd:wouldhavehcen?morceohcerrfin 
ihai l schumMarbor showed ygry the past about boating activities;? ? 
few birds. Wright said he was The councils arc now wailihg
;';;;J'shOck'cd’?.0<ctfaIvi,Oiadn’t,seeir:''.;',for.;?;:;,;;";;:infoi;nia
the report. • documehtatiori from the wildlife
Retfalvi repealed he was . juapeh before arriving at a ?
q convinced the area was useful to ; 'decision,
HEM YE!|
i
The man who cut down 16 
trees belonging to the Town of 
Sidney has had a reprieve. 
Council failed Monday night to 
agree that Walter Dietiker, 10181 
Wildflower Place, should pay a 
$2,500 bill and the matter was 
tabled.
Aid. Norm McCandlish said 
charge to replace the trees at $100 
each was too much and suggested 
Dietiker acted in good faith and 
should not be penalized, while 
Aid. Jim Lang said it was unwise 
to proceed with any form of 
penalty or cost. Dietiker had not 
been approached with any 
compromise, only punitive ac­
tion, he said.
Both McGandlish and Aid. 
Loyd Burdon said they’d in­
spected what remained of the 
trees and agreed there was visible 
evidence of rot. Calder said he 
was “amazed at the sudden 
change of mind” over this issue. 
“I’m not an expert.” he said, 
“but I saw no visible sign of rot 
on one tree.”
At a June 14 meeting Dietiker 
admitted to council he’d cut the 
trees down in error when he 
assumed they were on his 
property, but he argued the trees 
were rotting and diseased and 
constituted a hazard through 
falling branches.
Calder told council parks 
superintendent James Marsh had 
met with Dietiker and worked out 
a bill for compensation but this 
was refuted by Lang.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
suggested the rnatter be tabled. 
There were dif ferences of opinion 
which must first be resolved, she 
said. Dietiker will be asked to 
meet with council’s committee B 
and parks superintendent J ames 
; Marsh.
In other council news:
;; “Council will hang tough and 
continue to refuse to pay an 
assessment levied ; by the Van-
Open hmm
An open house for the public 
to look over the new Rest Haven 
Lodge at 2281 Mills Road will be 
held Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
couver Island Regional Library 
board for new library 
headquarters building in 
Nanaimo. The town’s solicitor, 
George McKinim, informed 
council in a June 22 letter that the 
VIRL board does not have the 
power to raise money for con­
struction or acquisition of the 
new building and no power to 
make an assessment against any 
of the subscribing municipalities.
Aid. John Calder said 
McKimm was adamant in his 
interpretation of the Library Act 
and moved council forward a
copy of Mckimm’s letter to the 
VIRL board” and let them take 
action from there.”
Aid. Jim Lang protested, 
saying Sidney council was 
defeated in a democratic process 
(vote). “1 feel we’re making a lot 
out of nothing — we were 
defeated and now we’re com­
plaining about it.’
Calder reminded Lang that 
“sometimes the democratic 
process is challenged.” His 
motion passed and Lang 
requested his opposition vote be 
recorded.
Computerized wheel balance 
“Wheel alignment 












LIST PRICE:$107.95 ........ .
steel Belled Radial Tires 
LIST PRICE $106:60 ... ... . . .
185/75x14^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
steel;Belted Radial Tires 
LISTPRICE$121.65 . ,. . . .. . . i-
480x8 TR/T
/ Trailer Tire '






WS WE CARRY QUAUTY UEmEABSi 
WGESTONE, GOOBRIOH, UNIROML BKCHEtiH
CHAKGFA
V/SA . 9817 RESTHAVEN OR. 656-S544
Bianca Nygard, nev/est name? in 
designer jeans, brings you the best 
fitting and most comfortable jean 
ever made. They mold to your in­
dividual body contours yet respond 
to every movement because we’ve 
added just a touch of Lycra® span- 
dex to the denim "and cords; 
Lycra® spandex gives these jeans 
stretch with '' memory "so they re­
tain ?their shape washing? after 
;washingi:::':?L..?.::.:: :t.,
At last here's a comfortable denim 
or corduroy jean that moves as easi­
ly as you move, freely and natural­
ly. A sensation of freedom in motion 
that ybu'ye : never experie
"before.;;;;";..:';.,:;,.;:.;';;::;";;';,'
HEAR
y E7IIII CTKIIII #^1111 lOT
VANCOUVER HARBOUR TO OESOUTION SOUND
? ? WE /|firtlOOKINQ ORDERS NOW! ? ^^
CORNISH'S BOOK & STATIONERY
1
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Gongratulatioris, Norma
Our warmest congratulations to Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
on being named Member of the Order of Canada. Her service to 
the community goes back a long way and includes, vvithout 
making a lengthy list, work in recreation, as a school board 
trustee and now mayor and chairman of the Capital Regional 
District.
Sealey does a fine job, is an excellent mayor and thoroughly 
deserves this award.
And best wishes to another Saanich Peninsula resident singled 
but for the award, Cathryne H. Armstrong of Saanichton, who 
has a long record of awards and achievements, including four 
years as president of the National Council of Women, is cur­
rently president of the American Regional Council of Women 
and is listed in the International Who’s Who in Community Ser­
vice.'
; We hope Red Hot Video doesn’t think Sidney is wide open 
for its operation now that it’s getting the boot from Victoria.
- Sidney, unlike Gentral Saanich council, has refused to prepare a 
djylaw prohibiting the store from setting up shop here. Whatever 
the legal outcome in Victoria, this store will not be welcome in 
Sidney. Hopefully, residents wilblet council kiiow how they feel 
■J.;'bhJthis'dssue. ;,r
I wish to reply to an article 
which appeared on the front page 
of your newspaper June 23 
regarding Aid. Alan Cornford’s 
comments relating to Sidney 
Breakwater Developments Ltd.
I am becoming increasingly 
concerned over the rumours 
travelling the “jungle telegraph’’ 
of Sidney and by the many at­
tempts of nev/spaper reporters to 
deliver to their readers as much 
information as they could wrest 
from me prior to a proper 
presentation to Sidney mayor and 
council of a complete proposal.
While I appreciate that this is a 
much-needed facility and, due in 
part to its long awaited ap­
pearance, a highly visible project,
I would have preferred to present 
a cornplete picture when it isi in 
fact, complete. I certainly value 
the lapparent support bf' the 
journalists and many citizens, but 
“small-town politics’’ have 
undoubtedly prevented ; many a 
project such as this -from being 
accomplished;
; X When it was decided to in­
corporate a company to attempt 
to obtain the appropriate per­
missions and foreshore leases,
; etc^ etc. it appeared to be highly 
desirable to use Sidney businesses 
and services wherewer possible to 
produce the spin-off so often 
quoted. C,R. Ward and 
Associates were retained to 
provide us with whatever in­
formation this man, a eon.sulting 
marine engineer; and ship 
mnnagcr, might i be able to of for, 
inwiew bjr: his many • 
years of attempting, on behalf of 
the chamber of commerce, to get 
the .structure built.
Mr. Ward graciously agreed to
registered office for the new
use £t
Sidney address; I did not want to: 
use my Sidney home address; and 
did; not want 16Jappear to create; 
undue publicity by using my 
accounting:partnership address;:
When it became apparent that 
Mr. Ward wished to take a public 
stand on some controversial
Dp you realize that Bob Wright 
originally applied; fpr permission - 
to put 120 hbusingVunits on this {
a -revival vpf- private enterprise 
might diminish: the: power and t, 
effectiveness of local council and-:
smally peninsula: lying betweehr: 
Blue Heron Basin: and the; ihlet t
its members? ::
issues we changed our registered 
offices to 311 - 1020 McKenzie
next to the highway, and which is 
only a few feet above high water? 
Needless to say it did not meet 
perc test standards when properly




Avenue, Victoria, my office 
address. I am sending Mr. 
Cornfprd ;,a ; phdtpcpp>L of; the - 
lawyer’s bilk for thpse services; ■ 
dated May 17, liiiee weeks after 
our incorporation dale and prior 
to Mr. Ward’s correspondence. V
1 have said publicly tliat 
eventually perliaps tnany Sidney : 
rcsidentsandbusinesspersons; 
may , become shareholders 
- pending the responses from the 
; mayor and council aincl subject to ; 
the provisions Of the Secufitics 
Exchange Commission, 1 dp not 
feel there is any feaspn to suggest 
that either Mr. Corhford or Mr. 
Ward would be cxeinpted from 
purchasing shares or what ves, I.s 
it really significant who Jowtis; ! 
shares, : provided wo ct the job 
■ :done?,.;
As for an “vmciuc 'aniount of 
; pressure’’ 1 hardly feel a,courtesy 
letter to councii advising of bur ; 
plans, nor a leiteV refer ring to a, 
previous rcstrlutipiij t 
tlie brcakxyater at Siditcy (as a 
;:-’cpurtesy;, Jb;::rgcenl ;jiew ^,couticil' 
nieinbcrs as :The icsplution ap- : 
ptiared tp: have been over lobked) 
is i)ressme,
?:: ii havejsialed, this ,is a 'projcl j 
Ajiich, will lie^
Iptibn ey j n::; pttflbo 
Sidney business pL-isoas and
y;bbatcrs.;ylTb,,st'aiid,’tbdJciicfii''jhc'i;
most.
David .1, Napiler 
Sidney Brnikwiitcr 
:;,i)cyeU>imich(s, Lfd.'i''
lestediand he has permission for< 
pnlv 20 units!-This shows the sbriv;:;
bf ruthless developer he is and I 
how badly advised by his experts.
' The new marine berths too, 
originally 600, now dbwn to 350; 
he could nearly achieve this by 
dredging out his own land, which 
he is entitled to do, and leave the 
mud ITats oh both sides of the L 
peninsula relatively undisturbed.
In any: case, the effluent from 
350 more boats, exhaust fumes, 
gas and diesel spills, which ever 
side they are bn will add to the 
deteriorating quality of the water 
in Tsehum Haven, which is still 
hoine to herons, otters, seal and, 
in ihe winter, to Canada geese 
and many varieties of duck .
\Vc had won something by our 
determined opposition over the 
years but now have been com­
pletely sold but by our spineless 
council, who would appear to be ' 
ignorant of the bylaw passed in
(ho ■ iinr ilflhorod fn ovf*r
^■ProteeP:
t e, ‘60s, a d ad ere to e er 
since, of nomorcAvater leases.
I wonder wliat has iiuluccd 
council to be unienuble to Bob 
Wright: and let Itim have what he 
wants With no conditions or 
opposition. Most slrunge! -' 
i; 1 f you have any concern I'or - 
our vanishing cnviroivrt-ient and 
wild life, please cbniC to theo^p^ 
meeting bp: July" 5^^ 
school at TtSO p.m;and sirbw that 
nnmy North Saanich residents
aiid ’ other concerned en-
Ald; AH*^ Cornford’s reaction 
to the Sidney breakwater letter 
(Issue of The Review, June 23) 
reveals the egotistical immaturity 
in his decisipn-makihg. Instead 
of considering the letter in the 
light of how it would help North 
Saanich, ::he ; “rapped’A it on 
personal ; grounds; that C. R; 
Ward bf the breakwater company 
had previously “taken shots at 
his professional integrity.”
I’m not sure there’smuch to 
shoot at the way Aid. Cornford, 
elected as mn “en­
vironmentalist’’, is making the 
environment fit the husine.ss, and 
in particular the business of Bob 
;;Wright,? ;
Anything that tlrrcatens 
Wright’s proposed marine; 
pansioP p'tbis intb; Tschm^^^
H a rhot 1 r, Co rn ford di sc i ctl i t s;: 
not only tlic Sidney breakwater 
plan, but the excellent report- 
from the provincial ministry of 
environiitctU ott Tschuin ’Hur- 
^■'bou r/Canoc. Bay.'-1:' ^ J;; 
y-'l'l'hei-'^rcpbrt/Ulbesl'tipi ';;use';a';j' 
-barrage of :techhicaiR 
iniprcss arid ;intimiUute in i; 
:JCbrnfbrdj?AtyIe,; ;;Rathcr'-1ti;'is'i- 
o r ga n i zed, r e s e a r e h c d, a ii d
presented with a; clarity |nd
Integrity that Alan Cornford 
would do well to study.
The immediate danger to ■ 
North Saanich, spearheaded by 
Cornford on behalf of Wright, is 
■ the loss :bf fbr^eshbre: pleases inf - 
Tsehum Harbour Torf Wright’s; 
commercial use, and the 
dangerous precedenf thatfwould 
set.
! Protect your rights to: the 
; beauty and recreational delights 
f of bur public foreshore by at- 
f lending the July 5,17:30 p.m. : 
public hearing ; at - Parkland 
school, 10640 McDonald Park 
Road. There’ll be plenty of 
Wright’s -marina people thc;re 
t r y i n g t o b a rn b o p z 1 c 11 s: o u i P f 
Alliem.f''f'f' Jf-:-".
'fG.'Lawrie;





It appears a little suspect that 
Aid. .Alan Gornford should react 
so yioIent 1 y to input from Sidney 
Breakwater! Developments Ltd. 
imd In particular (ho iiitcrosl of 
local- biibncsfirncn':,: in ftills epm- 
, pail y ’ s pr o po s a Is,. Su r e I y t h e 
I’coiJticii (:h',: Nprtlv Saanjeh: that 
supposedly Iepresciils' .the iiil 
tei’csis of local-residents; shoiild 
apiilaud anyone concenictl about 
inipipving The economy of this: 
aiea.
t)nc could asMimo Aid. 
Coinfoid feels ihioatciH'd
';;;:hccausc;l:bf,,ff, vested.:;f)iiiercst;; 
eisevVliere, iicfhaps the :eon-
Refercnce your editorial June 
f23, on interest rates;:there cbuld , 1 ; 
be lots of hope. During the 1800s, 
interest rates were also very high 
to the point of usury, and causeci : 
great hardship, f Inf the Black 
Forest ara of Germany, a man f 
n a 111 e ci Fr e i d rick Wi 1 he i m
Raiffeisen \Vas greatly concerned 
when: he saw the misery and 
suffering caused by high interest ff. 
rates. He devised ;a “Peoples 
Bank’^ where - members of a 
coniniunily would place their 
savings. These savings would be 
loaned- to the -less fortuhatef 
members of the communityfat 
modest interest' rates, andy 
because it was from the com- 
imihiiy, it would be paid back. f^^ 
This idea of Raiffeisen’s was a 
wild success.) and grew very 
rapidly. It was brought to North 
America at the f turnf off the 
f conlury by Alponsc Dcsjardinc 
who started a peoples bank at 
Levis, f Quebec. FD culled it 
\..:f'CaiseJ'hipliure'’ff-f ::.:;;ff;;fL" '-f
{fdraversial:;f;'J3luc ),;'Mefbii!r-;Basi'n' 
-'.f develop iiiep(.;'fj-V:pr.' is;it "■ Icar; t hat"
It was such a fundameritally 
f sound ideafihai it spread rapidly; : 
■ arpuiul I lie world wit Iv; various 
iianiesv We ball it a Credit Union! - 
During the last great 
depression, the hanks would not 
f lo;m money without security, and 
who luid it dining such days? In 
Gonlilutu'd on Page A12 <
:::60'YEARS'AGO':.':
From llic Juno 29,1912, issue of 
f,The Reviewf.f'-r-f:..T.f
Dominion Day program 
planned by the A t h 1 q t i c 
Association included a bicycle 
race from Victoria to Sidney, and 
Indian canoe Tacc( a f football 
match betweeia Fulford and 
Sidney, a junior lacrosse match 
bciwt ;n Esquimalt and Sidney; a 
baselpll gave between Fulford 
:^'and'LSaanich';JndiariSL-a::Scn5bif; 
lacrosse league game, and a
variety of serious and comicalr
track and field events for yoilttg
'■'’and old;''-'" ■:■■
While tirolliitg off Sidney Spit
Mrs. A,l:. W'ilson hooked a ■ 
salmonWeighing 48 pdiinds, It i.s'
: belicyed to he a record for (hesef
■"watei‘s; ''"’■.f"'':''■■'■"
■:50 YEARS AGO;';; 'fj!''';'
From the .liine 29, 1932, Issue of 
■ .The Review fQ- :...;;,’ff.:'
:f’rhc;!32d)iccc 'I'jantl' of .ihbfSt IF 
Coast Brigade will give a eonceti 
at Memorial Parkon Sunday 
: afternoon ,f f
f » ♦ '
Op Sathrday'';al''fctpooti;ihC'iwo;''. 
higher divistons ol me; Sidney 
sbhool enjoyed their aniutal' 
school closing picnic on the 
lovelv beach at ColeBav 
: 40 YEARS AGO.;;. ;f-f;;;.:;.F:f 
.From' the Jimt'.■■■’1,4941, issmi. of'
’ WheRcvlew , ."
All personnel of the ARP wlio 
may be going on vacation are 
jcquested to notify their zone 
W.'a|:de^
departure and probable data of
..-j'etnrn. '■■:■ ■ ■'-;-■ ;■■., ...-.
Sidney Island Spit are advised to 
lie lovv next Sunday. The second 
annual gooey duck hunt pf the 
North Saanich Rod and Gun 
Club is scheduled for that day,
' In pJdl two million, one 
hundred thousand, four hundred 
and seventy-two letters, parcels, 
post cards; and circulars went 
: through the Qead Letter Office 
throughout Camtnda,:







Runw6v lengthening program 
at Pat Bay; Airport proved too 
late Monday foro Comox-based 
RCAF Neptune; The heavy plane 
overshot (he runway to borne to 
rest on the ground
within feet of the old highway. It 
Stiffered extensiye damage hut no 
■;:^one wasinjured.'^^',.
*. ’ .b-,
ImettuUional Duty Free Stores 
l.id,, will open its Sidney business: 
at the first oflhe weck. Mrs;Ncll ; 
; Harth, well kiiovVn Sidney 
resident, has been named store 
snperimendent.
’;j«YEARSAtR);^-;;:^^,,-:''';;;;--.;;;W
'.:T'rpni ;thc;Juiie.'28,';I972,;,Issue of:" 
"'■'The Review' '■"■■'.
A chamber of commerce 
suggestion that Sidney town 
in vest iga i e the cost (tf pit i dug 
::''';Hydro';;jines;:,uridcrgro;t»nd-'':wns;;
received and tiled;: l he company 
: -estimates cosli; at':. '■$80,1)00: -;to: 
$10(),000ablock: -
’cninSula school district next
Septcniber, giving a choice of 
lout different inath systems next 
year, selections from whichmay 
die';;.;';u'sed "■■."atthe teacher's":; 
■disercuon.
An eMraordhtary meeting of « 
Sidney and Nortli Saanich
A new ‘hiew“ math program 
will tw Inirodnced in Saanich
ConimtpiityHall Association to 
elect new directors was scl for 
June 10 after a majority of the 
existing hoard voted; to resign, 
The^' look the action because a 
public niecimg voted 82 to 54 
against; their rccomrnendatidn; 
that the trustee for the Sanscha 
■properly; he "ehanged-; frnny the ■ 
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Hooker named Madeiaine beats all comers
Rotarian
I'
A local woman, Madeiaine 
Lamprecht, has been chosen by 
the National Theatre School of 
Canada in Montreal as the only 
successful applicant from B.C. 
for the 1982-83 season. From 
more than 400 auditions held 
nationally only 18 reached the 
standards set by the National,
governed by limited enrollment.
Lamprecht graduated from 
Claremont school where she was 
active in drama, studied for two 
years in the theatre departmental 
the University of Victoria, and 
spent the past school year 
enrolled in a French immersion 
course.
Wells Hooker was named 
Rotarian of the Year June 23 at 
Sidney Rotary’s 37th annual 
installation of officers. Frank 
Andrews is president, Paul 
Hyatt, president-elect; Don 
Smith, Jim Lang, Bill Neufeld 
and Howard Gillard, directors; 
Dan Rippin, secretary; Roy 
Spooner, treasurer; Carl Spicer, 
sergeant-at-arms.
Hooker, 7620 Blossom Park 
Place, says you only get out of a 
community what you put into it 
— and according to Rotarians, 
Hooker’s done his share. He’s 
been organizing the distribution 
of B.C. Lotteries for many years 
with Rotarians making some 
$10,000 annually out of the 
work.
And that money’s been put
back into the community each 
year. A new bus for handicapped 
people at Mount Newton Day 
Care Centre for the elderly, 
costing $19,000; back in 1978, 
Rotarians donated a $24,000 
zamboni to the Panorama 
Recreation centre and the club 
has provided the jaws of life — 
life saving equipment — to all 
fire departments on the Saanich 
Peninsula.
The list of Rotary “giving” is 
endless — members fund the 
students exchange program, 
provide scholarships for 
deserving youngsters and send 
students to Ottawa for the 
Adventure in Citizenship 
program.
Now Sidney Rotarians are 
eyeing projects for the coming
i;-,: .......
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd street 656-7535
AU OUR MEAT IS AGED, GflXiN-FEO, GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
1 HOME CURED C K ^
1 CORNED
1 BEEF »2.89 lb.. ^ fkg
AGED HE.W YORK & 
SfRLOiri STEAKS 
AVAILABLE
I SIDE BACON >1.89 lb. ................. ™ /kg
WELL AGED GRADE ‘A’ #1 FREEZER BEEF
HINDS & FRONTS AVAILABLE
- vP:
Wells Hooker 




year — they may provide help to 
the new Seventh Day Adventist 
intermediate care hospital on 
Mills Road and/or make a 
donation to the Victoria — 
cancer” house, to be used to 
provide accommodaton for 
relatives visiting patients un- . 
dergoing treatment in the
Rotarians likely will not make 
so much money in the future out 
of the lotteries — the Western 
Canada Lottery Foundation has 
taken over the distribution but 
Hooker says the club may still 
sign up retailers for lotteries and 
will get six per cent of sales.
But Rotarians still have a big 
money-maker; up their sleeve/ 
They run the midway mt 
Saanichton Fair — something 
they’ve been doing for/20 years 
---■ and its a major f^emie raiser. ■ 
Rotarians own the equipment, 
some of which has been made by 
members over the years.
Wells, a Rotarian now for 15 
years, enjoys the fellowship of 
/ the cliih and rn&fing a yarietyiof I 
/ people froni different walks^^^^M^
■ life: “This i^ what makes Rotary; 
interesting —- everyone has a 
different vocation,” he says.
The organization begad in 
: Chicago jn 1905 when
businessmen joined together, 
mainly to help each other. And 
although Rotarians still may 
choose to do business w'ith those 
they meet at Rotary, the true 
thrust of the club has become 
philanthropic with Rotary clubs 
providing community aid and 
service in 155 countries around 
the world.
Hooker is guided in his life by 
the; Rotary four-way test of 
“things we think, say or do.’Lls 
it the truth? Is it fair to all 
concerned? /Vyill it build goodwill 
and better friendships? Will it be 
beneficial to all concerned?
Sldisej? SajjeiRep




1 The Creative Conneeiionris a ' 
hew program offered by the 
Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission for artistically-inclined 
children seven to 12 years old. 
Though the emphasis is still very 
much on fun, this is a more 
structured class designed to 
introduce children to the vjsual 
arts, drama and music/^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^
Planned activities include 
drawing, painting, print making, 
cartooning ;and collages; For 
work in three dimensions there 
will be mask and kitemaking and 
/'■xlaymbdelling.'/^:////'/':/;:;!
This program also includes ■
/ trips to the provincial niuseuni to:
; observe native an forms and to 
local beaches for sand sculpture.
In the drama field, we plan to 
/ have ihh^Hlldreh cdnstriics props / 
for skits, puppet play.s and school 
plays. At thb end of each scssioii 
/ ivn: plan
productions for tlte pa 
special treat, the Fpur Seasons 
Theatre Company will per- 
farming Dandelion for us bn 
Aug. 11.
singing, making and playing 
various instruments and dancing.
In addition to all these ac­
tivities there yvill be guest nrtisi's 
and musicians coming in 
throughout the summer.
The program runs in four two- 
./;;’:/wcek, /sessions; Juty;^;5 '>/16, /10,' 
a.m. Monday to Friday at 
Orccngladc School; July 19-30, 
same time, place: Aug. 2 - 13, 
same time, place; Aug. 16 * 27,10 
/:'a.m,/ - :^Mpnday;,:to/,Friday/at'/ 
■i.',;,Sttiischanall./,
is being taken now 
at Panorama Leisure Centre, cost 
for each session is $40. For 




AS OF JULY 2nd, 1982
....
BAKERY
IN THE BEACON PLAZA
Featuring:
•Buropm Pastries
•Black Forest, German Chocolate Cakos, etc, 
•A Complete Variety of Tarts. Cookies, Tortos 
■/'&/Fancy'Loaves
•Sausage Roils ^ / /^
: Meat /Pies.'';' V':/:■ //'/; ■ //' :'/:■ /
•Many Types of Breads & Buns 



































PUr THB CLOVERDALE BRAND ON mUR HOME
WATCH FOR SPECIALS ON OUR
" " DISPLAY-BOARD ■ '., /::
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California Grown
■ -- ■vtrf'&itri.'.si.?!'■ 'ppiS' ,.'- ' '. lbs.
Stiifor
aW-
W-: 'P ' ;
vs
Endive "'Red or ^Green Leaf
"’Romaine or "'Butter 
YourClioice............... • • • : W •
B '..". a :' .R m -■ 4 n -jm.:
California Grown........ lb!
California Crown «... R.V.
Crown. No.
FLOWERSHOPPE




.it.fsv 5." ?:"*ftflSiA ,1 •. A, ... ^ 1
* Regular, *Drip 
or ‘Extra Fine 
{454g) 1 lb. tin .
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AReHIH WEISNER T V. SERVICE
STS-lft-RfftSt
AUIIIRIN TRAVEL SERVICES
2393 Beacon five. 656-5561
THE CAFS WHISKERS
2493 Beacon five. 656-3342
THURSDAY,
CHRfSTIHE LAyREHT JEWELLERY
2432 Beacon five. 656-7141
ILITJCTORS
2526 Bevan five. 656-9144
HARVEFS IPORTINC MOS
2485 Beacon five. 658-4393
- HCLLOWAfS SIDHEY FLORIST
2499 Beacon five. 656-4643
2315 Beacon five. 656-5822
2513 Beacon five. 656-3724
IC’S PLAYTME CLOTHIC : :
i.:ieacon Ave.; ■: t'I ■:,., :• ;,i 656-24551
PAOL’I ‘HOOSE @F PORTRAITS'




nfloA n2496 Beacon 656-5771 h
^EPPi CHEF KENTUCKVSTYLECHm
9316 >411! St. 656-5331











2416 Beacon five. 6564168
, 4th and 5th Streets at 9:45 a.m.
v^.-3- ' Opens 10 a.m.




10;45|aim.S^^^ off at 11 a.m.
V" 'fp 
C'Cc:..
■ ’ - ^ W.. m
11=--
i-■ .
«From noon to 6 p.m. at Sanscha Hal! and 






►Throughout the day — stage shows ati 4^^ 
Beacon, at Sanscha grou nds and in the beer 
garden in Sanscha Hail featuring the Penin­
sula Singers, Parkland Jazz Band, Mazard, 
Harry Bowlby, Peter Gordon, Tim Bus^i 
Peninsula Dance School, Zodiac Tapestry from 
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SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
Foot of Bmon Avenue
STAR WEEKLY
^^2440 Beacon ^1;; 656-2345;;
SEA^N’SHORE DECOR




23b9ltiac«B (Briflwoorf Centie) 656-471!
A -






A Sidney athlete who has played the past three years with 
Victoria Cougars is leaving shortly to continue his hockey career 
in West Germany, with dual German-Canadian citizenship to 
help him along.
Daryl Coldwell was born in Germany 20 years ago while his 
father, George Coldwell, 9316 Lochside, was serving there with 
the Canadian forces.
They left Germany when Daryl was only a few years old, and 
have lived in Sidney, or rather just south of tlie line in North 
Saanich, for the past eight or nine years. He played liis hockey in 
Saanich, and then with Nanaimo Clippers before moving up to 
the Cougars three and a half years ago.
A centre and right winger, and primarily a defensive player, he 
got plenty of ice time in the past season, after the Cougars’ 
Memorial Cup stars had moved on.
Playing on right wing, his main offensive responsibility was to 
set up the team’s top scorer, Paul Cyr, who played left wing on 
his line, but his 98 points included 37 goals, fourth highest on the 
team. ■ ■■
His play earned him an invitation to Philadelphia Flyers 
training camp and there have been other feelers, but if he signs 
an NHL contract he could end up on a farm team a couple of 
leagues lower down. In Germany, he says, there will be a higher 
quality of hockey than that, plenty of ice time and more money.
German teams have a restricted number of imports, like 
Canadian football teams and, unlike some other players with 
dual citizenship who had German parents, he can’t get a German 
passport, so is still considered an import.
He expects to play for Frankfort, a second division team, but 
that is not certain. Next year he will be able to qualify as a non-
Daryl Coldwell 
... off to Germany
import and has good expectations for pjaying on a first di\ision 
team.
A lot of o|)tions are open for the future. In thi-ec years he 
would be eligible to qualify for the West German national team 
but by then he might also be good enough to come back and play- 
in the-NHL. 9^
Language shouldn’t be a big problem, even though he doesn’t 
remember nujch German. A lot of the other players will know 
English and tb.ere may well be other Canadians on the team.
Practices start July 25 and league play on Aug. 10. He plans to 
go over a bit ahead of time to get settled in.
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS ~ Tuesday to Friday 





: For Professional service 
with years of experiences:
Cali N0w Marten Holst




It’s been ti bvisy and successful 
Aveek for local karate aristructor 
Mike Puckett, : Beginning with/a 
trip to Las Vegas to fight in a 
/kickboxing match held at the 
Tropicana Hotel’s Sports 
Pavillion June 12. Mike won a 
seven-round bout ’ with Los 
A-----Chavez in an im-
1 again, Puckett shone throughout 
the match and/ook Shepafd out; 
with a TKO in the sixth rounds tp 
ythe : pleasure jbf/the farts yin they 
Pacific Coliseum in Vancouver. gSSiSYlL
pressive display of boxing and 
kicking techniques.
■' ,8 :■=
The full-contact card featured 
other well-known contenders 
i/including/'Penaetfius '‘‘G'aktree’’i 
Edwards, Ray McCallum and 
Edmonton’s WKA world titlist 
— Jim Walker.
; The latter half of Puckett’s 
week/produced another talented 
and entertaining fight against 
Larry Shepard, fourth ranked in 
the world, who; hails front 
Colorado Springs, Col. Once
Puckett, who is rated eighth in 
the w'orld, also defeated former 
Canadian middleweight 
champion Mike McGuire, in a 
severt-rourtd bom A['iil 23 in 
Surrey.
The world-famous Benny 
“The Jet’’ Urquidezdcfeitded his 
world 'super lightvyeightytitle ih a : 
sechduled 1 1-round match 
against Japan’s Yu taka 
KoShikawa/ which ended ,in the 
fifth-round \vith a TKO caused 
by an i rt cred i b 1 e w hec 1 k ic k t o It i s 
opponent’s body/;
Both Puckett’s arid IJrquidez’s: 
fights will be;telecast July lOth. y i
; Digital frequency eeleclion ,,ot 
, ’over 20 000, channels. Autp fre­
quency search; ; Battery pio- 
t e c t e d ; in e m o r y h o j rf s 50 
; channels; Uses AC ortzvpcior 
use in home or car. 20-1 ifi .








aiitf play heatfs,; 
(louPlo V Doltiyt ,
^ S'rA-7 AM/FM
’ ‘ ' Yy’' 4i
lull logic soienokf 0!)nri')ie(!;, Ur.n sltlC ' Ol-li iC'ait nmtal laiw locinagiuli-' ' 
iCenl rosulls Shop today I I hey'n sell (Wi lasi'i y ' ;;




Tfto price has novor best sound froirr mini
549:99
’Equalization switch for
: iTiTiltwn been’'ioworh Classy';
3 black, irllrn-compact, RMb/ctiannel, Ji
' I'' I ^
jWy' ''‘’‘f ‘ ' ' ' ^ ,u !i
Hotter Janwy(dE^Kli% prevent ftnddenilfled Sti’derfrmi's^^^ 
/ xecnml of three playojff smes iir mt^^^
EaKles eventaidly lmt ftimuHnd will fiwe .^ die sutUlm death I'hutl
June M '■■;’•/'■ ;:’/:'”/:-;,v''':;u^':;'’h.
engaged, going Oil
just relurnotl (font »ilrl|)? Or 
hiavn you had yisllors slaying 
wllli you? If you would llko 
your social nows printod Iron 
under Iho Feninsula Faople 




Take the SCn-<i viiont)’ 
-lor;'0roa(, :.stbir<jo . InfJtiii;' 
wherever: you go The 
; Slim-line :styling looks
;{|roar,: makos:;,SCB'a
easy lo;' handle : l*njr)y: 
;AM, FM.'or yot.ir liivdurF: 
:il(j casseiUii. m.ik yi.i I 
own tnpos: tod ij'iiis'.t! ' 
:"C’;coil8;dr AO '
40-watt power booster '
, ; Hear ihotfillororice ihislcoriibihatiod 40-watt' / 
" bnoster/fi'hond ('ti'unlizrn makoH to your cm ' 
iriudio equipqtfjfij. Gel riloanoi. rnorrr sDtisfy,'. 
,.inq spupilaf oil volunto lovrils, i aiior ii to wid 
your faslo ,irtd cur's fumustiew c' lfffo:*
The Review
656-1161:







t.liJ5|:'ONIr'I'lfi with mri|Viiiter (or 
hnnd'i-fiife tulkitrg uses 4 : AA’;,cel(,s Q AlIrHcUvDruiarUwflII
citiek. 7»1,'?"diB,meier ■;
.
; ..'•ISH'.sWa,: bike ,:raiiio
/ A , farpoT' surnmuri ,coii'ipunldh, Bri)(,,(<fif,;;.''’;, ... "V V','
Uitsmiy'tiurtdmhar.''' .''i'•r*f'i-(r''.niy ht'i'rrt''. ........ . ■'"■i’'*'
'"X:
A iC-m c»lcul*rorwljh.rnouicr«c//L«rgrr';jtnri.il's;mryd':;,
, turinci.i c,hrtft: iTiaktiSii convafidooa::,, numcfdls. nuns up .LvU... j ■ -..-iv,': ■
■: e»Ryi'HBH:4*key''mamdry,4lontln(ji',;.y0Argn,'AA.■dMtlm/f'Sf,:;Ir/:dtiofflal and rnofdi .Ufimi "AA
.Sale prices., expire July:'3t;y'l00St
I'- iiniint niiiv ■» Kunritu tmi «r
’''' mnii (I u ■'" ' 'di-d'HWt lowirtUMT, iFROM a-»iS0 RM.,,' .umtd
• -id ^’3-2490'^^ Bnacoii Awe*
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*#1 Quality car & truck in Canada 
*#1 Gas Savers 
*"lowest repair average” car 
“‘Oh what a feeling” car
METRO TOfOTl cautoday
624 FRANCES — VICTORIA - 386-3516 656-5245
mmi




Sidney Little Leaguers ^Lions', namesake of sponsoring Sidney Lions Club, received most 
sportsmanlike team trophy during annual presentations Saturday. Team manager is Peter 
Wrightson, coach is Neville Thyne. Tom Cronk Photo
Watering restrictions are immediately placed on all 
residences south of McTavish Road. Sprinkling of lawns 
and gardens is restricted from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. until 
further notice.
ij' M V" :■ 'I'- .. 1.
•W'V;










race. We re a!i 
outrunning 
in the park. ^
PBrncspaasmt
Hotel Sidney moved into a 
two-game lead in Sidney fastball 
last week with victories over 
Cordova Bay and Prairie Inn, but 
second-place Harvey’s have two 
games in hand.
Hotel had 11 wins and three 
losses, Harvey’s nine wins and 
three losses. Prairie Inn five wins 
and 10 losses, and Cordova Bay 
two wins and 11 losses.
On June 23 Hotel beat Cor­
dova Bay 11-1, with Wayne 
Jones pitching a five-hitter. It 
was a close game for five innings, 
with Hotel leading 2-0 going into 
the sixth, but in that inning Hotel 
got seven hits and nine runs, 
including a two-run homer by 
Wayne Hannan and a grand slam 
by Tony Graham.
Cordova Bay got four runs 
back in their half of the sixth, but 
the game ended there. Tim 
Webber hit three for three for the 
losers. Graham had a triple to go 
with his home run, in three times 
at bat, while Hannan’s three for 
four included a single and a 
double.
The Prairie Inn game on June 
25 was a real pitchers’ duel, with 
both Jones and Bob Fox pitching 
one-hitters. Hotel got the only 
run in the bottom of the third 
inning, on Tony Graham’s 
double after Gavin Bland walked 
and Jones sacrificed him to 
second.
Fox had eight strikeouts, 
including the first six batters to 
face him. Jones had nine. Prairie 
Inn twice got men to third but 




: A Quick^iist^ lieife,■ 
a smaH habit there, 
can save you a lot of energy 
in the months to come.
And tliese days, that means 




Believe it or not, you am save % of your 
dishwasher’s electricity use by simply
up to 50% of heat lost through 
evaporation, am pay for itself in as little 
as three seasons.
\hcation shut-down
If you’re leaving home for niore than a 
fevy days, itwill pay you to turnofr
Did you kno\y that a clogged air filter am 
wiiste your lumace’s energy output'?
fho
evenings wheiv the heat is oh: Ifydu’rc
nr
light,'Ybu’ll find simple instructions for 
this in your owner’s manual or call your 
heating :iupply dealer.
on water heating by waiting for full loads energy, how’s your car’s state of tunc? 
before sVashing. ■ ^ 'ong trip, a minor engine tune-dp can
pay ofl'quickly in gasoline savings;
:Daiid“washdddisheS:/';;.cv
I-lot watercosis abouf iv cent a gallon. Tb 
stop pouring money down the drain, use a
stopper in the sink when washing dishes, ; water costs by 25% in the shower ""and takes
thcnpourabowlofcleaii rinse
over the completed rack. at your local B.C.l lydro office.
Wider hcider
blcxt td’S'our furnacCy water heating ^ 
second biggest energy user in your 
lrc)mc.Foi^sumnicr use, try’setting the 
temperature control at 55"C~or 60 
to 65® if you have a dishwashcc (If you
Lnuudry
With today’s cold-water tlcterge'nts, laundry ,
Peninsula Piranhas will be ho.st 
to the 14-team Lsland Invitational 
Swim Meet at the Crystal Pool in 
Victoria this weekend.
Entries include seven clubs 
from the Island, six from the 
mainland and biie from Salmon 
Arm, with a total of 600 
^swimmers.
; Elaine Sigurdson of the 
Piranhas, who is managing the 
meet, invites spectators to attend 
and suggests they bring a bag
■/lunch.'':,;;
On Saturday Piranhas finished 
a close second to Campbell River 
in a meet at Port Alberni . They 
had 566 points to 596 for the 
winners. Port Alberni was third 
with 439.
On June 20 in a meet at 
Boundary Bay, Craig Bentham of 
Piranhas got the most points in 
division one, with Michael Golin 
the runner up, while Brenda 




you’ll save dven more.)
:,~andagain,:suvcbywhshing:full1(xids.::'/>:^^,/;.
Give youf diycr a summer holiday and lake For inany more simple, cneciivc ways 
advantage of free “solar power” to line-dry save energy and money, mail the coupon
laundry outdoors for a fiesh, sunny scent below and we’ll send the fice literature 
; with no'energy,lisc.'': ■' ■:/■',:' :'/■. v '■'.'you request.:;'
On June 22 Olcii and; Betty 
Wilson, proprietors/ of Miracle 
and Esquimau Lancs, took bus 
load of Golden/Age bowlers, to; 
Whnllcy / fbr a friendly three- 
game bowling afternooni " : 
/1'hc Miracle and / Esquiinalt 
Golden Agers were hosts June 24 
to tlic f Golden Agers, ; front 
’Glovcrdale lanes.' ' ''i
I lEiii I I IMHBili IMIMIII
: Hydn)Vj ITome Energy'
Please Send the following. I'asil/
B.C.l lydro Conservation Se 
6lh Do6r, 625 Mowc Slrccl, 
Vancouver B.C. V6C 2T’6
iwmi Hurj I
( rvices,:
n Energy Conservation □ Energy Clonstimpdon of D HoalloR Svilnnnlnt* Potnl ’/ □ Water I leafing
In The Home Household Appliances f'nvers h»r Energs' CoTiservnfion (Buying, Installing and operafing
''■'■■■’■■/'v^ ;'/'/::.'';:''v/''/'/,/.:;:''''elcdirlcofn'aUirafBas water heaters)
NAk(i^;.^._.:..L__:.,j..:,,,;:„./jj.,^ii.:^:/L„_::::://://';/::/„^ .. ::/':■:.. ______
Boater reseued
AbDUESS 
;.■':■’ ClTVC-.-^^ EOSTAI, CODEC
: Vj/'J-r.'..r• \
I KWiUll IIUNiUi ttHMNlf tflMHM INHM IMWI WMRilt ttMiOV HSfiMI imyM NMNIUIINHMHI NNRl^mi
li
Two B.C. Lifeboat Society 
vessels responded to a May Day 
call at Swarl^ Bay/9:30 a.m. 
Friday morning.
Syend Mariagcr, In the Vita II 
from Piers Island, got a portable 
pump aboard the 36-foot fish- 
boat, Early Worm, when water 
had risen ?|bou( four inches abqyc /, 
the floorboards:
Horst Klein, from Pender 
Island, also arrived with a pump; 
and Mariagcr escorted the 
leaking vessel to Canoe Cove, It 
had crossed Georgia Strait Irqrn 
Steveston with ho' apparenl 
(rouble, but was found to have 
two holrs in (he hull nhout a foot 
back from the bow, once above 
the waterline and one below.
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Supermart
take 30
JULY 1st - after SIDNEY PARADE
SftNSCHfl CONCESSIONS
THESE WILL BE LOCATED AS FOLLOWS: 
SANSCHA MAIN LOBBY 




CANADA BIRTHDAY CAKE 3 p.m. Outside Stage Area
i this season
j By CINDY LOW
i Anglers face a seasonal bag limit of 30 chinook this year, as 
I the department of fisheries and oceans (DFO) steps up measures 
^ to conserve B.C. Chinook slocks.
i Escapement levels have dropped to half of optimum in recent
i years. Because the sport fishery targets on chinook, the largest 
i and mosl prized game fish, DFO began enforcing the 30-chinook 
p limit in April. However, DFO biologists aren’t yet convinced 
that 30 Chinook is the magic number for a seasonal bag limit and 
have indicated that this figure may later be reassessed and ad- 
I justed to fit conservation needs.
As it stands, “take 30” may become the catch-phrase of B.C.
1 sport fishery this season.
I The seasonal bag limit of 30 chinook primarily affects those 1 
I people who are called “fish hogs,” or “highliners”, depending i 
I on your point of view. Individual large annual catches are an ^ 
I unnecessary burden on chinook stocks in need of conservation. ^
I Those fish foregone by anglers who used to catch more than ^ 
i 30 chinook are either reallocated to other fishermen, die 1
II naturally, or return to their native streams and spawn. 1
§ The long life of chinook (up to seven years) and high e.x- 1
ploitation rate on this species tends to reduce benefits of a 
seasonal bag limit, because e.scaping one angler only leaves the ^
I
Brentwood Supermart came 
from fourth place in the league 
standings to take the playoff 
championship in Central Saanich 
Little League major division.
On June 22 Supermart 
eliminated s e c o n d - p 1 a c e 
Wakeman and Trimble with a 12- 
5 victory. Todd Jakubowski was 
the winning pitcher.
Brenlwood Inn, who finished 
first in the league, entered the 
playoff final via a 12-5 win over 
Pacific Homes, with Dan 
Remain the winning pitcher.
In the final on Jutie 24, it was 
Superman over Brenlwood Inn 
by a ’9-6 score, with Mike 
T'ackema pitching.
In the minor division, which 
does not have playoffs, first- 
place Evening Optimists and 
second place Brentwood Food 
Giant finished the season with 
identical disi)lays of power at the 
plate.
Food Giant beat Keating Used 
Auto Parts 21-4 on June 21, 
while Optimists beat Firefighters 
21-12 on June 22.
Closing ceremonieswere held 
at noon Saturday,With the rain 
failing to dampen the spirits of
the many players who turned up 
to receive crests, awards, trophies 
and hamburgers and drinks.
Alan While Memorial trophies 
were presented by Mrs. Cheryl 
White to Greg Hunt from the 
minors and Lance Philip from 
the majors.
In softball only one of the 
three league winners. High View 
Market, in the major division, 
stayed on top in the playoffs.
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy was 
the playoff winner in the minor 
division, while Lambrick 
Excavating won the league. In the 
senior division Island Farms was 
the league winner, but Seaboard 
won the playoffs.
Central Saanich major division 
all-stars will play Layrit/. tonight 
at National Park at 6 p.m. On 
Thur.sday the senior all-stars will 





WILL BE OPEN ON JULY 1st 
10 a.m. ■ 5 p.m.
TO CELEBRATE SIDNEY DAYS
ALL PANASONIC PORTABLE 





Saanich and the Islands 
Progressive Conservatives will 
hold their annual meeting tonight 
at 8 p.m. at Sanscha Hall.




Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30-6
miK 656-3314
‘KEEP HIM IN THE BACKROOM UNTIL 
MOLTING SEASON IS OVERT’
Beacon Plaza,
2317 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Prices 
Eltective:
WED. JDNE 30 
TO SAT. JULY 3 
ICLOSED THURSDAY
■S j
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from .Sidney Hotel. 4/
' \ Ik'"'STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 ^ yV ip:
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00....................... ....... /' ■' ;ry/ft.' 'jv.:':
...... ^
ynie black mouth is dead giveaway — it's a chinook 
salmon. (DFO photo) (DFO photo)
Pi
:S!BL0!N:TIPc:v1^::v
BONELESS .lb." H /
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30 „ ........
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE l^AST
-■- FROZEN YOUNGL LL
GRADE“U" I FMTJ^S FRESH
CHICKEN SALE
I fish vulnerable to the next angler or to t he commercial fishery.
is expecting a net increase of 2,000 to 4,000 J 
^ ® chinook spawners per year as a result of this regulation. j
This season, a catch record is being attached to all fishing J 
licences. When a chinook. is; landed, cut the “notch” which " 
i appears dn tbe left-hand side of the licence, then;enter the date L 
and Ideation pf:the catch.,The notches are numbered to reflect a;; 
cuniulative total of the number of chinook caught.
Thifs catch record doubles as a source of statistical in- 
fonnation for DFG, and as a tool for enforcement officers to 
.'check on: viblaiipns.'L-yL.:-' '-y' 'jL.L'.y-''.
outer regulations already in effect thi.s season include: a 45- 
I centimetre (ahiidst 18 inches) niinimLim-size limit for chinook 
and a bag limit of; two Chinook per day between, Dec. 1 and | 
March 31 . The banning of down-riggerswithout a quick-release | 
device) andLcldsurc at the rnouths of) rivers will be irnplemenled | 
■later this year.''"':’' L) ^
These regulations affecting sport fishery are part of; a major | 
federal program to iivcrease the escapement and production of 
.wild Chinook:siqcks.''j'' 4.''''■■ ''-'j
Despite increased rcsfrictions on both commercial and sport 
fisheries in recent years, the poor escapements of chinook up to 
and including 1981 will mean no immediate improvement in 
.sport or commercial catches. Therefore, further restrictions will 














CUT’0 RUMP OR 
BOTTOM ROUND
1 of Beef., • lb.'*
-irtnwiiin
...............
































Totems capped ;;a winning 4 Totems: ; took ' the minor
season with a hard-fought playoffs with ai lO-S iyicipry on ,
playoffiVietbry over second-place June 24. They had won the
Kings iri Sidney Little League v openor, June 21, by a 9-8 niargln;; 
minor division last week. then Kings eame back June 23 in
In the major division Stcelers ; another close cott^^ an 1L;
and Fagles were rained out 10 win,
Saturday and the deciding game
vyas posipuned until Tiiesdiiy, Closing ceremonies on
; /Ss lenBbe: chanipi0ns,; SteelcrC ; Satbrday were nioved lo Sanscha^ ' 
will take partin a tournarnent for Tlail because of the mini; Aw(irds4l{
the Greater Victoria title beirtg for most sportsmanlike Teams J
held this week, Their first game is went to Lions in the majors and































Prolossiorial Quality L 
Quarantfiod Workmanshii) 















GARBAGE BAGS AO S
CATCHALL';T'-










inThe Keating Indtislrlal park
; (a.ctoss from .Butler .Bros. Qravel Pti) wtur '
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The Clipper Imi 
IRestaumnt
more letters
Continued from Page A4
Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan, a 
Credit Union was formed, and 
the meagre deposits loaned to one 
man who the community felt 
deserved help. He was able to buy 
seed, and raise a crop, pay off 
his dept to his fellows. Many 
other communities did the same 
and pulled themselves “up by 
their bootstraps’’.
In the 50s and 60s, the Credit 
Unions grew and grew. Most of 
the work was done by volunteers 
who manned the organization, 
credit committees met and 
considered the merits of loan 
applicants. Education com­
mittees helped many members 
understand that there is no free 
lunch. Above all, was the 
dominant theme; Not for Profit, 
Not for Charity, But, for Service\ 
The debt died with the debtor, 
loans could be paid off at any 
time with penalty, and someone 
said that “The main task of the 
Credit Union movement is to 
prove the Brotherhood of 
Mankind”!
With the expanded growth 
came employees, more and more 
of them, the job had become too 
big for volunteers to handle. 
With the employees (some of 
them castoffs from the banking 
system) came the demand for 
career opportunities, more 
growth, and, that ugly word 
PROFIT! \^es. Credit Unions 
now make a profit!. Oh yes they 
pay lip service to the idea hence 
the expensive advertising cam- 
pains. Credit Unions are now just 
about the same as the banks, out 
to make a buck, and offer little 
more in service.
Oh yes, there is “lots of 
hope”, but. Oh where, Oh 
where, are the Credit Unions, 
now that we really need them?
"T- 'Cy Relph,'; 
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thankfmercUoMtsl
1 wish to thank the following 
^merchants for their donations tov
Woodwards, Radio Shack, 
Style Tone Dry Cleaners, 
MacLeods, McDonalds, Sidney 
Motel, Harvey’s Bicycle Shop, 
Redi Chef. Our thanks also go to 
Mr. and Mrs. Dewolfe, 
Bowerbank Road, for furniture; 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, 2102 
Bakerview, for donating a bike 
for sale to raise money for the 
Peninsula Community Assocition 
and Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong, 
9280 Lochside, also for donation 




Let it be 
people’s choice
With regard to banning “Red 
Hot Video’Lor “porno films” — 
why? If you start doing that 
you’d better take another look 
around town. How about sex 
shops and book stores? I really 
can’t believe the ignorance of 
today’s society. Are we being 
held a at gun point to watch or 
rent these films? Which, may 1 
add, are over the counter the 
same as contraceptives in a drug 
store.
People are not subjected to 
things unless they want to be. 
When you don’t want to watch 
an R rated movie on television 
you change the channel and 
probably watch a murder mystery 
or war movie where someone’s 
always being killed.
Let it be the “people’s 
choice”. If you don’t want to 







“Grassroot’s awards banquet 
was a success”, .said Nancy 
Thornton-Trump, recipient of 
three awards including best 
performing actress and grade 10 
drama student. The event was 
held June 23 at the Chalet 
Restaurant and was very en­
joyable. The following 
Grassroot’s students were 
awarded for their e.xcellence in 
acting, dancing or technical 
category:
Kerry Farquharson, Nancy 
Thornton-Trump, Sarah Lon­
don, Sue Solverson, Tony Moniz, 
Jack Horne, Roseanne Bell, 
Jennifer Lindsay, Tracey 
Gurton, Debbie Bell, Roberta 
Young, Craig Hemstead, Ian 
Taylor, Glen Backhaus, Brett 
Anderson, Laurie Moore, Mike 
Bell.
Thirteen “faux Pas” Awards 
(fun awards) were ingeniously 
thought up and given out by 
students Greg Lewis and Jayson 
Krop and teacher Gini Foley.
®The final phase of Parkland’s 
school year concluded yesterday. 
Report cards were issued to the 
student body during the morning. 
Now we can stop worrying about 
them and instead, “Now are we 
getting to the beach today”.
"Within minutes the Crystal 
Ballroom at the Empress Hotel 
was jam-packed with an en­
thusiastic 1982 graduating class. 
Parkland’s grads celebrated their 
fabulous dinner and dance June 
25 in the highly-acclaimed 
establishment. Favorite songs 
were supplied by Denny’s
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Canned Music after a scrump­
tious roast bed and mint parfait 
dinner. A note froin Alison Giels 
(past president), “Everyone 
looked absolutely fantastic, 
stunning and really happy.
“For graduates, the first light 
in the endless tunnel of life has 
been reached. Their formal 
recognition ceremony was held 
June 27 and, as always, will be 
remembered. Parkland staff were 
attired in ceremonial robes, with 
the graduating class proudly 
displaying royal blue caps and 
gowms. Three Parkland groups 
came up trumps for the special 
afternoon: the band played 
magnificently, the foods students 
served a delicious tea after, and 
many of our staff and students 
spent the morning setting up for 
the occasion.
"From here we say best of 
luck, grads, and ‘enjoy :what 
« surprises life has tp bring!
"I’l! be here next week with a 
wrap-up of the entire 1981-82 
’ year.'-'
;The:;Com,murnty;: Counselling
centre, at 98i3-5th Street, Sid- Tuesday mornings 
ney, is . . .
"A meeting place :where
Nevv;
Sidney Teen .Activity Group dividuals, couples and families tended). Co-sponsored witl
(ST.AG) over the pasi few weeks: important personal Capital Families, Victoria.
and= help yeachf otherv discuss ; 
coneems and heeds ofIhemSeilves y 
Parents Discussion Group meets and then children, 
in- at the United Church (well at- tridays and every day - a 
tended). Co-sponsored ith telephone answering service is in
b pperatibn to fake rnessagebwhichb
questions with the assistance of Wednesdays - Women’s will be administered to as soon as
trained, lay, volunteer coun- Support Group - a gathering of possible that day.
sellors, people like themselves. gals in need of support with their Library - a fine selection 
First consultation provided by a concerns (with the help of a books available for loan 
. nrnl><;‘;innal staff nersnn. trained lay-counsellor.) . : ^
Of y 
to ):ead y f
"I*
Hire’s sdmetJiing special all 
you |3rides^a^ grooins, altyou 
■:p,ewlywedS:tO''be!''''Qur;cqm 
;'guide:to:planniiig ■i±ie;perlect 
wedding and a briglitand happy 
:;\{iituTe:tdgetl:ierf: bb-L:,;
The following merchants would be pleased to 
b assistyou;
FOR A COMPIFTF WTOniNR PACKAGT 
CALI. YOUR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER':
[wIVt Of
65M245
^-- FACIALS -- MANICURES -- PEDICURES - 
HAIHSTYLINO - hair REMOVAL -
PINK KITTEN BEAUTY CENTRE
2405 Beacon ftv®: 656-2233
WINE GOBLETS b b y 
- FOR THE RECEPTION
:KUSrS^'JEWEU.EBS^^
2443 BEACON AVE. 056-2532
-VISIT: : '
FELICIA’S BOUTIQUE
FOR YOUR TROUSSEAU & LINGERIE
2451 Beacon Ave. 656-3735
FOR ALL; YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
y yCLL the professionals at
LIBMAN








llgJVtRDIEII BNEN1 WOOD BAY 652 1173
anyonebwho may wish
•A sponsor for lectures, Thursdays - A representative them, 
workshops, support groups, from the ministry of health in the
discussion groups. Next lecture Drug and Alcohol program is Information Centre if
July 5 at the centre. No ad- available for consultation by
mission fee. Topic: dynamic appointment. foregoing, call us. We ntay be
learning, b
b "A non-profit society to which adolescents b ineet with in order that you may calfind get 
you can -belong as a memberv^^^:^^ ^^^^^^^^^ people to discuss lUe help you require, b "
helping us to set objectives and to b 
plan programs for the best service 
tobthe community, $5 individual : 
ymembership, $8 for a family:
Quarterly newsletter mailed to all 
;■-membefs.:^y^""bb ,. b''''';'.y-, 
b ^An organization which may 
well be able to use your special; 
talents as a volunteer; contact 
Donna Godwin, volunteer 
coordinator, at 656-1247.
•A lively, well-used 
organization run by and serving 
Saanicli Peninsula people, anti 
which welcomes your; financial 
' support.Akikev 
Shewring. president of the CCC 
y board, at 656-5691 . Oflice hours; 
weekdays 9:30 - 12 noori; 1 p,m. - j 
4 |).nv.; coordinator - Gloria 
rjeming.
Procedure formaklrij* eonlttct:
Tling up the ofnee fcceptidnist 
b during 11)0; above hqip 
;appointnieni will be hookfcd for 
yoti with the centre’s co- 
'.;'7o,r(l’iu'at'o''rybj''y;'ab'!''':'.'pr'o'fcf!slo'nalyy 
counscllor. toget her : you : wi 11 
assess youf situation so that a 
coiinticlling referral, one whiclib 
will best meet your needs, can be 
made to one of our counsellors or 
to an piitside professional person 
y ' or agency.'-'
Fees - $15 per session, in­
cluding the first interview and are 
adjustable according to ability to 
pay. These fees arc not payable to 
ouf counsellors (wlur volunteer 
.. tlicir services) but go to the centre 
to ns,sist in its overall support .
, If you would like to support 
I he coun sel I i n g centre by 
; becoming a tpcrnber, please fill 
ouf an appiication. There is no 
. charge for the newsletter, mailed 
JOnicinherS:Of'C'CC,;
Additional Services available 
at no cost al the Qommuuiiy 
iounsclling Centre • all ap- 
poinlrnchts by calling 656*^1247.
Mondny mornings • Legal Aid 
assistance - a lavvycr from the 
'Law b''- P fficic ^ ■ i n ■;;^;VicI'oria;- Us/ 
avialttblc for consultalion in
pEAs^ri■:'.^y..b':.'T,'b':v,,..;bv.,'V:.'::'.b: ,.y:.u';iii.B5‘'*2n09hi5
;';;bUlk QUANTITIES for freezinq/'u
|BoccoLnj4wk(jiijj;iti,4 up:' ..’jb.45':s,9'’,'kg'
■CAULIFI.0WER, l?:latfio poi cfiso'b' 
■linoruifsinalloi'), i':;’'yb':-:::;by:-;'::r:b'-i:'bb' . ./'b-,,;:b *12.00 ppr CHIP
STRAWBEHRIES^^^^u^t i BY THE FLAT OR BASKET




The Waddling Dng Inn
^Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146
SEVENTIETH YEAR, Number 26 Wednesday, June 30, 1982 ESTABLISHED 1912 25 CENTS
First annual installation of officers for Brentwood Bay 
Rotary Club June 22 at fVaddling Dog Inn, include (not in 
order): Dave Thompson, president; Don Wilson, president 
elect; Dave Bowker, Gene Jacobson, Tim Perkins, Eric
director-at-large; Ross In- 
gratn, secretary; Jack King, treasurer; Terrv Farr, sergeant- 
at-arms. ■ V':'-;
• Tom Cronk Photo'
By JOHN GREEN 
Tod Iniet Estates has with­
drawn its application for 
rezoning of land in Central 
Saanich lor a golf course, 
blaming B.C. Hydro’s insistence 
on a 300-foot power line right of 
way through the property.
In a letter written Monday to 
Central Saanich development', 
otficer Gay Wheeler, managing 
partner Sam Bawlf asks that all 
reterence to the golf course be 
deleted from the draft 
development permit for the 
property, saying that the lands 
involved (on both sides of 
Wallace Drive South of Ben­
venuto Ave.) “will likely be sold 
in an unimproved state” .
“We will now have to locate
By CRANIA LH'WIN 
Current employment trends 
.show the demand for people with 
computer training is increasing 
rapidly and Saanich school board 
is highly conscious of this fact.
A committee of teachers, 
administrators, parents and 
trustees isf beihg established to 
investigate various aspects: 6
span all levels bf the local school 
system.
The committee, it was decided 
Monday night, will investigate 
types and quantities of computers 
and related equipment and will 
make an initial report to the 
board before November;
Trustee John Betts told the 
meeting that existing prograrris at
Saanich schools are“all popular 
and over-subscribed,” and said 
people : without computer 
knowledge in the years ahead will 
be con.sidered “functionally
Right now there are some 
computer orientation programs 
in local middle schools and in­
troductions to elementary 
y principles.
At the grade I I le^el there are 
" co m p 1 et c ; co mpii t c r sci c hce 
programs but /Betts’ inotion 
Monday w-as to develop a full 
computer cufriculum at all leVels 
' as ; spon-;;as Teasible and vaf- 
; 'fordable.:;./'/■ A;:/'.,;
In other : business the board 
responded to criticism about its 
kindergarten policy of a 15-
st u dem; ;m ini mu myin ieach; /class? 
and maximum of 24 students.
Parent Stewart Bradshaw 
pointed out that an area with just 
over 24 children of kindergarten 
age blit not enough to comprise a' 
new' class are left put in the cold.
in his case it means tran­
sporting his daughter four miles 
to another school.
Campbell said the board, “may 
come up with a more humane 
solution in September when the 
exact numbers are known.”
The board also decided 
Monday night against approving 
a Saanichton school parent’s 
?auxiliaryvpirdpo^l; td?particip^ 
in a U.S. international fund 
.'raising'scheme. '?;:/;y //^ /
“1 bought a house near a 
;schopl sd that: iny Children could 
'atteiid ii,” he said,'. ? / / ?
‘ ‘ I’rii : againSt? :irifiltration ?< of 
commercialism in our schools,’
' But trustee Rubyinay Parrott 
responded, ; ;;:“There:/ /.ds V/no-
guarantee that because you buy a 
house next to a school that that’s 
the:school your children will go?
-said/trustee Pat? Murphy: “And 
this firm is frorn / Georgia', for 
'God’s sake.’?
to.
School s uperiittcndent ?G1 aude
/ Trustee Joe Lott said he was 
against the project as it involved 
sales of mefehandise which 
vypu Id/ corn pete/ ? /with : local
/'merchant's';?': ;■■?■'/
Central Saanich finance 
committee Monday unanimously 
rejected apetition signed by more 
than 50 businessmen asking that /
they be allowed to pay their 
property tax itt jiistallmcnts.:
Einance chaiinian Aid; Trevor 
Jones told ?lite committee 
nbthiitg in? thef Municipal Acl ? 
would allow a change in the i
., method 'of ' payment ? after tax 
notices had already been stmtonl.
He also questioned : ihC 
/'sctiousness/ of 111c businessinci'i’s 
siltlati'oii, Saying >(Vnim'cf<-ird and 
/: :indusi ritU?.tax: bills . had 'gbne;: riP; 
■.'//only /I2?per' cettf;,on:t.iic av'cragc?
- ‘‘which / isn’i ?■ bad,” w-ith ’the 
highest' itjcrease being; 32.8 jrcr 
?''ccnf.'"? ' ? ;/
'rite part/:'of, their taxes levied / 
!;iy ilic !iuinici(>aliiy had gone up
only d.b per cent oh,the average,/ 
he / Said,/, : Aid//.:/,iUiiit /'/Arhatt^^ 
pumieu out ihat, (hy big Jrtcrcase , 
:was. nrthc schCKjl (axjcvied by the;: 
.p,i'oe'incia!''gb'vernmeni,-.?,-,: :?/■'
? J'lie? public/ works comniitiee/ 
A;Oieciy?Jo,/:v:recoi»ihiehtL?;coujiciI 
aiiproeal :of: n propolial:by ButleV:^ 
Bros? /Stipftlies;: J Jd;: foi’/ari/ ex-? 
elrangc;. oi:/;prpperty?;that'/ wpiild,' 
sce:^',-Bryn/K6ad?://ctit;:.:?off/'' front? 
Kcihiiig:/t?roKS???Rbatl"?,'nit,d/':?ebn?' 
n'ceted-;i(tTb<lfield/Roa,d yia 'ahtew? 
ro!id;:?souilt.:./oi,'/:'/tliC;?c(.)inpaBy’s
gtas'c!:,/
IJte KIGS summer drop-in program for children aged fdtn to 
seven years will start at Ceittennial Park July 5 and coniimie 
Monday to Friday of eacli week until Sept . 2.
Childre|t can join in varied program including aits and ciafis, 
day, trips, picnics and gaiites, any time I’rrmt 9 amt. nt 4 p iti, 
'cach:day.,'?:??','y?'?.':y:/-''/'?/'■.,?'?//??';/ 3:/,'/.,'??
Govci it tTtent fit tided, anti organ i^cd as pan of the Gem rai 
Saaliieh recreatioit program, KlCS is (tpciiticd with no charge ht 
parents, : buf help from some will be needed as vohmiecr
JBojeei manage! iBrenda Cttok:has experience with a sintiiai 
program in Oak Bay and Itotli BillHiittc leaders, Maitfcen 1 Ijml 
'rmrl Margitrcf Kpencer, are itko evpei'leneed? Speiicit'' m 'Port' 
Alber ni andUind with the Gent nil Sahitich m bgraiit?? ? '? ? ?
Last year ahont 2()0?cltildicn were Wgistered, but maxinnmi: 
aticndancc/bn?any pariicular day was nbottt 50, Paretiis tan 
register iheiif' children at Centennial Park at ,iiiy tithe dtiting tlie 
::sUht'mc,r?',;''-'“’/ ,?■/?'/
'Attyone wtHhing fnrtlter informnilon sltnhld comneV Llni? 
'Wchards or?Brend.n Gbok:,'atb52; J4J4."'"G"''
//-' /'Th'iswvpu id'''im:die:h'''pbssible'I’oh'' 
Jbider/' -/Bros-,.-',;'(o."'-''devclop''?'their' 
ptppcrty \voM of Bryn Roatl as a 
iHiiiiiiiuntioh of ihe itresent pit. .■
? (”Inude Btitld told, the com? 
mirtec the gravel east of Bryn 
Road vvould last only about two 
more years, and that i(?the area 
yves(.,''':of .--tliC/ 'road '//had:'/3'o?:bc 
deselditctl'separaiely'ihehnaierial 
vvould have to be hauled on 
Keating for three years before 
iliete vvould la* enough room in 
the new pit for screening and 
stpckpiling, ?Q|hcr alternatives 
were tuimelling iiiidcr Bryn iRoad 
arid, Je I outing u aci uNs,:, the 
'present pit to,K,irkpatriek',Road,',?',
Bill let said ih(''?lmk ''lO Oldfield 
,Rt,>,id. wiuidii be- the .most. v/osily 
(thernative to the?eompany?but 
tlte /best for the contimmity,
clHi,mtmiri),i ..-(.'a:'-, 'dangerous':/''.In--: 
tcrseeiion at Bryn tiitd Keating, 
jitak!he:??'fi)';'',,ftre;i''|yaijable?tbr?a,,'
playground foi Mt. Newton 
schooi and piovidiitg a fidly- 
dcvcloped road witit tl rull-width;
; interseci ion at Old field, Gorn-: 
iniuec inembers agreed with him.
ail cn gi ha let ter from pol iyc chief 
Boh Miles concerning Irafnc flow 
on Island View, Ensl Saanich, 
Gentral Saanich and Saaniclt 
//GrOSS.J<Oad-;'/?'.,///?.'/'',:,??- ,?:'!* .::-??"'/:''
? ?Milos?stiggcsted East Saanich 
? Road sltonld be closed off at fbh 
: Bay'flighway, rcqhirih|ktrnflrc^^^ 
/-;':or''Troin/'E!ii;t:.,'S,tjaiiieh?to?'nse.--ih(; / 
contiplled intcisections at:Island 
-:../' V-ievv. o'r/Mohhh Nevvioh,::': ?-?,? ?
'??;??::,i I Jis, seeb ltd/su g|cst tbn?vvas -1 ha t?
/ Saanich efbss^^/^ made a 
through street, with stop signs for 
traffic on East Saanich and 
C’crtiral Saanich roads.
Aid. Dick Sharp said he wa.s 
not asking for any decisions from 
the committee, just opening the 
tnnitcr for discussion? ? ?
Claude Butler told the coni 
rnitice there were disadvaniages 
to using Island View for access to 
Keating Cross Road from the 
ItighWay, Ifesidc.s earisiitg .1 long 
; ',>xira^;ltaii!':'for?'trticks?J'rpiTt', tlte; 
Keating, he said, there would be a 
problem with loaded frtteks 
having to come down:a Sleep fttfl 
Gyo a'stop sign,/:>'/-.:
/I ones commcnted,'.lte,edtild'.jtot;,/ 
see why Keai ing eunid not he 
kept open /for yoriihhonnd 
traffic, and Mayor Dave / liifi 
agreed with him. Jones suggestedv 
having u , ptiblic? in||brmaiion 
?', ,„,ureef I'ttg’ to discuss, the, pforktSaE,,??
Central Saanich police w'asted 
hoTirne in solving the theft/bf 35
used batteries from Grieve 
Motors in; Saanichton /byernighl/ 
Thursday. When the theft w'as 
reported Friday morning they 
cheeked at Victoria Iron and 
Metal and came up with both the 
batteries and a suspect.
I.oot in a burglary some 
months ago on Kirkpatrick Road 
turned up w'hcn $4,000 worth of 
high-performance automobile 
engine etiuipmcm was advertised 
for sale by a man in the(\olwood 
/area. A friend noticed the ad? arid? 
told the owner, who was able to 
’csiablisfi? identification? of; the 
items./A snspeef is expected to be 
charged with possession of stolen 
,''property.: -' ?:??■'''''?:'/■-?' ?'■?'
';?:,„:'?In other, police',newsf'' /? „'/'?::/?,//?
“About $150 ca.sh and .some 
beer /;were taken from the: 
Country Kifcheh in Brenlwood?
Iaza by somcone vvlio foreed the 
back door overnight'oii Satur- : 
'-day.' /?::,?
/ •One driver is to be’ charged 
vviih iinpaiied driving following 
an accident at Taniier Road and 
the /Paii icia Bay Highway just 
V tl f t c r nt i ch t i g ft I () 11 J11 rt c 2 5. ;
, Police /said an east bound 
vehiefe came lit rough a stop sign 
a I 'I’a n n c r R oa ci a n (I vvti s h i I by it 
sent I hbourt d ca r on i he h igh vva y. 
GAbotit-$5',00()''''da!'itage.: Was/’:clbric; 
:? to'' I'lic' two'?.vchiclcs'.''-' aticf.'/bctth? 
ydiivers’vyerC oliecked :.at:'Satinicli'
our golf course on property we 
own in the Partridge Hills, and 
will be seeking approval from the 
GRD for that purpose,” the letter 
says.
At the suggestion of Mayor 
Dave Hill, council, sitting as the 
subdivision and zoning com­
mittee, decided Monday night to 
ask Bawlf to appear before the 
whole council to outline his new 
plans.
Bavvlf’s letter said that 
following a year of “strenuous” 
negotiation with Hydro it was 
determined at a meeting last week 
that the right-of-way clearing 
would be a 300-foot clear cut 
through the heavily-timbered 
ridge to the east, across Tod 
Creek and beyond to the west. ?
-:“The clearing will leave ah 
indelible scar on the beautiful 
natural setting. . .” the letter 
states, “and no/ golf course ar­
chitect of the stature of Robert 
Trent Jonex will put his name to a 
course that is burdened with such 
/a blight,/:';??': ■':/?
“A first class resort cannot 
(haye a' second class?gblf course. 
We must have a Jones or 
Nicklaus or Palmer for both 
design and marketing purposes.”
Council had almost completed 
a complex re-zoning procedure 
that would have allowed Tod 
Inlet Estates to build 75 ‘‘golf 
villas” on the property, but the 
re-zoning bylaw will now be 
/withdrawn.
?/ Kbnheth?EBwiri Wriglh,: 19?;b 
1945? Lisnpe ?Ave.? / Saanichton, 
vvas given eight jail terrns adding 
Up tp nine months wlteri /be 
appeared for sentence on 
Thursday? in Sidney 'Provincial 
?c()urf? pn charges oTgm 
causing a disturbance; breach oif 
probation,: impaired driving and 
refusing a breathalyzer te.st.
GThere were several /incidents 
inyblycd arid a ‘total 
counts of mischief, vvhich in­
cluded? damaging property at 
Central Saanich police station 
and damaging a private gate at 
Island View Beach. ?^^^^ ? ,
Kenneth Elwood Marshall, 
2942? Hagan Rd., Brentvyobd 
Tilted $450 for driving 




Sampson, 70 Tsartlip? Drivel 
Brbniy?ppd: BayVfwas fiiicd $400
for impaired driving.
, School bus driver of yeafiirSaanlch school’districtfhkcM. 
by fellowJirhfrst^fs Varney VoodleKJwreTic)ktng^Jifyhome>^^ 
houM Impits from SwuiMiton elehientary sehOnlfStellf*Sf 
Vtounr[Newfon,Voyalpak:andVeaiing^tirFo^^ routif
. .-:?-' - ??-, - ■? tf'ltNNi'n I*h«l6
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Brentwood Hardware il Athletics 
^ Miv 1 Hour Dry Cleaners 
Jcmathan S. Family Clothing 
Gov’t Liquor Store
: Ron Orr &:Son Family Butcher 
Saanich Pemnsula Credit Union 
Sunflower Health Foods
BUR. ONE HOUR DRY CLEANERS
iVI?
liS! in Trafalgar Square. 652-3410
(or call office in Saanichton
is also still open) j
..Comejn^:for;our";CaetiA^
TWO SUITS -r- Mens or Ladies^ cleaned for the price of 
one.







Trafalgar Square Shopping Contre 
IVIONftSATvro.6
1 can’t blame our teenagers for 
drinking. Our most respected 
leaders drink. Our ministers 
drink. We er. in with drink at 
cocktail paitit.'/ '^hen we offer 
drinks to friend,, they come 
through the door we Ui.nk we are 
only being hospitable.
We have a drink with lunch, 
with supper, ai a night-cap 
before retiring at i ' rht. Many 
people have done this for as long 
as most children as a family can 
remember.
For a teenager, alcohol is a 
symbol of maturity and he or she 
wishes to emulate a convoluted 
sense of sophistication. Drinking 
has come to represent maturity, 
virility, and a statement of at­
taining adulthood. The more 
rebellious a teenager the more 
likely he will pursue alcohol at an 
earlier age.
This is due to the fact that 
rebelliousness, as it increases, 
leads to more and more resen­
tment of authority — which leads 
to more drinking. There are no 
easy answers because of the 
availability of alcohol, the 
presumed pleasure it brings, and, 
according to advertising, the 
status it confersl
To persuade teenagers not to 
drink or, to drink only 
minimally, is not a simple task.
Research indicates that heavy 
drinkers and problem drinkers 
have a distinct personality. They 
are often impulsive, over­
emphasize masculinity or 
feminity, and tend to deny 
anxiety and appear to be more 
aloof towards their parents and 
authority figures.
Subsequently, there are a 
couple of directions in which 
attempts at prevention or 
alleviation of problem drinking 
can proceed.
One is to strengthen the 
personality and characer of the 
youth. The second is to eliminate 
some of the status of alcohol. 
Drinking in secret gives alcohol 
an air of mystery and as long as 
people propagate a mystique 
about alcohol and its effects 
teenagers and adults will tend to 
seek out.
Although many families find 
any amount of drinking shocking 
and believe in total abstention 
because alcohol, they feel, leads 
to unhappiness and financial and 
human waste, there are other 
families that believe and accept
the fact that teenagers drink and 
will continue to drink, and that 
subsequently the teenager should 
experiment with alcohol at home 
in moderation and some sem­
blance of safety.
Teenagers need our help with 
alcohol, whether they drink or 
don’t drink. It takes a great deal 
of courage to say “no thanks” 
and mean it when one is at a 
party. One needs to learn to say it 
with conviction and without 
apology or excuse or explanation.
An ancient legend tells of Noah 
planting grape vines and Satan 
revealing to him the possible 
effects of alcohol. “The first cup 
of wine will make you mild as a 
lamb, the second will make you 
brave as a lion, the third will
make you act like an ape, and he 
fourth will make you wallow like 
a pig.”
Every teenager needs to learn 
the possible effects of alcohol on 
his or her personality and con­
duct but — are you a good 
example and teacher.
Do you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the stale of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
Rent for an Hour, 
Day or Week THe 
-pfAK^Al^jyjOBj
656-5541
9773 FIFTH STv^SIDNEY, B;C.
Central Saanich council voted 
June 21 to buy a new fire truck 
for $108,000 from Hub Fire 
Equipment in Abbotsford.
Aid. Earle Tabor reported the 
fire department had received five 
bids, ranging from $97,000 to 
$130,000; and that fire chief 
;Bruce'EIvedahl, who was present 
at the meeting, had recom­
mended the Hub tender.
There were two $97,000 bids 
from Quebec firms, but firemen 
preferred to deal with a 
manufacturer close at hand, and 
: the department already had two 
other Hub; trucks. The Hub bid 
; also; iricluded a monitor and a; 
] portable pump, not covered by ; 
the lower bids and worth a total 
of about $4,000.
The, truck, on an International
DIMRICT of north SAANICH
chassis, will have a diesel engine, 
air brakes, a 500-gallon VwateF ?
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons who believe their interest in property 
may be affected;by a proposed by-law: amending Zoning By-law No. 194, will 
- be afforded an opportunity to be heard before the Municipal Council; on nhatters; 
contained therein] at a PUBLIC HEARING to be held]at Parkland Secondary 
School, 10640 McDonald Park Road, North Saanich, B;.C; on Monday;JulyiS, 
-1982;;commehcing'at7.30'p;m:,]]
tank and a Ep50-gallon-per- 
minute pump. It will also carry 
hose and ladders.
The truck it replaces was made 
; in 1963 arid has only 625-gall6h 
pumping capacity. Elvedahl said 
it; would sell for only about 
$8,000, and the department 
would like to keep it for “second- 
line” service;
years. It will not be built until it is 
ordered and will not be ready for 
several months.
Responding to a suggestion 
from Robert Brumpton for a 
zebra cross walk on W allace drive 
opposite the pedestrian walk 
from Bruce Gordon Road, Aid. 
Dick Sharpe said public works 
would instead follow a recom­
mendation from police chief Bob 
Miles and put a packed gravel 
walk beside Wallace Drive from 
the pedestrian walk to Mount 
Newton Gross Road.
Brumptbn’S: suggestion ' fOr 
street lighting] in the area? was 
referred to the lighting com- 
- mittee, and Sharpe reported that 
another suggestion, for a 
crosswalk on East Saanich Road 
at Saanichton bus interchange, 
was already in the program.
Council voted to pave the 
parking lot at the Central Saanich 
Lions Hall, which is owned by 
the municipality, at a cost of 
$4,848.
A request from] Butlers Bros, 
for relocation of Bryn Road to 
allow further develppment of 
their gravel pit was referred to the 
public works committee. ]
Council has put aside $ 120,000 
for a new truck over a period of
liBigilats f l«
]Z0NING BY-LAW (1976y Amendment By-law:(1982) No: 5, is a; By-law to re- 
: /ignelhe following described water lease: ; ];;*.];
Plan 37542, Section 18, Range 2 East; North Saanich District, and the said 
natural boundary according to Plan 34590, Section 18, Range 2 East, North 
Saanich District, thence along the natural boundary in a northerly, turning 
easlerly, then turning southerly direction to a point on the natural boundary be-, 
ing 54,396 metres distant andiat a hearing of 175“06’35” from the offset I P, 
at the northwest corner oj Lot 21, Plan 37542, Sectioh 18, Range 2 East, North 
Saanich District]’thence td a point lOO rnetres distant at ]a bearing of 
; 186'’ 13'10'', thence to a point 10 metres distant at a bearing of 276°13'10’' 
thence to a point 9:392 metres distant at a bearing of 6® 13'10", thence 302.46 
meirns distant at a bearing of ?B2"11’?2" to the poinf of cdmmetycerrieni]"' 
tpcated in Blue Heron Basin from:iyiarina ''M-5V', to marina ]M'4';; "Recrea­
tional oMarina Zone'] prernitting small craft launching braiiip]ahd' mooring 








-iX . ;; '’ /.V -WXT:, 1 /\>v.
" 1 ;
other sizes available; in kitlorm, 
easily assemblerJ; city survival 
gardems; heavy duly tnodels; pluS; 







At the recent annual con­
vention of the Grand Lodge, 
Knights of Pythias, held in New 
Westminster,| J. S. Fenton was] 
elected Grand Chancellor for the 
Domain of British Columbia.
Fenton says the annual con­
vention; held in a different city 
each year, is to take place in 
Sidney in May, 1983. This should 
sec an influx of some 300 people 
into Sidney Tor a three or four- 
;day visil.:yy ]]';v'-]' ’]:]: "i;]]];'''':
Chairing the convent ion is 
Mrs. UIHan Blow, who reports 
plans arc well uhdqrwny fqr this 



















Brentwood Hardware & Athletics
Cr»rner-W»llaco’"A West Sinnich Rd.''
"TrslAigAf '■] 052-2822'
A copy of Iho proposed By-law may be irispecled at tho Mumcipal Oltico, 1620 
]: Milts Rditd, North Saimlch, B,C. between the hours ol 8,30 a.rn, and 4.30 p,m.
on Canada Day Thursday, July,]!, 1982. 
Remambof to buy your JULY Bus Pass
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wedne.sday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastrnistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
DRop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
:^656-210l:■^^;\:Jv':;;■;l■■^;;'.v:■':
Saanich; Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information caU 382-5004.
Discovery Toastrnistress is 
taking applications' for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on s e 1 f - i m p r b V e m e n t, s e 1 f- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations; 4808 Keating X Road 
at 434_3 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies’ Barbershop 
Chorus mets every Monday for 
fun and friendship at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and 4th Streets. It’s 
not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no 
obligation^ For more iriforrhatibn 
■';;cali;656-6392i:;::-'::^';
You can help. The Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call ;727-2293 for pickup. >:■
All exhibition and sale of Oil 
arid watcrw colon by
Windsor park^^A^^ 
featured July 12 - 17 at Hillside 
Mall.
La Lcche League invites ex­
pectant and new mothers and 
babies to the third in a series of 
meetings entitled Baby Arrives 
GhildbirUi —^ T^ in
relation to the Breastfed Baby, at
8 p.m., Thursday (July 1) at 7934 
Galbraith Crescent. For more 
information call 658-5753.
Antique collectables show and 
sale 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. July 24, 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m. July 25 at Juan de 
Fuca Recreation Centre, 1767 
Old Island Highway. Some 80 
tables of antiques, memorabilia, 
nostalgia. Snack and refreshment 
bar. Coldstream bus number 50 
stop at the door. For more in­
formation call 385-9114.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7;30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing fOod, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
—• canned beams, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, , hOney, 
rnacarOni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
/'3213/:
r Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
/ registration for fall, 1982, and 
Offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 of Gail at 656-2597.
/Watch for the opening Of the 
’ P e n i n s u la G 6 m rn uh i ty
Association’s; Anew / thrift shop: 
Volunteers are needed to collect 
and receive items, sort and price 
and sell in store. Come, give us a 
A hand and phone the PCA at 656- 
0134. We need your support.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
;behirid: Sans;cha Hal 1 grounds^ is; 
open to?Saanich Peninsula yOiith 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
Operation hours are 6 - TC) 0.01. 
week nights; 6 pAm. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while Stag member's operate a 
concession at the Swap arid Shop 
, in the Travelodge parking lot on 
^Beacon:,;,? jA.;?:?;,?;?;,
The sufrimer program is 
hrirrently underway and includes 
such activities as fishing,? cam- 
A ping,‘ swimiriing, hiking, beach 
A parties and mOre; throughout the 
next few months^
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PCA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 • 2nd Street, Sidney .
J'hotu Krl. Herniingfiuni
TIMOTHY LOWAN, 
aged 15, the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Lovvan of 
Victoria, has been 
awarded the second J. T. 
("Jay”) Pogson Memori­
al Scholarship to attend 
St. Michaels University 
School.
The Scholarship is do­
nated by Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds as a living 
memorial to her brother 
Joseph ("Jay”) Pogson. a 
long-time resident of 
Victoria, B.C. in the 
belief that education is 
the finest way to build 
the future of Canada. 
Tim Low'an recently 
was the fifth ranking 
SMU student in the 
University of Waterloo 
National Pascal Maths 
Contest for pupils in 
Grades 8 and 9, and was 
one of ten SMU pupils 
who stood in the top 
forty of 1,934 B.C. com- 
peti t ors from 125 
schools. (SMU ranked 
first in B.C. and first in 





3400 Richmond Road 




Top photp,J Heather Gill, left, and Satdfi Bonder share 
Sicily's school senior citizenship trophy presented last} 
Wednesday by Chris Harker, Bottom, MIM Hugh Curtis 
presents Nancy Greene scholarship to Tanna A llan «/ 
school's awards day. . Jolm Green Photos
A"'a:-/A:T'.sponsorecl by
THE VANCOUVER ISLAND REGIONAL LIBRARY f 
SIDNEY BRANCH 2243 Boacon Avoniio, Sidney
BRENTWOOD BRANCH 7179 W. Saanich Rd.. Brentwood Bay 




:''AAA S a' a n ic)i /' f ■ T e a c' Iv e r's; ?''
AAsspciaiipii have elected? the 
following; members to the 1982-:
83 exceutive;
A?A::M s S?;; ;B c VC r] ?' E .A A a s
president; Mrs, Glcnora Grit-;
: lithSi Tst vice-president; Mrs, 
AGregory:,AJ^.A''Buniyahy?:2nd?\vicct'''AA? 
;prcsident; Mr, W,, Munch, 
gcogra ph ie reprqscn i at iye;), M iss; , 
CarolAA: Iiitchriian, :geographic :
student
industrial awards
The Harry Michclsbn Award ? 
for excellence and crartsmanship 
lit industrial education;has been 
won- by Mpntc Taylor of
representative; A Mrs. Valeric 
Baba, pibgrani; Mr. K, Vine, 
pro less i on a I co m m ii n i i; a i i o n; 
MrA Stuart A. Calder, trcasiirer: 
Ms. Christina M. IIaiglu, status 
of women; Mrs. V, Wendy 
Camcroni learning cpiiditions;:
,Mr's;;';AA Mary:;a aS:^ vAiTaraso ff, 
pipfcssipnal develPpmeitt; Mr, 
T-y Jaines :S)ienslcy, baigainiri^ ; 
Ms. Susnii G: McGregbr and Mr.: 
Sam BJi' .bbp,: secretary; past 
pfesidenI ' is Mrs.; Pa11 icia K. 
"■Adlern.?,, ' /AA/AA
A The, Silver ThreaUsAcentre at 
10030 Resthaven Drive,; SidrieyA 
;; is open 9 a,ni.'- 4 pmiA weekdays.
; 7 - 9 p.iii. cyctrings aiid 1 - 4 p.i^ 
SairirdayA arid Sunday. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, ;A cards, A libriiry, 
A biljardS,; Awide variety ciafi 
; glasses, recreational ;?activilics, 
A laagtiages; irips:; and more. If 
ypii fire a60 or Abc|lcri ASilVer 
; jlirca(Js; would Tike; hear' from
. A;yo'ii': ;':';a.:',;;;^ a;:a;?;/:'''A':aA" ';\;':A:'.aa?",
, ?A 'Go m i n g;" ? even (!s::?,1 ti 1 y.; ? 1 ?,,,
A ceilire open 1 - 4 p.rn,: July!8 




Best outfitted and finished 
project was a sabot made by 
Richaid Meyerscough, also of 
Parkland, Honorable mcnlions 
were won by Alex Forrester, Lc| 
Margetts and Mark; Bnilngtofi 
(Parkland); John Vucko 
';dStelly*s);?;'-'R6ry?:?-J»hlllips? 
(Clarciitonl): and; Uiehard
ARoberlson and Tonv Vanwyk 
Adhiorth Saanidt).?:';;?:;:A''A;;A'-"::;:;;AA 
Students' work was featured 
among others at the annual 
Uisfilay of Saanich Industrial 
Education June 15 >19 at 
Mayfair Mall.
Co m e and See l/s /
;;:0::Part8?GA::r;::;,;.“;?;;^'''';;
Accessories 
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scores
in
Parkland students scored in a 
province-wide essay contest, 
capturing five out of 13 places. 
Fiona Ring, John Reimer, Tracey 
Gurton, Michele Pehz and Helen 
Blacovv were awarded honorable 
mentions in the competition.
The essay was sponsored by the 
B.C. Human Rights Comission. 
It was open to all B.C. students 
and awarded first, second and 




GH AKTI1®IJSE (2360 JAMES WHITE BLVD l
16 UNITS - ALL CORNER SUITES
»IN SUITE LAUNDRY
*2 PCE. EN-SUITE (MOST UNITS)
•ALL WITH STOVE, FRIG & OAK KITCHEN
OPEN DAILY 2 - 4 P.KI.
from a garden centre, where the 
price is just astronomical. Four 
ounces of sulphur at a local 
pharmacy sells for $1.75.
Last year we had mildew on the 
squash leaves and we pretty well 
controlled it by picking off the 
most infected leaves (and burning 
them) and then spraying the 
others -with a sulphur and water 
solution (adding a little soap as a 
“sticker”)- The best way to
control mildew, of course, is not 
to get i( in the beginning.
In the case of beans, we are
By HELEN LANG
386-3124
Before we go on to the business 
of planting vegetables for 
winter’s use, let’s go back to 
“watering” just for a minute. 
Last week 1 mentioned it isn’t 
wise to get water on the leaves of
plants. Sometimes, of course it 
can’t be avoided. You take a swat 
at an especially annoying wasp, 
the hose flips around and there 
you are . . . wet leaves for a mile.
The real “no, no” is wetting
Getting married, 
engaged, going on
just relurnetl from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would.like 
your social news printed free 
under the Peninsula People 















applicable toward our 
SERVICE - .
the leaves of roses, begonias, 
squash and beans (especially bush 
varieties) . . . all of these are 
subject to mildew. If you get 
them wet, do give them a shake to 
get rid of most of the moisture.
Mildew is a real pain since it 
spreads rapidly, and literally eats 
the leaves alive. Mildew on 
ornamentals can be controlled 
relatively successfully by using 
Gardal, Funginex or Benomyl, 
but I’m personally scared to 
death of using Benomyl on 
vegetables. The manufacturers 
claim you can (of course) but Tm 
sticking to old fashioned sulphur, 
which isn’t mways completely 
successful, but won’t kill you 
-either. '
But your sulphur from your 
favorite drug store rather than
sternly warned not only not to get 
water on the leaves, but also to 
avoid picking them when they 
have been wet by rain or dew.
If you water your lawn with a 
sprinkler, the best time to water 
are early morning or evening, 
leaving the sprinkler in one place 
for about an hour, before moving 
it to its next site. Since my 
memory isn’t the best 1 usually 
set the timer on the stove.
More than once 1 have just 
settled down comfortably for the 
night, 'and heard the beastly 
sound of vvater running 
somewhere. Guess where? Will 
“Himiself” make a hero of 
himself by volunteering to go to 
shut it qff? No, he won’t . . . so, 
off I go with a groan, flapping 
out into the wet grass in my bare 
feet and nightie, praying 1 won’t 
step on a slug in the dark, and 
hoping the neighbours are firmly 
settled in front of the television.
At last I’ve got that off my 
chest. Now on to planting in July 
to provide winter meals.
As your garden begins to 
produce you will find that things 
like peas, spinach, broad beans, 
early potatoes, etc., only go on
SISNEY'I
WM




. 5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 3 r
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i The company of just and^ 
righteous men is better *






^92 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
This poem by an unknown author; was handed to me the otheF^ 
day. It^s message has concerned me for some time; as 1 note 
the seemingly lithe ;coricern some parents exhibit for the;




2151 Lannon Way WA
Sunday S
9 4b am Teaching
11 00 a m Family Worship 
Wed./Thurs.
T;30'p m Home Study |
10:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.............. Morning -M
s-™ Prayer, Nursery, k|
THE TWd RELIGIONS
lidth Douglas St. 
at Elk Lake




wl b A very warntwelcdme awaits
^ . you.












7726 W: Saanich Road
SLUGGETT
: ifsm
;6:30 p^m.3>:.Saturday Mass; I 
; S 8:30 a;m; ■:. i. Sunday Mass
A
,a,n . ■ ST. ELIZABETH’S
|l1:00am ■ Worship ■ CHURCH^ '
0 p m Wotlnesrloy Provo. 1 ,„03„-m,d st., SiPney
Al L AHF. WELCOME S
......................P 10:00a.m. ,, .Sunday Mass
® 11:30 a;m; ., iSunday Mass^
GOSPEL
9925 5th Street 
Sidney, B.C. j|i
Sunday
:10:00 a;m: Sunday School ^
11:00a.m:> Morning Worship-I^i ■ 




7008 W; Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
jailhside place
Reading a book, with a^leasant face,.,
: A woman
Till a child came up, with a childish frown, 
And pushed the,book, saying, ‘.‘Put it down.” 
Then.the mother, slapping his curly head. 
Said, “Troublesorhe child, go off to bed;
^ A great deal of Christ’s life, 1 must know 
tast'rain you up as a child should go.”
for so long. All too soon they are 
over, and at that time the plants 
should be pulled out and added 
to the compost pile.
Suddenly you have all these 
empty places, which worries the 
life out of most gardeners, so lets 
fill them up again! I have in mind 
things like Brussels sprouts, 
cabbage, cauliflower, leeks, with 
peas, carrots, beets. Kale and 
spinach to go in later.
T usually plant cauliflower, 
Brussels sprouts, cabbage and 
broccoli seed in a flat, partly 
because there is no room in the 
garden in early July, but also so 
that the flat can be moved in to 
the shade on days when I’m not 
home to water.
However , if you have space 
now by all means seed the area 
directly, making sure that at no 
time do you let it dry out. The 
Time-Life gardening book 
suggests planting four seeds in a 
group, then leaving a distance of 
about 18 inches where you again 
put in four seeds, going on this 
way until you have completed 
your row.
As the seeds sprout, cut off the 
weakest three plants, leaving the 
strongest to go on growing. At 
this time put a collar of tar paper 
around each seedling or use a 
bottomless paper cup or bot­
tomless cottage cheese container 
over the top . . . this confuses the 
cutworms!
Two things to do before 
planting: fertilize the area, using 
either 6-8-6 or 5-10-10, to get 
things off to a strong start and in 
the case of cabbage, cauliflower, 
sprouts and broccoli, do give the 
area a good sprinkling of garden 
lime. Remember these plants will 
be huge when they arg mature, so 
if you are planting more than one 
row, be sure to leave lots of room 
, between-.';
Timing your fall garden is 
important, and Island Seed 
Gorripany comes up with a 
suggested list that should be 
helpful- (These are seeded 
; 'directly in the soil); Plant a crop 
of beets in July, carrots and kale 
in either July or August, leeks in 
Aifgust for small leekS all winter,: 
lettuce continuously until late 
August, peas during the first 
week of August (a dwarf type 
such as Little Marvel or Green 
Arrow and Swede turnips in early 
August to remain in the soil all
i 1
; Winter.:
And denounced religion; ^, by and by.
Another woman bent ovfer a book, 
vyith a smile ot joy andiintent look,
Till a chilci:came up andfjpgged:^
And said ot the book; own: --- take me’
10;00 a m.;Sunday School ^
Home: 652-4521






;Pastor M,A, Atwood 
656-7970 :
■'i^miiir 7:30 P'm, ;;Bible Study and;
Prayer IVleetirig




Saying softly,;‘‘Imeverlhalliet it m 
But l’ll try by lovingTo|leiarnB 
And His love into my child instill.” 
That child went to bed With 
And will loi/e religion,
m ' you arc assufoi) ol a wticomo ai












: Pastor V. Nordstrom Jg
A Friendly Family Church . |^| 


















5506 Oldlield Rd 
Sundays
m
Is it possible that our concerns as parents, well meaning as 
they might be, have actually Tiindered the installation of 
iChrist’s love in thelhearts of our children? T
, g|r| .
10 am

















Pastor lenni; Ross Alton (652-2C59)i I 
I CooitOIckinson,(652-3301), David ;;' 




Mfiftlinri, Cenlral Gaanlch; 
; ; ;Rtt;:,&;mt, Nowlon.x,
;: I'SocredCcincorL
-»li 'Tlome^ Bible; 'W-;7:30 pm.>
Studios
■I® ;Tho Emi'of .Vour.SBarclr for "Hi 
a Friendijf Church
PAO.C.
Bev. Joel Nellleldh 11
.T''";v''479.6237'':::;;: 1
We see that they are vyell fed, dressed and educated, (^realh 
;:But let’s not? pyerlpok the ;'spiritual founda 
prepare them; riot only tor tiie demands ot this life; but also 
the assurance of eternal salvation in the life to come? C5od’i 
Word, bie Biblel holds the key to these;
il'




What will bo the response of your child to “religion -- by and 






1034 Cultrn Ave. 
Snanlehton
■‘‘Chrlatlwn'llfo-Servlcoo'';i|| ;
■10:00 a.m. , .Chrlsllnn'-W 
.'Educmion'il 
11:00 a,m. . . , Annoinled |||. 
j 6:00 p.m,: s Biblo Minlslry; p|
THU R8DAY *
17:00 p.m. ,,.. ,, Biblo Study
Rev. N, Harrison, 
Bethel Fellowship Baptist Church.
PaslarTmlo Kfptu.i!











Tpreaching tho Chr|sl<Lile 





10384 McDonsId P«rk Rd, 
,Rfcv. V. TIsdalUr Pastttr , 
;-'-'?■-'ofiice,, 056-3712
; SIDNf V aNOnili Sr^NICH '
; REV. R, HORI PRAH ' 
0ff.:B56'3213 Res,: 656 1930 
ST.; JOHN’S'?












= Fuchai'isi A Simriay 
;School atSaah? Elemerilary
-nby;'V(ndni*''i«; tlmf'I'ran 




' CENTRAL SAANICH 




n'46 e m - ’ Fnmjiy Rnr'/iCO
;-'Z'8h'ii''Suhday'Sthooir
BREVmOOD
TIM Wn«t fiinrtkn rtd
FamilySoTylcc I
?: Sunday School ]





/ ; ; nrtd (lOuW p'tiijriiim' .
' ttiWn sri.Kjy and» 
afsyiif r«i(awti«in?o!
■A CmACh C-Ofl >- ■:'♦>■:
-iHt. WMOi.t rmiVf -
Many thanks to all those who; 
participated in the June 24 AGM; 
and welcome new ? members! ? 
Returning board members are 
Joan Beatie, Aiin Johnston,! Giles 
Perodeau and Dan Rippin. 
I“lected for a one-year term: Wilf 
Jacob and Akiko Shewring. 
Elected for a two-year term: 
Gerry Edwards, Pam Poole, 
Diane Robson, Terry Dodds, 
l.awrcncc Clarke and Ron 
;,;Ticlman.'-;;,
Also present were represen- ? 
Tritives from Sidney council -- 
Stan Bamford; :John ;Gnlder and; 
;'lJen';;'’;Eii;Her;;,;;;'CeinraI';;;;;Saaiiich'';''
cbinicil Ruth A : ;
TSaanich ---; David Terrell. Riley; ? 
Jlearf) ; represented human 
;;res(Jurces;';,',::??\'??;;;.. 
;i'he;Gonimtinity,: Counselling 
Centre Association will become 
the fifth program under the 
Peninsula Ct/mmuniiy ? 
As'-ociaiion's umbrella, but if 
wHl reriiain in.thc;sarnc iocab^ 
and continue i:? its . excellent 
; prqgritms and tier vices. ,
Reports were given by Sybil 
Oau nI, h0 tncm a ker ser vlce. ; 
Camille Martin reported on 
youth services, assisted by two 
STAG members—“- Brian Cor­
nelius, who reported on the 
;year’s activities,, and Shawn 
Sheppard who commentated for 
a slide shovy iliustrting soinc of 
themany events in vvhich STAG 
participated.
? friarjorie penrochc spoke bn;; 
the many volunteer programs 
ifunctioning on the; peninsulai 
Neweri, projeet being undertaken 
is the opening of h thrift shop in 
the near fulurc? Profits will fissisi 
funding of social scryices bn the 
peniniuhv*. '■>:
ri..oiiific Cole reported on thb 
;' niewcsi ;.?PCAprogmmY/'spccial;';. 
‘ "services' fo' ■ children,■'■ a bonfract;'
-; service''*; ■■■ developed"" ;-'t o'"--
families withnrdbiems;
■■bV;?,, .-
■- IT: ' 1; - ''-/T
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$4Qa-$536 - Sidney, Near Ocean 
Choice of lovely 1 & 2 bedroom 
townhouses in parkllke setting. In­
dues fireplace, stove, fridge, 
dishwahser.
Available July 1 or August 1.
$650, Near Ocean.
Lovely 3 bedroom 1 Vi bath home with 
hardwood floors, fireplace, stove, 
fridge, rec room.
Available September 1. Lease. Small 
dogO.K.
Pemberton Holmes Ltd. 
1000 Government St. 
384-8124
THE BUY OF THE 
YEAR . .. $80,000 
3/4 B.R. Modern split level home 
with secluded fenced lot. Sidney.
' KAREL DROST 656-2427 res.
NEW SIDE BY SIDE duplex for rent. 4 -5 
bedrooms, 2‘/j baths, family rec. room, 
V/-W, rent negotiable. Phone Sonia, 384- 
4128 during business hours. 5711-30
VACANT JULY 10th. Main floor of house 
to rent. 3 bedrooms, utilities included. 
J650.656-3869. 008-26
COMMISSION SLAESPERSON 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY IN YOUR 
AREA, Your hours, your route. Steady 
sales. Inquire now. The Remedy Jar, Box 
78. Mount Lehman, B.C. LVOX IVO. 
Phonel]2-859 9548. na-26
HAVE CHAIN SAWS. Need work. 652- 
4088. 5356-RTS26





pressman for Goss Community 4 unit 
press (including plate making and 
maintenance). Position open August 1. 
1982. Send resume to; The Whitehorse 
Star. 2149 - 2nd Ave., Whitehorse. 
Yukon YIA 1C5. Phone (403) 112-668- 
2063, na-26
SPRING CROFT CARPENTRY SER­
VICES. Renovations and repairs, 
basement alterations, finishing car­
pentry. Nojobtoosmall.656-3460.
54 09 -2 6
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
RESPONSIBLE CARING MOTHER will 
babysit in my home, Sidney area. 656- 
6620. tfn
50’x117’ Lot, Chalet 
COVE. $35,000.
Road, DEEP
KAREL DROST 656-2427 res.
FOR LEASE: Sidney Commercial 
Space. Approx. 1375 sq. ft. $700 per 
mo. ■ 
or". .’
2100 sq. ft. $1100 per mo.
Good storefront space at a very good 
rate. ■■■
E.J. Ward 386-2imres.
COUPLE WOULD LIKE to rent 2 
bedroom furnished home for summer 
months, in Sidney or surrounding area. 




LOCAL YOUNG MAN wishes to put down 
roots in the peninsula. Do you have 
something he can afford? Older is fine. 
No realtors please. Call Bruce, 652-2514 
after6:30 p.m. 5572-26
2395 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-0131
RENT WITH OPTION TO PURCHASE or 
owner carry with lower interest rate. 
Small 2 bedroom home, dining room/ 
fireplace, garden, quite area. Brent­








HOUSE WANTED by mature working 
couple. $400-$450 month. Good care to 
house and garden. Preferably Keating 
Cross area. 386-0012: 5669-26
REDUCED $33,000.^^^^
3V^ year old home, -corner lot, 4 
bdrnn. Wz bath, full basement, fisher 
stove in family room, large open kit­
chen, garden V7ith fruit trees, carport, 
double driveway-room for boat & R.V. 
Close to air amenities. $96,600 will 
carry contract at 12Vi.
: ;'S5&4555:V, T..,
(C-28)-
IDEAL RETIREMENT HOME, close to all 
amenities. Large rooms, bright kitchen. 
Reduced 120,000. Like new. Land­
scaped, good ^rden. 656-7392. 5699-
26'^-
QUIET CHRISTIAN FAMILY (1 child), 
abstainers, seek to rent small country 
home, north or Central Saanich, or will 
care for your farm in exchange; for low 








ONE ACRE BUILDING LOT, Landsend 
Roadi near Swartz Bay. Close to ferries, 
airport and shopping. $64,000. 656- 
7319.
1'^: I
TOFINO LONBEACH AREA. DISTRESS 
SALE, No reserve auction bid. LOT^: 
One waterfront, two view, one large 
cornrriercial with . quality; Horne:; For; in­
formation; phdne ArrowsmithJ Realty;; 
Ucluelet; B.C. V0R 3A0: iPhone 726P 
7785.
Est 11912
j Insurance Agents , y 
;-^^:.;'AUTOPLAN 
Member - Victoria M.L.S.
056-1154:'r/:'::"';-
;
ROBERTS BAY, SIDNEY 
Outstanding/investment; oppiortunity,; 
Charming 2 bedroom cottage on 
dividable it acre lot/ Approx. 140 feet 
ot waterfront/ sewer and icity water 
supply, privacy.^^ / : "
7 : / ; ; $250,000
Paul 656-3150
':,W!LL/.TRApE',. MOBILE:; •;HOME,-:Farm;;
buildings, plus Vz section scenic pasture 
land on paved highway, Rirnbey/Albdirfa / 
for B.C. Property equal $240,000.00. 
;;yalue/Phpne (403) 843^221.
;Mon:/-/;::;"







Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also —excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns ;a specialty.
10 Church Services
11 Real Estate for Sale
12 Real Estate for Rent





23 Business Services 
25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Service 








60 Janitor Services /
62 Musical Instruction
63 Musical Instruments 
65; Painting
/67-y;: Grafts
/ 70 l’lumbing and Heating' 
75 Secretarial Service 
-SSO';..;; Signs ;;■./;
85 Small Engine Service 
88 Tree Service^
90 T.V. and Stereo
100 Equipment Fpr Sale 
103 Audobody Repairs 
105 Recreation Vehicles 
110 Boats and Marine 
120 Miscellaneous 
For Sale






137 Wood Heating 
140 Groceries, Meat
and Produce
142 Furniture for Rent
143 Beauty Salons
144 Pets and Livestock 









190 Cards of Thanks
195 Obituaries
200 ; in Memoriam' / :
;WE:W1LL TRAIN :;YOU; help;place;you;;;; 
;;certify;/ypu /:/ in;/four: ? d iff ere nL; bea uty;'
/OKANAGAN VALLEY. 40 acres/3, miles i
; /from;:tpvynil /fantastic;view $14/900.00 ; 
/ Total/; price//$2/98()/00;:do'W/;$ 172:00 
per month/ 10 yiters at 12%/; Phone 
(509) 112486-2875; or (509) H2-48i6- 
4777. na-26-
fields. Sculptured fingernails, body 
wraps, body waxing, and; many different 
exciting ways for yoii tpowh and operate 
your own/busihess/Jon B Studio^ phone
/ 463-5025/463-5757 vor/evehirigs -462/ 
;7774. - ■ na--26‘
MANAGER FOR NEW THRIFT/SHOP to: 
be operated by/Peninsula /Commuhity 
Association. Experience required in; 
merchandizing and working with 
volunteers. Remuneration ; related to 
volume of business. Job may appeal to 




drapes: Adults ' Only,/ no pets. 
References and lease required, 1 & 2 
bedroom units,/475-575 per month.
J
WE NEED INSTRUCTORS THIS FALL; 
CAN YOU iTEACH ANY /OF THE 
FOLLOWING;? Tldoking, / Sports 
; Photography, Stained Glass, Gym­
nastics, Fitness, Pre-School, Bbysitters, 
Ballet, Badminton, Sports Leaders, Teen 
rpiroferam Leaders/ Give rne /a call at 
v'Panoraiha Leisure Centre if you're in- 
; terested./Marie/Latufnus/ Leisure Arts 
Prograrrimer, or' Nancy Moyes, 
RecreationProgramrherat65G-727 i. C
/::26'--/'T-/'
^rlte/pul yoiir ad/ maii or bring to The Review with p
JOHN SALVADOR 
HOfARY PUBLIC 
2481 Beacon Avo,, 
/Sidney- B.C, ' 
656-3951
Retail or office space available now in 
new building, foot ol Boacon in 
Sidney. E-xcclIenf ^ walking trallic, 
parking facilities and sea views. Good 
variety of sizes to choose from: For 
rental information,
P.R BROWN ft SON. IJD.
762 Fori St. / phone 385-3435
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income, ;We have full/part-time 
; /openings/ Call 112-294 -1512 or write 
House of Fuller, 367 7 Hoskins ,road, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7k?N9 n,T 36
SUNSHINEYILLAGE SKI RESORT, near
BRENWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, di8hes, /cable! TV: Free 
parking, maid service.*Avoilablo weekly, 
SahdownMotel.652-1851. / - 4124-tf 
SHARED ACCOlSSratfiSM inifimlly
home: Own room./ separate entrance. 
656-7943cvonln©i, 53C9-26
HORSEFLY: modern 3 bodrborn log 
home, 55; acres/ W mile lake frontage, 
privacy, school/bus, hayflold/ /guest 
cabins, hay barn,/ horse barn, wood 
shod, machlrio slid, $195,000. Qoxll2, 
Horsolly B.C., VOL ILO, Phono 112-620- 
:■ 3307,/;'':-’-/ ' :...'''na-25
f/TSiSPil'sfiWifvv. 3 Tj^oomsTTvS 
baths. Large roc room with firepiqce 
Insert: Double doors and windows. 
Assessed 1120,550.656-3426. 010-27
Butchart Gardbns. I /bedrboiTi Suite, 
living, dining,/roc room, kitchen. W-W 
carpet, full / bath, washer/
dry0c;Qidel ar«b,; couples onlil’, N/S;
for: (1), an eicctronicv tochnician
/possessing practical electrical 
/ knowledge: experience / w)t 1) : power/ 
/; S.C,R/'s /essential: (2) a; jourhoyman 
millright, previous list experience an 
; asset. The successful applicants will bo 
/ joining our/ gondola / maintonanee 
;depa|lmont.: Both/positions dlfor per 
/ monent/ hjlltimc erhployrhent and an 
// attractive company benefits packaBP,^^ 
/ Company / subsidized/ si^
’ /obmmcKfation
/ /persons please submit rosurrie detailing 
employnienf history and wage ex' 
poclations bcfoie July 2.3, 198? to 
; Sunshine Village, Pcrsornidt Dept/, Bopx 
: iJiO/Banft/Altav TOL;oC()/(403) 112 ;
’ '-;.;na-27;;
aritlKional Insertions requested wHb the inibal order, and repb 
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insertion.
, '■/
iH.iwinir.MW'inni.ma lunuM mm iwh ira:iii«JM.iiin'iiiiin am iiau;i
S YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
I ' - ■ . ' '
I ttl to i. Ill »Wife ** '“Ifc ' B-I , 'Ilf t# VI II I IhI I '
SiirSiCONS^.;- Byl3wn^To^ly 1'
bedroom bungalow, fireplace, inlaw 
suite. Superb rMfk’likfl lot, approx. 200 
ft,, near town, seashore, Open House, 
Priced (Of immediate sale, 656-5367: 
-'001-30
BANK, KELOWNA: Over 2350 square 
feet, 6 years old, uhique split level home, 
Indoor heated pool, 3 bedroms, 
recreation room, fitness room, stone 
(irepiBce, attached prage, tsrp treed 
lot with benched patio, Immediate 
poisesston. Banker insisis — so -» 
reducad by $50,000.00. First 
$69,500 00. buys it, PItono Sum- 
rnarland, B.C, 112-494-9072/ na.26
\)
Golting married, 
engaged, going on 
, / or
just r^ifurned from 8 trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would Hko 
your social news priniod frno 
under tha Peninsula People 
heading, ju&l calf lite editorial 
;;;//;////■;/// ';;/(!epi9rfmf!nl al;
WORD CLASSIIWS ---20WOPS FOR ONLY *2/0p1
I
u Number of!* 
B adtmional
I Insorlions of 
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2412 0 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-5551
ATTRACTIVE LILY PONE)S installed, 
with rock and planter sections if desired. 
Phone Dave; 656-9391. ? 5636-26
ATTENTION GOLFERS. Expert repairs
to all makes of clubs. Face plates, sole 
plates, grips, shafts, 24 hour, service. 
652-4917; ^ :*5644-26
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
WOOD OR FIBREGLASS boat repairs or 
alterations,' cabinetSi furniture repairs. 
Reasonable rates, free estimates. 656- 
5157.--' 'p-27
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better 
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
LADY [BONDABLE] new in vicinity Seeks 
employment in Sidney or surrounding 
area as livV|n housekeeper.; Very clean 
and good cok. Male employer preferred. 
Phone 112-745 -37 50, ask for Evelyn. •
5 6 47.-2;6;'.
1978 GMC SIERRA CLASSIC
Trailer Towing Special
— Air conditioning 
— Cruise Control' .
— Trailering Package 7? ’ "
— full; power, AM/FM radio;;
on
'$S,95©.^^
? . call collect ; ; \
112-390-2929
, ; ' y , (5705^6);
Thorne Lennon Electric 0975/Lfd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial
io Hyail© l^ainting
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., 
656-7135 Sidney
-A Autobody Repairs
^ I.C.B.C. Claims 
A- Autobody Painting
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS, near
Saanichton. Dressmaking, alterations, 
crafts. Some dolls in stock. Phone 652- 
0583 ask for Sandra. 5695-26
CAB FOR '68 Ford p/u. Many 360 Ford 





on the muff ten 
t^lplpe, exhaust







HOUSECLEANING, mornings, by 
responsible reliable person. 656-6040. 
5679-26
HOME AND YARD maintenance. 
Pairiting; fence repairs and building, 
cleanup, light hauling, cement work, 
rototilling; 652-9935. ;p-30
1950 WILLYS JEEP in good condition. 4'
new tires, $900. Contact 727-2768 for 
appointment. 5657-27
B. ANDERSON EXCAVATING
»Sewer'& Storm Drains 6S6-2939•Trenching•Waterlines
MOPED, $475. Starts easy and runs
good. 656-2928. 5655-26
E & R HANDYMEN. We do almost 
everything frorn repair work to painting; 
to gardening. Call after 4 p.m. 656-2868.
.'y .;,'p-30-..
1948 FORD P/U, completely restored.
Candy Apple Red, V8 flathead, 4 speed. 
Over $10,000 invested. Must sell. 
Offers. 656-7020. 5649-26
71 DAiajN. whole or parts. 72, '76
Toyotaengine parts. 656-6714. P-27
BARNEV’S SACKHOE SERVICE
9240 Canora Rd. 656-5352
Will paint your car or 
truck, , body repair, rust 
cut out, or, fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow. Reason­
able Ralo. Try us Once!
656-22212081 AMELIA k^E., SIDNEY
GARDEN AND LAWN MAINTENANCE. 
Landscaping, hauling; and all types of 
carpentry. 652-2824. p-28
CHAIN SAW WORK, rototilling, drain 
tile, hauling, 3/4 ton pickup. Yard and 
basement cleanup. 652-4304. 016-29
■65 INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL BUS
converted to mobile home. '67 Datsun 
pickup, many new parts, receipts. '69 
Datsun pickup, make gocxl dune buggy.> 
Long box import truck canopy. See at 
Marina, Beacon Ave. Sidney (no calls 















Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
Cauess-sssi I
For FREE ESTIMATES ^
2104 yaiaview 
Sidney






GENERAL CARPENTRY, additions, 
alterations, sundecks, dry walling, in­
terior-exterior; decorating. Professional 
work, satisfaction guaranteed^ 
Reasonable rates, free estimates. 652- 
9922or478-0191. p-29
CHILD MINDING in my home, mother of 
2 will care for your children, 2 years or 
older. For more information, please 
phone656-7370;ry; 5725-26
1976 DATSUN FIO Station Wagon.
Radials, radio, bucket seats, carefully 
driven and in good, condition. Asking 
$2,700,656-1295. 006-27
1977 GMC VANDURA. Automatic, PS,
PB, undercoated, stove, sink, 3-way 





10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
JOU RNEY M AN ELELCTR IP IAN
available for small commercial or 
domestic work. Reasonable rateSi 656- 
)651. ' 5720-27'
JAPANESE IMPORT ENGINES.
REMANUFACTURED Exchange Engines. 
Honda:*Toyota, Datsun, Mazda;;Full 6 
months, 20,000 KM; faefery warranty on;
na-26
•';y. ■





Walls washed r— 
^Gutters cleaned;
{'Mir'
CARPENTER- HOME MAINTENANCE- 
Sundecksf small /renovations; Contract 
or% hourly,5$;8i50;; Free estimates;; 652-
■/(j6^.'Gerry';;;// ;/;;;/■:/;';y'f;///;/,;:/vP-29''
NEIL'S / cu^om; resawing and 




{■ For Sale •
: Excavating;/ S56-2405
/ ;;/ m /SlI^S :;' -‘-jSr Trucking '1
; Septic Tank Installation 
■; -Back; Filling ^ . ..
,//"/.Trenching





R.R.1, Sidney, B C.
/;/r/:;;;;€Cli9;;;PAiT^4^ /;. septic;
FiELOS




•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
•Also; Window & Gutter Cleaning
i / BUSES FOR SALE BY OWNER;; Brewster;/; 
/; Transport Co/ box 1140 Banff, Alberta/;;
TOL OCO. Call Bill'Mooney (403) 762- 
:;v|2402i 4;1976 254’V%Bphev. y /rhbi^ 
427 ■ 5 - speed. 3 MC2, rebuild frames;-2 








•bladeWork///. , ;'/; 
/•postholes / / /;: 
/•brush'Cutting*;//:;,.■//
@5©4SI1
SHAW computer SERVICES. Com­
puterized bookkeeping: Accounts 




4 in 1 :
^;./::/'';„*;/BACKHOE//•„/:";'-■//■.
LOADING
©EVIMr STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES
1.4
Payroll, Mailing, Lists etc. Greater .....■■■n.iim..,.,a-
agBimgCTaPiiKgiaaagaaaBmniBii^^ . . financial COntro! - reasonable COSt.-652- '
: 1353^_________________________ 5672-32 _ j '
■*'///./
Long-Time Sidney Builder 
Renbirafe &'Save!,FREE ESTIMATE^;
Call 656-4915
. Now specializing/ihlRhishirig/Garpen-;' 
try. Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters.
-- NO JOB TO SMALL —
Carpenter §t Joiner
Qiialihf Work --- Free Estimlates
Renovations, additions, finishing 
carpentry & Custom furniture. 
References available.
^■{;S'';{{/:656-7370
SATELLIT!• T.V.? Home, Motel, Hotel?/
Club cr :)anrjpV;;We//install'/them//alli'
(Dealer^-VVanted). Write Micro Inc;sl28;/:





/ Complete Building Service. Conimercial and Residential, 
25 years Building Experience/ Let us build your Dream 
Home,




/ formal occasion; Conipleteibaking /; 






Ploughing, Leveiiing, Fence 






‘ McDonald Park Rdt
656-7277
1976 DELUXE self contained/Prowler 
trailer, 17 ‘/a ft. Like hew, $5,500. Many




FINISHING • SIDING • ALTERATIONS 
ADDITIONS • CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES
Telephone 656-41.06
Finger snacks; complete cold buf-/ 







10200 Bowerbank Road, Sidney 
Details, 478-4632.
■ ■■ ; : (6722-2),
Butler Brothers SuppUes





rt; THOMPSON CONTRACTOR UD.
"ConcroteWaterpropIlng ,:^'"/'J:/:/ /;! jjdewalks//
/ Fish Ponds / / /; '
;''.:;;//:/;f/::/,p|-
Quarry Tiles Home Rl
lorie 656-3881 for Free Esltmale//;///K^/;
novations /
/■/‘//iS/;;'''''"'/-:"-
NO. 1 BLACK GARDEN TOP SOIL. $2 .25








J UOm oprOdun FREE IH-HOaSE 
ESTIMATES
2387 Beacon 656-7333
VIOLIN Lessons: Classical. BliieBross, 
Country or ja*2/652-9874/ 5407/RTS30
Crafts'
500H0URSvFiJLLYEQUIPPE0.ltl- 
CLUDIN6 BEST TYPE DINGHY/ IN 




INEXPENSIVE, reliable. PERSONAL 
SERVICE FOR THE SAANICH
GRANTS 
SMALL MOTORS
10^34 McDonald Park Road
Repairs In Lawitmowbrs, 
CTiains.ivvs, MolunyLles. i,'lc, 
'.Hustivarna'/'' /v''"/:-:-Pioneer;,;:////;
:656-7714 ,'WS.
/6HBK,W00D’S / /GoverniWnt, ;'Mr,li|ied''MocHnicinn/'/'//''>-:^jl 
//;'TV-RAI)IO''''4;,.lwitlv 35/years .JixpefiefiM, in;EieL/:;'«r?J*;T^«/ 





;/, Penlnsulit locatlona, / , ;; ;;
VlO u.m, to 3 
/ $50 per week
information,; 6B2-405T; / ^
■'- mm'/)
ALL WOOD boat. 17'/ 6'4" benm, 2' 
/depth, dloiiol/engine. Car) be seen jit 
Fishonhan'sWharf, Sidney, 656-2876,
''5'3'4'9-RTS2 6 '/./^V/; ■,■/:■■;'' //■;
ISLAND ' SAIUNS
SCHOOL, sailing, Irtstructipn aboard 
classic yachts. Charters by day, weak, 
/month,302-1612, tin ;;
'/;///'WiNTiNtr^WTiD;
Reasonable rales. Coll 686-2066 alter 4 ; 
■//;;;p,m./;,/'/;//:;■/ ;:■'/'////://;";'/'://'/;/:/,'':-p‘30 "
Shop Jointiry & R(}rK)va(lon
PANORAMA riNiSMING DENIS BECHTHOLD Bus. 656.6721 
Custoili Woodworkinff Res. 6.56-6639
'fri'
“TIME IS (y«ir) MONEr iN SERVICE CALLS
Hwr wift Mf.'.mr, ofinr RY
SIDNEY: EI.ECTRIC--’ 666-0440,^
....)fVAWI -TOllfl lOCAl dWtl^HCI SlSVIttMlN. WHO HlS WOFK
•1 u?», M»*l Wf WlC|«*IV» II Hm» IM U4i»!l(i« t*lU - Wl»ll|in )l»m;|W„





IS’IOalSlassIhSat; 40lTf fJferc;'// 
full canvas top, sleeper seats, ;CB-AM ; 
radio/downriggers, etc Rcxid Runner - 
trailer. Reasonable offer cobsidarod.
'"656-7400, ^f;;
CRAFT, with 15 HP Johnson, Electric /
; (//Start motor. 652 •224<^-'r:';:";‘'-'-00l»;n:/;,f'
/,;,;/ 'f;tnrrfn^0KOT'‘‘S1^^
Key start, full canvas lop, 55HP out





;; .10% HisMiifiT ON fW«n/''' /.vANWMh(,(:MAlH rlfis’;/







•No Job Tbd 8m«r
.r"/:656-5'604/:/:"^
OH pglnllnHi and Sciilputro 
/; The linpiiissible takSs longer! '
052-9S22; /://:;;;;;.; ^
All ' A '/'i ” COhdltlOn ;' $2 ,20|) ',' ‘652* '
I ' ' ' ' aijgOi2*28
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs,
nwjters nt.'/ION/' cost.■''■Western■'Water; ‘':;or'’gta5»:'Meb1io'«hop, guorahteed work"''";"' 
col«w» and Chinese drawingl far sale //fli * 11 fMir hour/ Paul Noyce, 656-4649/ ■ 
PatrickChy,666!l.l'30,'/;;/ .;:/:'//,.//;p-26.///.v,9';i..7 6th.;Sl.'Sidr\eyi.■'/■^■;.'/0l8*27
MarlBaii AuId A Safety Glass 
/ Window Blass — Mirrors 
:' \Wirid$hiold$ installod
/ Innumnce Glaimsfrtimplly Hflndlod '
6S6-1313
1M14 McllwuW Pirii M.
THISSPACg COULD BE Ybliks 
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH
aL-.
:/;;,■';/;//;
" “ "'7 ^ ^3^ '17; "
r — JUI;Y7,1982
IM 1 TrSO 1 S:M j S:S0 1 9:00
[9:30 1 10:007 ! 10:30 1
m gjssSst, Ls Oa^K W ■ 3 |Ts6S|^^ r-j-RaSBS,"7;:
m gas&:i: is asdgBS S Ifc65^ uses'■ 3 3:=;
.j.fen’ ";;7 77 ; j ' J-',:-;| ig*B*33-. -';; :j 3i
'' ■3——, . l : -------------- 1 &*rtsrtfa»K»5te3 j T^ FrfGes; •■J7">''- ■ ''7.
-'7^ : 737:1
m t^st3,^ira |Tc lac 130^7 f.i^?!:5fe77 ' ;7 Facts (K Ida 7f IcveSs^ iQrieci:;;.t ■ —
----------------------- i
m "7 77
jteSF^Bgis 73:3; : ■ ■:37 j-Ti^5e*feHiib7.;: ;;.7 7 ;|i«IS&ert^3 :-3= 1
m feio‘rlfeS'7; jilstrffsrE |».Sfe5B 7 f aSecray (SS Boric "Sesrf Sb^ SKsSer ShKj"
3-' ••7""'. "7' 37 .7 ''3
m --33 llhs.S!^estfa»s«tes'; z ; ” !fep3S.rl 3 =7' : 7 “
m lfa4W7.33::|w^7V;- 1 77 7 l^I^Fsse
7} lfe«S,:7'33:;
7"77.7' ’ '7-
m -R^sasues | 3 I SeK: "Tl* Ct^fee fn« We"
71 RswS37. 7,
3:3:3-;. ■■ .33:.;;3
m s'Ssses. f. fcsj 1. 1 Stone-17!ss»feTs«Se" '-77't''^'37 • ./ 77:737': "
Sj Tfesss 7| fists',; 3=33
7; 3
7 j ;.:3; “
j«KStSSK
vj TssiJe«7 7
fOT aa iojured movie stunt man to find out 
bosr and vrhv the accident happened. (R) 
(Si a tHB FACSS OF UFS Tootie jeop- 
. ardtsss her school work and friendships in
: Z- fyyz
sat® O COP SOOCER TOCa-
- nt<SFVT ^Ss.s£ a .see«i idiraisa-,
■ tte mates sna 1-“ ta^dcast %siB- .
DAtliMElfcrVIES : v: :
^ t^GJ S . Cosine Ob "<S5>e^" ;-'Bth-
; cesiRTaa.€5rait^eveeS;V/ I :-
tatfs's - oa^~ nm.:
Ad^esisrei act ird Vera ;:A;
:. jct--2|: ««na3 <£ :S irf a drag overtfesr .and;
<>» jnaa -adai.irave her'Jtiw^dra^iasis!
■-K2STfertsaert«:^ssi^g;fath&.:
■ .EITEMSG " " ' ;
' «»CI50^E^'EeWGJffi:*S 
CE © SASKIC LLEJSU 
: ®eABCK^rS ;-.,7 :
■ : ® 0
: ■ ®o®eH3ws\:.i; 
^©ecassEtfS--
: ■ mm^aATSurn •; ■
&38C5)©7aJE^IU|ALK8GSSiAI. I: 
-®SS©SESS " ■'
(B © PM. MMSAZiHE .A chiaai.ccs- 
tiSBed ctsiacSan »<» pferfesns at public 





3$ © WHAT WILL tHEY THINS OF
^ fisrsi^-- : -
7m (S) S SA^SAIL Ics .Angeles Dodgm
at Sfefitreal E*pc». ___ -
® © SA^RAU, D® SPOS An Slade 
Oivmpicjse de Montreal; les Sxpos
■ - -reiwcEt ks &xf^sdeJLis Angeles..
: Q)i^PM.mWtTSW^
® @ EfCrsrrAIKHSSTtWiKJHT 
■ ® Q LAWREKS WS-S: -:
■ ,®©.KKSl^Wn-D
- ® © THE FALL GGY CoJl taks over
£» an sijmai mevfe stunt man to fits! «it 
be<r and^v the aecideit haj^iead. {Rj 
IflQMMaSL/DERBtRSPOHt 




® ® TOO A^HJFOB IT
o ® MAETTYIStMOfSE 
^ {S © W<»1I®S TS SEA
® © ® © THE (SIKATEST AM®- 
ICAIi SEIO Raii*’s q«st to use his snp^ 
' ssit for good de^ involves him ^th an 
eSfcty man, a lost liUk bov and a looter 
^ -̂ 
■ t® @ ® S heal PEOPLE Fealorso: 3 
howling ccsitest: a devotee of pjjanad 
; - aovFErr a profile of simdicated disc jockey 
be: Deroeote a midgrt car race. <R) :
3 35 O MR. MSfUlN .Merlin the magician 
IS ordered to train 
an apwentice in magic. tR>
2 ® 0 KJIHSY HOLLY: REMINISCING 
; Tweity years after HoOy’s death, this pro 
J gram ezaisines the legetri of this remark- 
jtide 'SSs artist and explores toe changes 
which have oectar^ in' the; lives of the 
^ ;TiieBbers of hfe hand, his tw'tow. Eis fami- 
.4v 3t«J the mcsicsl world. .;
2S © MOVIE Creature From
Black Lake" (1975. Mmiors" jack Sam. 
fi Butt Taylor. Twp; aathrt^iogy students 
to the tecsisiana swaraps to search 
3,;:fpr.aicfeD!ia.ryinoaster/L . ■ ' J-.--'
: ® iMiVS if*^^Pris(mer In The
? Middle^ {15(4. Drana) David jatsssen.
Karin Ikr. A OK. brenber acqdentally jet- 
: tisoas a asclear warhead near the Jordaai- 
:3:3snb<sderv''--y V-^ '‘ .- 4 
fcSS s25 © 2* ^CDRITY .An attractive 
di vcwcee s pitHnoted to security x^ef of a 
3^" xsepartment store,:
® S IHE F.ALL GCY Colt takes over
oseks imder the pressure of being desert­
ed by the rst of the hospital staff.
® g IKSVIS “Scared Straight!
.Another Story” (1580. Drama) Cliff DeY­
oung, Stan Shaw. A juvenile probation offi- 
3 cer becomes involved with a program run 
' 5)^ convicts to .scare juvenile.,
offenders into going straight (R); 7
(M) © MAGNUM, Pi Magnum Investi­
gates the kidnapping of a flamboyMt old 
?i3vybc^dy»' ■. -• •'. ‘‘r-.
? 2) © HALL OP FAME "Casey StengelV:
Charts Dunsing stars in a one-man;per- 
fonnaoce as the legssdary Casey Stengel, 
oriorful and unpredictable manager of 
both the New Ywk Yankees and the N^7 
.:7".Y«fcMets.(R); ■: ?
i ® @ FKOSP OVHS CAf^A David 
: Frost interviews Canadian Minister 
: Pierre Trudeau.
: M8® STWORONKISS:.:: 3-3.3733/:3:i::;V-
® © FSnVAL DS JAS I® MON-
V:: tHEOS'-'-- ';:,3:.333^ '3-^3,:3.:7-v'''^3'3:3
® © LOVE, SHrNBY Violin virtuoso 
. Itzhak Perlman offers to teach PatU to 
pUv the fiddle. (H) 
ie<»(i)@ISENATI(»fAL
(S © AUTHEPOB A LA RIVIERE 
HOIK® "Riel etDamonf , -
® © ® © DYNASTY Krystle reads a 
scaisdal sheet article about Blake and 
Mezis in Rome, and Fallon ch«;ks into a7 
/ clinic; (R-. ' ■ : '-3 i' ;;
® © QOUfCY A female insuranceinves-
; tigator suspects a cl£se friend of; Quincy s
of killing his horse for the insurance moh-
ev. iR) .^33 3: ‘ 3;7 /V . :,3:3. .:3.' ,
® © WTJ. SIHEET BLUES When HilTs
new trainee uses excessive force while 
making an arrest Coffey and Bales try to 
help cover up the incident. V 3 
■3.® ©movie;:; ';7.;;t;;7.-.:;3-
; aj)®NEWS. ..7 : ; 
dSS© ON THE buses 
® © MAN AK>UT THE HOUSE ‘ Come
7:;7-:FiyWithMe”' :;-73;: ,7r^;3:33 7y
10-.J5® @ jUKIE A caM involving drug- 
dealing takes complicated twists and turns 
? mto 3 plCa-bargaining situation 
iS-.» ® SSI^SIOURNAL ET METSX) 
iS)®NEWS:;;
©©TOMJCafES
nss ® S ® © © 0 (ZJ © NEWS 
® m PiaiPOS ET CONFIDENCES 
® © ® © CTV NATIONAL NE^ 7
® ® FTARSKYANDHUIt®^: 3 
® CB DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
® ©SPORISPAGE
1130 ® © VANCOUVER KUkND NEV^ 7 
©©NEWS
1135 ® © BARNEY MILIJSSl^; 3 :
1130 ® © BiOI, CLAUDS, KMPEREUR 
“Une Affaire de Famille” Claude raconte 
7 la mort de son pere aiiB!:<iue:le cha^in
S'en eprouvaTibere.© ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE ; 7 7 7 
® © TONIGHT Guest host pavid Bren-
:7":''-ner. '7:. .
; 7 ® ©Cll^UP7 ;-.-'73;::3 7-33 3.7' .
(1) @ TO LIVE OR LET DIE A day in the 
life of the Newborn Intensive Care Unit at
ChUdren’s HospiUl in Los Angcl^ is prcr
""isented. . ■ ■ ■■.3 - - . v
7® © MOVIE **★ "The Initiation Of 
Sarah" (1978. Horror) Kay ;Lenz, Shelley 
7 Winters. When a pretty co-ed is hi^liat^;
by a group of sorority sisters, she is urg^ 
7; to get even by unleashing her teirifying 
3 ■ ' 7pTOchicpowers...33: . ;; ;v3:7.7-3:.
© BH)V1E7A:-A% ‘‘Fewfis The; 
Key'; (1973, Drama) Barry Newimain, Suzy 
Kendall. A fugitive from the police and a 
7 gang of thieves search for the carg6;pf,an 
airplane they shot down in the Guif of 
■j; 7 Mexico. (R) „ T,,
1135 ® © MOVIE “The True Story, 
I Of Jamffl’’ (1957, Western) Robert 
7 Wagner, Hope Unge. J^c Jamesj actual
life is seen through his brother’s eyes.
1J30 ® © LOVE BOAT A flashy rock star
falls in love with a; deaf passenger, and 
; Doc helps a gambler win the heart ;of his
bride. (R)
.7. .^(n)® 7O0:club 7;7 ;.:37;;:7;7.::7;fi 3..,^;
7 ® ® CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS . ■ ■■ ■ .
•1235 ® @ SiOVIE ★★:7The Hanged Man 3 
(1974, Drama) -Steve Forrest,' .Cameron 
Mitchell. 3 - .
7 7 ® © M{)VIE *-*14 “Strangers-In 7A; .
' (1972. Drama) Andy Griffith, Ida Lupino, ;.
' 13:» ® © LATE NIGHT WETH DAVID 
LETIUIMAN Guest;; formep7.“Monk»e’; 
PeterTork.
'.73'®© ODD COUPLE: 7.7 377:'7;7' 777]
■, 130 CT© NEWS 
! 1:19 ©©NEWS
i 130 ® © NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 7, 7;
i 1:35 ® © MOVIE * *: ‘'Dead Man On The 
: 1 ' Run" (1975; Adventure)7:Peter:;Graves, 
; i ; Katherine Justice, 
i ; (I) © MOVIE •**%; 'The Strange Ven- 
1 geance Of Hosalee” (1972,; prarna)7 Ken 
-7 . Howard. Bonnie Bedelia.
1:40® © ALFRED HITCHCOCK; PR^ 
-7; SENTS;' 7; 7 7 ' : ■■
135 ® 0 B50VIE * * ‘‘The Mystery7Of 
7: The Golden Eye” (1976, Mystery).
7 2:30 © © MOVIE >*«t ‘-'The Outer Space 
7 7 Connection‘7(1975) Docuirientary^Narrat; 
; ed by Rod Serling.
2:40® ©NEWS
MEDIA MONITQII
By STEVE K. VVALZ
Old favorites 
They ar© a-changln’
Change is an inevitable 
fact of life in most indus­
tries. Hollywood iS7 no 
7 different. TV series that 
have been on the network 
schedules for years also
undergo facelifts in order to 
; meet their new competition 
: head-on.; .
What’s in store for some 
of video’s longest running 
shows? The three major 
networks have so far 
announced the following 
.7;;3777changes:77.7.7'‘ .
^0Q,;r— 7 “Laverne and 
Shirley” — Both women 
; ■ will be married by the time
3 the r^^^^^^^ season ends in
May. This plotline was 
accelerated by Cindy 
; Williams’; real-life marriage 
;7 7 and pregnancy.
"Happy Days" — Anson 
. Williams’ Potsie character 
' will be; gradually phased 
out^ while another Cunning- 
7 ham relative will take root 
7 irv their Milwaukee house­
hold. Fonzie (Henry 
Winkler); will finally meet 
7 the woman of his dreams. 
7 ; But the producers aren’t 
. sure if they’ll marry him off 
7 just yet.77
Z "Dynasty" — The serial 
will add at least three more 
■ roles along with some
blockbuster guest stars.
ftBC -— "Little House: A 
New Beginning" — 
Michael Landon and Karen 
Grassle will bow out in 
favor of Melissa Gilbert, 
who plays their daughter. 
One new cast member is 
Landon’s daughter, Leslie, 
who will porlray Walnut 
Grove's new teacher.
Tax/’ In the sitcom,
Henry Winkler
which is switching frorr 
ABC, Carol Kane wii! 
become a regular as Latka 
Gravas’ (Andy Kaufman) 
wifeSimka.
"Facts of Life" — The 
girls Will be going to Paris 
on a school trip and will 
bring back an English 
exchange student.
"Fame" — The troupe 
will add a young, maverick 
drama teacher.
: "CHiPs" — Erik Estrada 
will get a new sidekick.
CBS — "Dallas" — Pro­
ducers have discussed at 
least two more cast addi­
tions.
"Knots Landing" — ihe 
“Dallas” spinoff adds Ste­
phen 7 Macht and Kevin 
Dobson to the cast.
"Dukes of Hazzard" — tf 
contractual problems with 
Tom Wopat, John Schneid­
er and James Best aren't 
rectified, changes will be 
forthcoming.
MAGNUM OPUS — "Mag­
num P.I.’s” Tom Selieck 
will star in Louis L’Amour’s 
"The Shadow Returns," a 
TV movie no’w being filmed 
on location in northern Cali­
fornia for CBS broadcast 
later this year. Sam Elliott 
and Katherine Ross are 
also featured in the drama 
about two brothers who 
return home after the Civil 
War to discover that sever­
al family members have
been kidnapped by a 
marauding band of Rebels 





ENOS IS ENOS — Son­
ny Shroyer, who portrayed 
Enos, the shy deputy sheriff 
on “The Dukes of 
Hazzard" for the CBS 
series’ first two seasons, 
will return to the show in his 
original role this fall. 
Shroyer also starred in the 
spinoff.“Enos,’’ during the 
1980-81 season.
tHURSDAY SVET^ING OULYS, 1SS2
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"■ 'FmaLDs^f^-sScett. 77 - -3- 3 .
' ® ©; * * * "WaAerxT Bai^esKf 1^ .
:7 = A«R .Afiss?" lia,3^^ie»e) .Gc-tMae:
'7 k.Berf te’ sa rm:.- m wsassss «s6-
' 7. tjasK k^sg fe-lade a* trcflL 7.7 7:
""''33 ©" ‘t3oaa«K:-Us5«xsiss8g"3
;7 tni5, D!W» ISdsa^;Yak. -
;: -Vart S«sed@ra«l*nrSyBfetjfe|?»^7




® s WHAT WILL THEY TSINK CF;
) g FM. NMgaWSST
» ® © CSC^f^DOOKSS . 
7 ® @LABffi3CSS3.7 -.
7@QAacre^.. 7 7;;
7'7fl@SAlEfCYafA2©SON; :7-
3 :fl®JPA"ra;; "';-7 -.r;
77'sja|TaATFiJfE 7 7; .. 7 : 7 :=
;ii»®©ViYI7EATiKSE 77
-7 7fe0®0'®is ;.„7 7 ' 3
=-.77(75;3.ojt SiAPMSkS A-1o?3; is taken..






© rSAtmSS csss iSasas 
resMris«» jss-nsargaa sot are c»:4^ 
af sss^Mt ia tbs sdsseJ ss’^^pes".
; fjiS'BimMxmmL -- 
® ©TSSSaJFt^S 
©eBCTACDSKS 
nn @ IT UP Ftetsei fast-fooa
7 nH^saB.Biny. Joe Saver.
r^&YOUASSsiitmJT Z
^ ';g)^ ISTLSST 'HBO Hc^r ^
fetip 3 .frierj£y .E2rTOs:3Cg...pJ£jef..
3 wtsfesisser niil io asyttreg s. ge- tfsej---
; ' iSSIS^TKiw . '.3;. - . ;;7=-77;.;3
IB ® MGVIS ■ir*** Z‘Yaskse Doodle
7 DaiKivn <|9«, Mascal)7JanMs; €:3®j€y.
7 Joan Ledje Born into a ^ow bmness 
saxnay, M- Ck3aa carrira bis patri-,
7 ;otjc;^feahi i^o bs varkss capacitiB .xs 
: acterL BTOdKer asid writer of numerous 
; ssjBgs tbat Save Jject^ part of -Arocrics's; 
:':7.nH)SjCalae!riUgS; -77; : ' : ;- 'r':;.--;.
S©MAHYTYL^MO£SIE 7;
® © Tfl^ISaS THE SEA,
*30 ® @ MtWiE ** ks "Alligator Shoes’' 
(1980, Uany Besris, Rocalda
T Jajes. Two .AeWEan teotbers eater into a 
as»« csmRict when :a visit Isy their 
attrasive acBt, *So has <feep enJoBocal 
3 7 shakes iheccUre fasnlY. O
77® ©;1ES (SiAPSSS FiUE
/«! a Vs®k«d« Sots'* (1973, Come- 
77 !&s} tesarf ESfeLJoct^ feKaa- Le ecn- 
s^ila-7firiancier;«rB3 iih(»rtant;gr(«pe 
7 imeisrtrtel ces^^lepom'avEr rasistea an 
: 3^ ngrg?nme d'aC^SI QQ’il tiwvajt jnjust^
‘ 7: ofbe ses; services a im:cl^'syodicaIistc
/®© DABSBaSI A VietiBin;veteraD3 
j pves Bs j»B as anirt rf sckfieis tlsat 
: ossne to gfe. sad a slk* bsssUer tangles 
wifls fee marc ef an eJd cajna wOTsac. (R) 
® © ® 3 FAME Mrs. aerwpoJ dis-
7 cewHS that Lck^ Js; jss .his; F*'®
•reci  ̂tdgo easv oe him; fR);
3 S 0 ® © MAGNUM. PX Magnian is;
iiree-'fcv s7-sM53-5.j-t!ass'rara player;to be; 
"j c#'S^urTC drfteg s high-staics.poser
' SSi«e3jJfc:..7:77;;=; ‘ .-r:-. 3. 3..,; :. ..- .3-
7 ® © ^EAS FHEVIFNfS Ragsr:^;!,-: rt.
- 73nd Gene Siskel host an iaformative look 
at whafs new at the movies.
3 712 © MOVIE ’Summertree'’
7 !197|_ Drama) Michae) Douglas. Jack War- 
7 deo. After dropping.oul of college and los- 
:r,g faith in his girlfriend, a young guitar 
piaver is drafted to serve in Vietnam, 
g:^ ® O THIS OLD HOUSE A look is tak- 
;; en at the nearly finished product and the 
last touches are put on the picket fence; 
the deck and the yard. (R) Q;
78:00® 0 BARNEY MILLER Wojo and 
Harris bring in a man who chained himself 
to 3 fence to protest vforld conditions and 
: the loss of his apartment cleaning deposit.
© © ® S DIFFTiENT STROKES Mr. 
IDruniinond agrees to let Kimberly go 
3 3W3V for a ski "weekend with a friend, una­
ware that two boys will also be sharing the
■ ' • rO0m.(R)P 77 '.773 :3 - :377
® o hart TO HART The Harts’busi­
ness associate disappears during a work­
ing trip to an exotic European chatMu. (R) 
.:.;7^D"-3. '■ -7;37 7 : ;"'-77' :7;'-;3^33^^
® © SB*0N & SDdON A wealthy Hous- 
; ten socialite hires A-J. and Rick to find the 
fiance who jilted her at the altar. (H) ; 3
Cl) O EVENH«3 AT POFS “KiDg Sing­
ers" John Wiiliams and the Boston Rops 
Orchestra are joined by the King Singers,. 
six harmonizing young Englishmen whose
repertoire ranges from Rer,aissance bal­
lads to Randy Newman tunes.; 33 7
T® © MOVIE **★ ‘"nie Country Girl”
7 (1954, Drama) Bing Crrfby, Grace Kelly. A
fa^ Broadway star immersed in self-pity 
is given a chance to stage a comeback. ;-
8-J88 ® © POLICE SQUAD Detective Dre- 
bin investiptrf the murder of a nightclub
’•■3 'conriC.'- ' '7;'-7 ■ 3 33 ;;-3 7.3r;<3 .';v37:;
® © GDSiB A SHEAS Nell rushes
home to Alabama to s^ her dying father, 
who still has not forgiven bar for running 
away from home 16 years earlier. (R)
T ® ^ live IT UP Featured: fast-food 
franchises: sp^dwalking: the ‘'preppy” 
lorfi in cirfhes; musician Billy Joe^yer. 
(R)P
IfcOS ® O THE NATIONAL 7
@g|»/»7 7
® ® ® © ”7tj- siR^r muss Two
-3 juvenile gang 'members are ;mterrupted
; ; - during a store robbery and take htstages.
Zm 377 -7; 7-3 73;^33....;3.:;;,3,3 3;.:^,73
© © ® @ ®8«S LANDING In the 
aftenaatt of Sid's death, Karen works to 
heal family wOTinds and a^umes the nian- 
73geinaitbf his business. (R); 3
® @ MOVIE * ★-*14 “iTn No Angel”
7 77iYg33;comedv) Mae West, Can^Grs.nL A 
7" ;:scsy circuS; dancer ,W!th7a; rowdy past 
become isfstuaied wiih the charms of a 
" haiidscnie nlayboy... ; 3 ; 3 33
; gj)fflNEWS
® © ON THE BUSES
10:25 ® © YES MINISTER (Premiere) The , 
Right Kon. James Hacker .MP (Paul Edd- 
;.ington} gets into trouble the day. after his 7; 
election when his newly iraplemented ide- 
7; 7 35 for reform .enrage Great Britain s 
7 prime'Minister../;. 73^ 3;.;;...:' 3'7; 3: .;,;;V3 3'3
10:30 ® ffi PROPOS ET CONFIDENCES 3 f 
® © NEWS
11:00 ® ® ® 0 ® © © 0 NEWS 7; : 77 
3 ® © TLA COUPE DU MONDE DE 7 
SOfXSatLABATT
® © © © CTV NATIONAL NEWS ;77 
(D) ffl STARSKY AND HUTCH 
® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 3: 
(13)®aN)RTSPAGE 
11 JO ® 0 VANCOUVER BLAND NEWS;
® ©NEWS
11:25 ® ® BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 (3) ©ABC NEWS NIGHTUKE
;®@ TONIGHT Giiest host; Joan Rivers.;; 
‘ Guest; Joan Collins.
©0CLOSEFUP
(g) gg WTT.nRftfrr The':Wildroot Orches-;:' 
7;; tra performs in this spOTial taped last year :
; at Simon Fraser University.
(g) © QUINCY Quincy has; tb;clear; DiL;
; Astin when he ruins an autopsy done on d: ; 
nightclub owner, (R)
11:45 CZ) @ QUINCY Quincy; meets : with 
tough oppositon wheii he tries to save the;; 
life of a high school football star. (R) : : ; .7 
11A5 ® © MDTOER A bargain buy bn wine ; 
becomes a complex;situatioh: for Arthur;;! 
77 vfhen his contact is miigged;;; j G 73. ;; 7775; 
IfcOO (5 0 VBGAg Dan tries to protMt a ;■
■ Russian defector and his aircraft from a 
deadly trio bent on their destruction. (R) 
([BfDIOOGLUB
fll) ® ;M0VIE •AfkA;‘‘But;Not;Fpr Me’i;; 
(1959, Comedy) CTark Gable,: Lilli Palmer:;'; 
3/ A young actress seeks a romance with herM; 
middle-aged producer.
ItfS ® © MOVIE 7A%; "Lady (larplineT 
lamb" {1972, Drama) Sarah Miles, Rich­
ard Chamberlain.
7 (B © MOVIE Ztr "Strike Force’:;(1975.7; 
7 - Drama) giff Goniian, Donald Blakely. 
lfcS®®7@ LATE NIGHT .WITHtDAVID 7 
; LBITERMAN Guest:Ron Howard.
12:40®' © MCMILlAN>7^ira;Mac7andi7
7 ; Sally suspMta'gr^y;nephew,pf;inurder77
ing the sole heir to Mildred’s wealthy 
7 aunt’s estate: (R)
1255 ® © B50V1E *i!r "TTie (Srse Of The;:; 
- Cat People" (1944, Horror) Simone Simoh; 7 
Kent Smith.
33 © ;0 MCMILLAN; ai.WlFE3A; cryptic7;
3;; me^ge is the only clue;Mac has to find-;; 
ing the killer, of a'former spy, colleague,
(S'
71:10® ©NEWS
DAYTiME SPORTS 7 3
; «;06(TD® SPORTS PAGE (R) 3^
11:00® © ® ® ® O WIMBLE2X)N 
y ZTKNNIS Same-day coverage of the men's 
semifinal matches (from Wimbledon. Eng- 
.v37:Tand). ; ; -7 ' ' 7.
7l2;00® © WORLD CUP SOCCER Teams
and location to be announced.
3 5-30 ® © WORLD CUP SOCCER TOUR­
NAMENT Highlights of a second elimina­
tion match will be broadcast from Spain.
; 7':{n) © BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
; 7 ; Chicago White Sox
7 . :7;'"3; 7daytime MOVIES
1:00® © 7*'*’^ "Adventures Of Marco 
7 3 3 7 ’ Polo” (1938, Drama) Gary; Cooper, Basil 
7 3 7; ; Rathbbne: The travels of 13th-century 
explorer Marco Polo bring him to China. 
(ni®'A'*"AmazingDr.G’’(1965,;Com- 
7737 3 :3 :,edy) Franco Franchi, Ciccio Ingrassia.
Two clum-sy photographers join British 
• Intelligence in order to prevent a villain
from turning government men into robots. 
33 7 2:S0 {^ ©3;*ilri4 “Tburnaht Fatal” (1978,7 
Melodrame) ; Bruce Davidson, Richard 
7 Hatch. Au debut des annees 60, deux amis 
d’enfance ferment un duo rock qui connait 
7; 7:7 7 une ascension fuigurante. ;
3:00® © "Great Catherine” (1968,
Comedy) Peter O’Toole, Jeanne Moreau.
Fascinated by a newly arrived Britisher,
Catherine the Great, has him imprisoned 
7 ; playfully torments him:
-'ZZZiiZZZ'T
y EVENING;;;
77; 65® ® ® cm: EVENING NEWS 




— ■'7''® ©C^NBWS . 3777 - 
(S)©m*a»s»H3 3 
03) ® THArS LIFE 7;: 77 7 7
6:S0 ® 0 © ® NEWS 3 3 ,
© 0 P.M. MAGAuZINE A 150-year-old 
: family-owned fireworks business; a sum­
mer weight-loss camp for adults.
® © BUSIKE® REPORT 
7; 7 (13) © HERESLUCY ;7 ;: 7 7^ . ^
(S) © WHAT WILL THEY THIFnC OF
NEXT!'7;.3'r 3..-. t-. ;
7 7:00 @ © tHREE'S COMPANY Jack wres­
tles with his conscience when he tetrays a
7: V;;-'fellow chef. (R) C 7-" 7' 3
® © telejournal REX5I0N al
®0 P.M. NORTHWEST, . 7
® © ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT
® 0 THE JEFFERSONS
® 0 JOKER’S WILD
ffi © ONE DAY AT A TIME
(5) ® MACNEEL / IJEHRER REPORT
O ® HOGAJTS HEROES
(3) © VAN<X)UVER Featured; Best Of
Vancouver.
7:30 ® © THE FACTS OF LIFE A Japa­
nese student arouses her father’s ire when 
he visits her and finds that she is becoming 
too Americanized. (R)
® © TELEJOURNAL 
(® 0 THE MUPPETS 
®© TIC TAC DOUGH 
® © NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPEi- 
ClAL “Yukon Passage” Four young men 
put their courage and endurance to the test 
while retracing the trail of the Klondike 
gold-seekers.
® 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
(I) ® THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Uncle 
Jesse’s old friend Hector returns to town 
seeking revenge on Boss Hogg for stealing 
his land while he was in prison. (R) 
o © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7;S5 ® ® WORLDOFTHESEA 
850 ® © SCTV TELEVISION NETTWORK 
(1) @ GENIES EN HERBE EN
VACANCES ^ ^
® 0 BENSON Benson and his fellow 
7 tenants prepare a list of complaints to 
present to the owner of their apartment 
building, who turns out to be Clayton. (R)
§) © MOVIE "How The West
Was Won” (1953, Western) James Stewart, 
John Wayne. Three generations of pioneers 
7 participate in Vfestern expansion in the 
19thcentury.
® ® THE DUK^ OF HAZZARD Unde 
Jesse’s old friend Hector returns to town 
seeking revenge on Boss Hogg for stealing 
his land while he was in prison. (R)
® © WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
@ ® MOVIE -A “Black Narcissus” 
7 (1947, Drama) Deborah Kerr, Jean Sim­
mons. Five Anglican nuns decide to open a 
convent school in the isolated Himalayas. 
8:S0(® © HORS SERIE - MATTRES ET 
VALETS Hazel tient elle aussi a accucillir 
des refugies beiges.
® 0 MAKING A LIVING Maggie 
throws a big party, supposedly in appreci­
ation of her co-workers, but actually to 
promote a romance between her brother 
and Dot (R)
® @ ® © MOVIE * * * “Two Soli­
tudes" (1977, Drama) Jean-Pierre Aumont, 
Stacy Reach. Various political and person-
FRIDAY EVENING JULY 2,1982
7:00 ^ 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
m 3's Company Facts Of Lite sew Television Network Dallas C8C News-Journal
(J) Regional Teleiouinal Genies Maitres Et Valets La Television Des Autres j Soccer
(T) PM Notihwesi The Moppets Benson A Living
ABC Movie: "Oklahoma City Dolls"
(D [ntertainment Tic fac Dough Movie: "Hew The West Was Won”
Wi Jeifersons The Dukes Ot Hai ;ard CTV Movie; "Two Solitudes”
(7) Joker's Wild Asked For It 1 The Dukes Of Hazzard i Dallas | Dallas
m Day At Time The Dukes Of Hazzard CTV Movie: "Two Solitudes"
fV) MacNeil WId.OfSea Wash. Week Wall Street Biography
Neighbors Masterpiece Theatre
News----- ------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(Tl) Baseball: Seattle At Chicago Cont'd Movie: "Guns 01 Diablo”
(S) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "Black Narcissus”
On The Buses | News
Vancouver Movie: "Goldenrod"
al conflicts evolve during the reconstruc­
tion of Canada at the end of World War I.
(R)
(S © WALL 8TREET WEEK "Wall 
$tre€t Week’s Mid-Year Review”
(TT) ® MOVIE *-«r "Guns Of Diablo” 
(1964, Western) Charles Bronson, Susan 
Oliver. A tough wagonmaster encounters a 
man whom he had injured in self-defense 
years before.
9JK) ® @ © 0 DALLAS Miss Ellie plans 
the annual Ewing barbecue to coincide 
with Jock’s expected return. (R)
(5 0 MOVIE "Oklahoma City
Dolls” (1981, Comedy) Susan Blakely, 
Ronne Blakely. A woman’s football team 
made up of factory workers decides to 
vanquish male chauvinism once and for 
all.(R)
®© BIOGRAPHY
(S) © MOVIE -fr-AW "Goldenrod” (1977, 
Drama) Tony LoBianco, Gloria Carlin. A 
rodeo star is forced to re-evaluate his life 
following a tragic accident that claims his 
career and his happy marriage.
9:30 ® © LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
“Le Voyage le Plus Long”
® © THE GOOD NEIGHKiRS 
KhCO ® © THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
® 0 THE ASPHALT COWKiy The 
owner of a security guard business 
becomes involved in a plot to extort money 
from one of his wealthy clients. (R)
(2) ® DALLAS J.R.. Bobby and Ray fly to 
South America to find the crash site and 
"earn the fate of Jock. (R)
® @ MASTERPKXIE THEATRE
‘■j-jjcitere” It looks as though Arnie’s mov­
ie may never be completed - money runs
out and so does its star. (Part 6) cp
OfflNEWS 
(S3) ©ON THE BUSES 




® 0 ffi © erv NA’nONAL NEWS 
ffi © WE DIG COAL A TORTRATT OF 
three WOMEN The first women coal 
miners’ struggle to get their jobs and their 
day-to-day lives in the mines are docu­
mented.
on © STARSKY AND HUTCH 
(S © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
(13) © SPORTS PAGE 
n:05®©NEWS
nm (E) ©VANCOUVER island news 
®@NEWS
11:30 (2) @ BARNEY MHXER 
(1) 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
(3) © WIMBLEMN UPDATE A report 
on developments at the All-England Tennis 
Championships is presented.
(7) 0 CLCSB-UP
(g) © MOVIE “The Ultimate War­
rior” (1975, Science-Fiction) Yul Brynner, 
Max von Sydow. The deputy of a commune 
that survived a world plague in the 21st 
century is assigned to take his command­
er’s pregnant daughter to a safe island. 
11:45 (S) ® THE BEST OF CARSON Rost: 
Johnny Carson. Guests: Johnny and June 
Carter Cash. James Coburn. (R)
©0 MOVIE ** "The Psychic” (1979, 
D.-ama) Jennifer O’Neill. Marc Porel. A 
young woman foresees the circumstances 
surrounding her own death. (R)
12;(h)C£ $5 MOVIE V! "Three Or. A
Match” (1932, Drama) Joan Blondell. ^tte 
Davis. Three women childhood friends 
become involved in kidnapping when they 
meet after many years, 
ra O FRIDAYS Guest; Steve Forbert. (R) 
ffi © VIDBO WEST; BACKSTAGE PASS 
O ffi SOLID GOLD
(53) ffi MOVIE ■* *W “Loose Change” 
(Part 2) (1978, Drama) Cristina Raines, 
Season Hubley. Three co-eds wrestle with 
changing sexual mores amidst an atmos­
phere of political upheaval on a California 
campus during the ’60s.
12d» (S Q MO’VIE * * “Don’t Be Afraid Of 
The Dark” (1973, Horror) Kim Darby, Jim 
Hutton.
(j) O MOVIE *-kVx "Batman” (1966,
Comedy) Adam West, Burt Ward.
12:30(1) © CINEMA **Vz “Adieu Poulet” 
(1975, Drame) Lino Ventura. Patrick 
Dewaere.
12:45 © 0 WIMBLEDON TENNIS A review 
of the semifinal matches and a preview of 
the finals are presented (from Wimbledon, 
England).
12:50 d) OIMVIE * ★ W “Anatomy Of Ter­
ror” (1973, Suspense) Paul Burke, Polly
Bergen. ____
1:00 (O ffl NEWS
l:S6(i) © MOVIE "Dying Room
Only” (1973, Suspense) Cloris Lcachman,
Ross Martin. _ _
1:40® © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
1:50 © 0 NEWS 
2:C-0 ® © ODD COUPLE 
2;C5(I) O MO\TE "-X* "Lemora. The 
Lady Dracuia ’ (!573, Horror) William W’it- 
ton, Cheryl Sm:th.
SATURDAY EVENING Jl^
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 1 10:30
CD Happy Days Archie Bunker Nature Of Things Hotel TBA Dallas
CD Par 27 La Semaine Parlementaire D’Hier A Demain Une Fenetre Bizarre Telejournal
CD Lawrence Welk Today's FBI Love Boat Fantasy Island
CD Entertainment This Week Boomer Harper Valley The Nashville Palace NBCMagzine
CD Taxi j Circus Lou Grant Movie: “Betrayal"
CD Donahue Walt Disney Movie: ’’Thunderbolt And Lightfoot”
(D Taxi 1 Circus CTV Movie; "The Bugs Bunny - Road Runner Movie” Trapper John, M5.
(D Nova: "Locust” Survival Special Fawity Towers To Manor Born Austin Oty Limits
® Solid Gold Movie: “The Treasure Of The Sierra Madre” j Movie
(13) The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: “Happy Birthday. Wanda June”













O 6) WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
fi:M ® Q JnmY PHAIR
®q®Onews
(S s KING 5 MAGAZINE 
® Q WOMAN TO WOMAN 
® Q READY, SET, GROW 
O © PINK PANTHER 
IS) gDW(«LD ALIVE 
T.-OO (3) @ HAPPY DAira Just as Joanie is 
ready to go steady, Chachi decides to play 
the field. (R)g 
ffi© PAR J7
ffi O LAWPJENCE WELK _____ _
ffi O ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK
® 0 ffi © TAXI g
ffi SB DONAHUE Guests; Richard Thom­
as. his wife Alma, 5-year-old Richard and 
their infant triplets.
ffi © NOVA “Locust: War Without End” 
Filmed in Europe and Africa, some of 
man's latest attempts to rid himself of ihe 
locust are examined. (R) g 
(0)® SOLID GOLD 
O © THE AVENGERS
O® STAR TREK ____
7:M® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie sabotages Stephanie’s chance to go 
to her first dance with a popular class­
mate, then has to find her a substitute to 
make amends. (R)
ffi © LA SEMAINE PARLEMENTAIRE 
AOTTAWA
® © ffi ® CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome aerialists Pete and 
Patrova, balancers Terry O’Brien and 
Company, illusionists Lynn and Jeff Nel­
son, Wilson's Dogs and Pony, Ed “Too 
Tall” Tepperman and Siamese twins Muck
and Meyer. (R) ___
8d)0 ffi 0 NATURE OF THINGS The 
genetic and biological development of 
thoroughbred horses is traced in a pro­
gram filmed in Canada, the United King­
dom. Ireland, Maryland and Kentucky. (R) 
ffi © TODAY’S FBI Ben searches for an
assassin preying on foreign officials who 
have relocated to the United States. (R) 
ffi @ HESE’S BfWMER Two cops who 
can’t seem to get along with each other try 
to find a home for Boomer, 
ffi @ LOU GRANT A little girl who per­
forms in porno movies and the exploits of 
a search-and-rescue team raise the ques­
tion of how much reporters should risk to 
get their stories. (R)
ffi £9 WALT DISNEY “The Little Shep­
herd Dog Of Catalina” A Shetland sheep­
dog is marooned on a small island off the 
coast of California.
ffi @ MOVIE **-kVz “The Bugs Bunny 
/ Road Runner Movie” (1978, Comedy) 
Animated. From his Beverly Hills carrot 
palace, the cartoon hare reflects on his 
career with scenes from his own cartoons 
and those of Elmer Fudd, Daffy Duck, 
Porky Pig, Road Runner and Wile E. Coy­
ote.
ffi @ SURVIVAL “Caribou: The Incredi­
ble Journey” The grueling 2,000-mile 
annual trek'by 125,000 caribou from the 
Yukon Territory to an area north of the 
Arctic Circle is documented. Michael Lan­
don narrates, g
(D) ffl MOVIE **** “The Treasure Of 
The Sierra Madre" (1948, Drama) Hum­
phrey Bogart, Walter Huston. A trio of 
greedy men attempt to outwit each other 
in their quest for gold.
(S) © STREETS OF SAN FRANCLSCO 
(53) ffl BOXING Ford vs. Olajide
8:S0 ffi © DTOER A DEMAIN 
(3) © HARPER VALLEY Wanda Taylor 
kicks her husband out, then enlists Stella’s 
aid in getting him back. (R)
8:00 ffi ® WEST ROCK HOTEL 
(ffi @ (5D ffl LOVE BOAT Gopher meets 
his old college roommate, an embittered 
pianist agrees to perform once more, and a 
man pretending to be crazy falls for a 
beautiful doctor. (R) g 
ffi © THE NASHVILLE PALACE Hosts; 
Tammy Wynette and George Jones. 
Guests; Minnie Pearl, Charley Pride, Terri 
Gibbs. (R)
ffi @ BSIVIE “Betrayal” (1978,
Drama) Rip Torn, Lesley Ann Warren. A 
young woman .sues her psychiatrist for lur­
ing her into a sexual relationship under the 
guise of therapy.
ffi @ MOVIE *** “Thunderbolt And 
Lightfoot” (1974, Adventure) Clint East- 
w^, Jeff Bridges. A thief robs the same 
bank for the second time when he can’t 
■ find the money he stole the first time, 
ffi © FAWLTYTOWERS 
® ® BSOVIE "Happy Birthday,
Wanda June” (1971, Comedy) Rod Steiger, 
Susannah York. After eight years in the 
Amazon, a man returns to his wife who is 
about to remarry.
9:30 ffi 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
ffi © UNE FENETRE SUR LE MONDE 
ffi @ TO THE MANOR BORN
KkOO ffi ® DALLAS J.R., Bobby and Ray fly 
to South America to find the crash site and 
learn the fate of Jock. (R) 
ffi © BIZARRE, BIZARRE 
ffi ® (S) 0) fantasy ISLAND A young 
couple try to get money out of a stingy 
millionaire, and a woman meets the leg­
endary “Flying Dutchman.” (R) g 
©©NBCMAGAZmE 
ffi © TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. Stanley’s 
beloved childhood nanny reunites him with 
a woman who is supposedly the mother he 
never knew. (R)
ffi © AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Tompall 
and the Glaser Brothers perform many of 
their hits and George Strait debuts with 
“Unwound.”
KhSOffi ffl LE TELEJOURNAL / 
NOUYELLES DU SPORT 
(O ffl MOVIE "Lawless Frontier” 
(1935, Western) John Wayne, Sheila Terry. 
A cowboy struggles to exonerate himself 
of crimes blamed on him by a crooked 
sheriff.
H:(K) ffi ® THDE NA'HONAL 
ffi £1 ffi © (Z) 0 NEWS 
ffi © ffi © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
(ffi ® UP POMPEH
® © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD- 
EIN GLOVES Pennsylvania vs. Rocky 
Mountain
o ffl ■mE FDRUM PRESENTS: SER-^^ y 
GIOMENDEZ
lldJS ffi© LA POLITIQUE FEDERALE )
11:15 ffi ffl CINEBSA *** ‘Tntox (Cominis-; - 
saire Moulin...Police Judiciaire:/ Fausses: 
NotM)” (1978, Policier) Yves Renier, Olga 
Georges-Picot. Etant le sosie d'un crimi- 
nel, les superieurs du commissaire Moulin 
lui demandent de jouer ie. jeu afin de : ; 
demasquer I’agresseur.
: :.ffi © ABC NE5I7S:
11:26 ffi ® NEWS ("Provincial Affairs” will; ; 
precede the news.) V-."' r;
ffifflVANCSOUVERKLANDNEWS C 
ffiONEWS
11:8®ffi © MOVIE “Honor Thy
Father" (1972, Drama) Raf Vallone, Rich- , : 
ard Castellano. A mob leader’s son looks at : 
the life of his syndicate-run family.
® © SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host: y 
Elizabeth Ashley. Guests: Daryl Hail and y: 
John Oates. (R) : ( “a
® ® YOU ASKED FOR rr 
(ffi ® m-Ffc LIVE AT BEAR OlEEK A 
performance profile of the local rock ; 
band, Hi-Fi, from Woodinville’s Bear :y 
Creek Recording Studio, ^ V
11:50 ffi ® MOVE *** “The Man In They .: 
Gray Flannel Suit” (1956, Drama) Gregory 
Peck, Jennifer Jones. A Madison Avenue' 
executive searches his past and present for ' 
the meaning and purpose of his existence.
18:00 (T) ® move ’’White Mama” :> y 
(1980, Drama) Bette Davis, Ernest Harden 
Jr. To make ends meet without having to : 
accept welfare payments, an aging widow 
takes in a streetwise youth as a hoarder.; ,
'(R) .
, ; (Tl) ® NEWS : :
® © MOVE *** “The Glenn Miller 
Story" (1954, Biography) James Stewart, : y 
June Allyson. The famous big-band leader y 
revoiutionizes the music world.
03) ffl M()VE '**W ‘‘Loose Change’;?; y 
(Part 3) (1978, Drama) Cristina Raines,; ' 
i Season Hubley. Three cb-eds wrestle :withyy; 
changing sexual mores amidst an atmos- ; y 
phere of political upheaval on a California 
campus during the’60.S.
12:05® © MOVEy*** “The Blue Max” 
(1966, Drama) George Peppard, James 
Mason.
ffi© MOVE * * “Terror In The Wax y ; 
Museum” (1973, Horror) Ray Milland, Elsa ;; 
Lanchester. y-
12:45 ffi ffl CINE-NUIT ★* "Les Evades deyy : 
la Null ou il Faisait Nuit a Rome’’,(1960,; ; 
Drame) Giovianna Ralli, Peter Baldwin.y y
1:00 ffi © EVENEG ATT1E MPROV^^^ ;;
1:50 ffi ©NEWS
1:45 ffi © NOTE OF FAITH
2:00 ffi © MOVE ** * “Permission To ,"y 
Kill" (1975, Dramaf Dlrk Bogarde; Ava ; ;;
. . Gardner, y ; ; y,’, ’Vy:"';
MONDAY EVENING "5,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(D: Our Way Mr. Merlin Pvt Benjamin WKRP inCin. : MAS.K. Chafer^e :. { feteti HeBcmeSow
CD Regional Telejournal Tac Au Tac Tele-Selecticn; "Grands Romans • Detroit Cans&sce
(D PM Northwest TheMuppets Baseball:- e«tGfWesr
W Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie N8CMovie;"Movieta-TheSca{fetttrH2ff3W3r" ;;
CD leffersons Bizarre Little House On The Prairie CTV NSowe: "It Ramed Ai! Tbs £fej ILeft’
CD Joker’s Wild Asked For It Pvt Benjami.') WKRP IaCiti- - HASH j House Cafe j Isa Gfant;
CD Lewis & Clark Bizarre House Calls Thrill CTVIteviei’ltteineS M f^Tlse Day! left’
W MacNeil ; Wld.0fSea , NutneroUno Unexpated R^way Journeys Of.World Befevselate Fe^ ISSi
(D) Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie;’'The Savage Bees" ; ffeR - -^7;;
OD Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "The Reluctant Astronaut’ ; OcTheBeses j hteas >
dD Vancouver Movie:"Across TfeLand"; : 7 : ' '
8:00 ffi © CBC EVENEG NEWS 
(3) © LE VAGABOND STC “Fumee” Le 
Vagabond doit sauter en parachute d’un 
; y avion afin de sauver la vie d’un enfant en 
danger; , ■ .. .
®@AE)NEWS 
ffi© NBCNEWS y 
ffi © ffi ©NEWS 
(S@C33SNEWS y yy:;^^^yy 
Qj) ffl SANFORD AND SON 
(S IB M*A*S»H : ; .
;;;;;;.yy;;;'(53)@thatslife ^
y yyiy t ; 9:S0 ffi: ffl ANGE Une mere s’eprend du
pediatre deysonr enfant, en roccurrence
Brad Bensoh; " . ^ 
®il®©NEWS
ffi:® P.M. MAGAZINE A company that 
stages Old West stunt productions; a man 
who handcrafts flags and flagpoles:
© BUSINESS REPORT 
QJ ® BOBNEWHART 
;:y, Vyyti;(11) ©HESE’SUJCY:', '
03) ffl "WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT^-'
ffi ffl TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
ffi El P-M-NORTHWEST /
ffi © ENTERTAINMENTTONIGHT 
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
(T) @ JOKER’S WILD ; -
V P ! ' ; ;5iffi© LEWIS & CLARK Rosebe arranges
a blind date for his niece with John, the 
club’s bartender.
(5) O MACNEIL / LESRER REPORT 
O ffl (B) IB HOGAN’S HERDS 
(51) ffl VANCOUVER
7:S0 ffi @ MR. MERUN Merlin the magi-y 
cian, now running a garage, is ordered to 
train an apprentice in magic. (R)
ffi ffl telsiournal
(3) o’THE BJUPPETS 
; (ffi © TIC TAC DOUGH
® © ® O bizarre Featui^: “
food rMtaurant; psychics; Redd Foxx. (R)
ffi Q YOU ASSS2) FOB IT 
Qj)fflOIH)(X)UPLS 
(53 © BdARY TYLER MOORE 
?:S5 d) © WORLD OF THE SEA 
8.d0 ffi © ffi O PRIV.ATE BENJAMIN 
: Judy’s secret admL-cr misUkeniy treats 
Captain Lewis to a midnight serenade over 
the loudspeaker. (R)
ffi ffl DU T.AC .AU TAC ‘U FiUere
.yl.Duquette"^^ y;: . ^
. (*4) ^5 bassibalIj ' • _____
ffi © ® O UmE HOUSE ON THE 
PHArap Caroline Laces an agonizing 
decision when she agrees to help a child­
hood friend whose illness threatens the life 
V of her newborn baby. (R) g 
(IJ © HOUSE CALLS) An emotionally 
troubled patient who thinks he has heart
specialists who agree with the pleat s
diagBosis.{R)y v-v." “ . vV “ -:
*3} © NUMSIO Japan’s Taibo. a
modOTs-day legend in the andait sport el 
ssmso wrestling, is profiled 
(535 ffl ^VIE * * * “The Sa vage Bees’^ 
‘1976, Suspense: Ben Johnswi, Michae! 
Parks./A horde of killer African bees 
invades New Orleans al Mardx Gras tinse.^ 
@ ® MOVIE “The Ecin^m
.Astrehaut” (1967, Comedy} Doa Knotts. 
Arthur O'Cessell. VAfraid'« feaghsiya 
; vaing m&n be&xnes a jamtor after, his
father sigiE him nc for the:
'vsnacepn^ram..''” j":.
t-.3S@ e ® O WKBP IN d^SNNATI
The staff at VfKRP Is asked to Join a tahm 
the statKSi's ratings cBreh U: Jtei 
■. ; place: (R) y \ ^:-V, .: : v. v,:
ffi ffl TELE-SQSCTEHi * * * “G.-aeds
Remans:; Detroit” (1978, Dtamdj Rock;
Hudson. Lee Hemick. .Avec I’aide de Judy. 
Roily quilte le pays quand^ pc^r-
diasc par la mafia. = v 'W v v: 
(B e TaMLL OF A. LIFETIME Fra- 
- tured the emstgescyt iaDding .of a Jet 
plane; a reunios of two brothers sqjaraied 
for 28 years; a Montxeaf sefeotA ;sincipal 
who Joins s circtss opera star Riki Td^-
5kv*scountrysiiigingdebut,(RiQ
d) © rAliS OPTSE DNEXPBCS’a)
9rM ffi e ’ffi Q M*A*S*H While
and BJ. are laboring ev& a 'srousded.
expet^nf cow. Hoi lips^rcggles » 
remove oostacles to an eagerly awaited
.’■•nc la Tt^Ws-’fRj
= ©ffi ©ffi ©
"Moviota: Tbs Scarfett O'Hara War’'slSSa, 
ifeama) Ttasy Cnrtis, MOTgad &iuaisy- 
- Bteits jstxhsMr DawTO: Seiazack 
’ 3 luasiye sear^ for tee actress
; to potaay the hatstse td "G(^ With Tbe
“ Wiai’’fR) “ ' ^__,v
~ ® Q CTEAT railway .KHiBKEYS 
OFTHECOaiD
S) ffl liOVIE “Acrtss This Land" 
(1973, Mssicar; Stsnsan’ Tsm Cetssan, 
y asarw! Lsfansess- Tom CsssBtms aiaf a 
: trtsepe rf p^fonners highiigja Geada’s 
: roast cctsandir^ Unshaarks te a cross-
-'eWSJSlrS tnBr. " : ■ y.
ffi @ msiT PIUS cHAimeaE 
: ® @ ^JSS CALLS As esstiesaBy
r^^^rtjsdsled patieEl who Usiaks be sas hi^rt 
assists oc brisgisg ia a el 
y ;,ij*ci^^ tfbo apee wife Use palm’s 
v:;steagaos^(IU -v-,";’ 
l«S®eTESNAll£^AL ^
® © LOOCSUI^TSl^BKea cfe^3dpor-
’^ BOgrapfcy and a dariog rescse attas^
; raise tee issw cl betr fara rep^er shceid : 
eita^arforv.fR} 
ffi © ESLLEVOE JAE FESTIVAL 
Niatewest ialen is teowiased ia tes spe-
■ dal heM Ust July at BeHevoe OsunKEaty
.. - -
ia:»ffi © MEmCINFSSQgmetarES The 
; ; series fcigfeSgtting new developrassss ia 
medically related fields feegass its fourth 
■; seasiBt as host Henry Gomor. esamises 
V -.rare ftr ihe critically injured sf tae-aack 
TTauma Centre in BaUinxae. Md.; tie sos- 
; ;-;sbJe training hazards fadag Casadisa 
-v'gyirasasts are also probed,
IfcSO ffi ffl PiaglS EtOONFUgNCS
® Q <»■ THE WEST As
yVfor marsieat is held asd Sam 




ffi ffl LA OJCPE DU mm3E m
;- axx^LAEATT y: v-v;
® © © © CTV hlATKXHAL NEWS 
® O SCr»)Y HKiY: R^!N1SCI»«I 
- Twenty years after Holly’s death, this rets- 
grans eiramires the le^isd of teK t^ssarky 
;;-v;:3^^^ ■SSs artist aad opl»es;^;rfsasps‘; 
: ysaich have occtnred in tec Kves rf they 
members rf his bas^ his widow, his fassi- 
Iv aiai tee nsesca! worid- y
(fe ffi STASSSY Al® HL’TCE 
S © DOCK® IN THE roas
(|1SS>(^SP:M5S 
ILSS ffi ©VANOXn?^ ISLAND NEWS 
®©NEWS
IMS ffi e BAKNEY MHXSl
SUNDAYEVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Beachcombers Hangin'In The National Dream Sons And Lovers Music In The Air
CD Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches: "Les Claudine" Dimanches Telejournal
CD Code Red ABC Movie: ”A Whale For The Killing”
CD Animalympics CHiPs NBC Movie: "Terror At Alcatraz”
CD Thrill Littlest Hobo Today’s FBI Quincy The Best Of W5
CD 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeffersons Trapper John, M.D.
CD The Dukes 01 Hazzard CHiPs Quincy The Best Of W5
(D Survival Previews Nova: "Aging” Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke’s America
dU Movie; "Time Out For Rhythm” Probe Contact 60M.P.’ri. Issues 700 Club
Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "Showdown” 60 Minutes
03) 60 Minutes Father Murphy Movie: "Baby Blue Marine”
EVENING
8J)0 ffi O WALT DISNEY “The Ranger Of 
Brownstone” Donald Duck and a bunch of 
bears cause problems for ‘he efficient 
ranger of Brownstone National Park, J. 
Audubon Woodlorc. 
ffi ffl LA SEMAINE VERTE 




23) ffl STAR TREK 
(53)©M*A*S*H
HD ffl EVERYBODYH BUSINESS 
8:S0 ffi © HOW COME? 
ffi B® ©FOR THE RECORD 
ffi ©NEWS
ffi © SURVIVAL "Caribou: The Incredi­
ble Journey” The grueling 2,000-mile 
annual trek by 125,000 caribou from the 
Yukon Territory to an area north of the 
Arctic Circle is documented. Michael Lan­
don narrates, g
(53 © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
(53) ffl LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: 
SvendRobinson.
7:08® 0 THE BEACHCOhiBERS Hughle
tries to rescue an unwanted German Shep­
herd from both starvation and a possible 
shooting by a conservation officer. (R) g 
ffi ffl CHEZ DENISE “Michele a 
Disparu”
ffi © CODE RED Danny is trapped in a 
blazing building with gang members 
responsible for setting a series of fires. (R) 
(5) © ANIMALYMPICS Animated. The 
ZOO Network covers the Olympic games 
at Pawprint Stadium, featuring nearly 100 
animal newscasters and athletes. (R) 
ffi © THRILL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured: a female construction worker 
crowns the winner of an all-male beauty 
contest; a middle-aged professor and 
author challenges 13-year-old tennis star 
Carling Bassett; and a woman is reunited 
with her long-lost father. (R) g 
ffi @ (53) ffl 60 MINUTES 
ffi © THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Boss 
Hogg plants evidence to put the blame for 
his phony mail order scheme on Postmis­
tress Tisdale and the Dukes. (R)
(53) ffl MOVIE “Time Out For 
Rhythm” (1941, Musical) Rudy Vallee, Ann 
Miller. An actress’s maid becomes a star 
after her employer forsakes friends and 
lovers for fame.
(5S © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
7:30 ® ® BANGIN’ IN Kate tries to settle 
a feud between a teenager (Carolyn Tim­
mins) and her strict mother (Trudy Des­
mond), while Mike finds himself in trouble 
for giving birth-control information to an 
adolescent. (R) g
® ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES "Le 
Grand Orchestre du Splendid” 
ffi ® LITTIJSST HOBO Hobo takes 
refuge at an old farmhouse where a mute 
girl and her father are being blackmailed 
into conducting fake seances. (R) g 
ffi © SNEIAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel review "Megaforce” and 
"Blade Runner.”
8:00 ffi 0 THE NA^nONAL DREAM “The 
Railway General” The construction of the 
railroad inspires the creation of new cities, 
which William Cornelius Van Horne fur­
ther influences with his introduction of 
railway stations. (R) g 
ffi O MOVIE ***“A Whale For The 
Killing” (1980, Drama) Peter Strauss, 
Richard Widmark. A New Yorker stranded 
on the coast of Newfoundland fights an 
entire community in an attempt to prevent 
them from slaughtering a beached whale.
(R)P . .
(SO®© CHIPS The only witness 
who can identify a freeway bandit is a 
pathological liar. (R)
® Q TODAY’S FBI Ben searches for an 
assassin preying on foreign officials who 
have relocated to the United States. (R) 
ffi © ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie sabotages Stephanie’s chance to go
to her first dance with a popular class­
mate, then has to find her a substitute to 
make amends. (R)
ffi © NOVA “Aging: The Methuselah 
Syndrome” An examination of the 
research being conducted on longevity and 
the aging process is presented. (R) g
O © MOVIE ** “Showdown” (1973, 
Western) Dean Martin, Rock Hudson. A 
sheriff’s old friend turns out to be a bank 
robber.
(53) ffl FATHER MURPHY
8:S0 ffi ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les 
Claudine”
ffi ii ONE DAY AT A TIME Alex causes 
a “mysterious” fire to break out in his 
apartment. (R)
(13 ffl PROBE
9:00 ffi 0 SONS AND LOVERS Miriam and 
Paul's relationship enters an emotionally 
difficult phase when Paul becomes inter­
ested in an attractive, married woman.
(ffi © MOVIE **>* “Terror At Alca­
traz" (1981, Comedy) Tom Smothers, Dick 
Smothers. Two TV newsmen try to find Al 
Capone’s buried treasure and locate an old 
man who is setting off bombs in San Fran­
cisco.
ffi © ffi © QUINCY A female insur­
ance investigator suspects a close friend of 
Quincy’s of killing his horse for the insur­
ance money. (R)
ffi © ALICE Vera’s teen-age heartthrob : 
enters her life again, then disappears, 
leaving her in a bit of trouble. (R) 
ffi © MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Pride 
And Prejudice” When Mr. Bingley moves 
into the neighborhood, Mrs. Bennet consid­
ers him the rightful property of one of her 
five unmarried daughters. (Part 1) (R) g 
dD ffl CONTACT
23) ffl MOVIE ** “Baby Blue Marine” 
(1976, Drama) Jan-Michael Vincent, 
Glynnis O’Connor. Dishonorabiy dis­
charged from the Marine Corps, a youngs 
man assumes the identity and uniform of a 
warhero.
9:S0 ffi © THE JEFFERSONS George 
takes Ralph the doorman out to lunch on 
“National Doorman’s Day" and sees Helen 
Willis with another man. (R) 
©ffleOM-RH. —^
10:00 ffi 0 MUSIC IN THE AIR (Return) A 
summer series of concert performances 
from various Canadian cities begins with , 
Victor Yampolsky conducting the Atlantic 
Symphony Orchestra in a program from 
Halifax of works by Rimsky-Korsakoff, 
Dvorak and other composers; featured 
soloists are violinist Phillippe Djokic and 
double-bassist Gary Karr. '
ffi ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Une 
Tannerie Artisanale”
® © (ffi © THE BEST OF W5 Fea­
tured: the phenomenon of mass murderri 
hearing-aid dogs for the deaf; authdr: and 
former British Intelligence chieftain Chap-,: 
man Pincher; the designer of the Defender ,
fighter plane. (R)
ffi 0 TRAPPER JOHN, MJD. Stanley’s 
beloved childhood nanny reunites him with = 
a woman who is supposedly the mother he 
never knew. (R) 7
(ffi © ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA : ^ 
(53) ffl ISSUES IN DEPTH : “
23) ® MIMINUTES ; :
10:30® © LE TELEJOURNAL/ SPORT- 
■DIMANCHE, :
OJ) ffl 7(K» CLUB
11:00® 0 THE NATIONAL (“Nation’s 
Business” will follow the news.) 
®@®©®®NEWS^^^^ : ^ 
ffi @ ffi © CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
gg) © ON “rHE BUSES * : ;
23) © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK 
11:05® ffl LA COUPE DU MONDE DE 
SfKXIER LABATT 
11:15 ffi © ABC NEWS 
11:20®® ffi ©NEWS
ffi ® VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
11:30® ® MOVIE ★** “When Every Day 
Was The Fourth Of July” (1978, Drama) 
Dean Jones, Katy Kurtzman. An attorney 
; faces the wrath of the townspeople when 
he defends a shell-shocked war* veteran; 
accused of murdering a candy store owner, 
d) © MOVIE “Ryan’s Daughter”;;
(1970, Drama) Sarah Miles,; Robert .
Mitchum. After having an affair with a
British officer, the wife of an Irishman is ; 
suspected of being an informer. ;
ffifflCBSNEWS
gg) © MOVIE “Hello, Dolly!’;
(1970, Musical) Barbra Streisand, Walter , 
Matthau. An irrepressible matchmaker 
' decides that the most suitable spouse for a i 
cantankerous merchant is herself: :
11:45 ffi 0 ALL IN THE FAMILY }
11:50 ffi 0 MOVIE “Young Mr. Lin­
coln”; (1939, Biography); Henry Fonda,;
Alice Brady. Abraham; Lincoln’s;early:: 
legal career is profiled.
12:00 25 ® NEWS
(S ffl CAROL BURNE’TI’; AND;
12:05 ® © MO’VIE **W:;“The;Gir^‘Qf 
Huntington House” (1973, Drama) Shirley; 
Jones, MrfcedesMcCambridge.
(1) @ MOVIE A* *“In This House;Of;: 
Brede” (1975, Drama) Diana Rigg. Judi; 
/^Bowker.;:;:':
12:15 ffi © ALICE Vera's teen-age; hearL I 
throb enters her life; again, then; diMp;; 
pears, leaving her in a bit of trouble. (R) 
12:30 23) ffl ODD COUPLE
■ i:so (ffi @ dD © NEWS V i:;; - ;:;' ,:
: 1:IS ® © BIOVIB The Jury’’ (1953;;
Mystery) Biff Elliot. Preston Foster.
TUESDAY EVENING JULY 6,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 j 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 i 10:30: 1
^CD idouniry 7: Barney Miller , Nature ot Things i;[ 3’s Company ; 1 TecCrfet; -ii-Nabsi^: ; 1 Ttelsri:.
CD ! Regional : Telejournal Nous Les Cc.miques: ”Cramponne-tOi” j pTem efe Pap j coc&3«£&;:;:
(D PM Northwest The Muppets Happy Days Laverne 3‘s Company 1 Teo Ca» 7 rfe Tc.Hant;..; ;:: 7 ; ;
'CD Entertainment .: Tic Tac Dough : Bret Maverick. CassieiCc. flamings-.Raaa-: -i;:;, ,.
m iJefiersons - Stars On Ice Falcon Crest ; Benson 1 Honks Tori. Fians^Rasfxd'.;:;;; 7
m Joker's Wild ' Asked For It' Universe Two Of Us C6S Movie;' A Shisng Season" : '/ V'X' ^ -"-’^''7
m Jeffersons; Stars Oh ice . Falcon Crest ; ; Benson :
: 1 'r 1 Honk) Tonk . .
m MacNeil;. Wld. 0l Sea : Danger UXB Mystery ; ■ 7; :.; :;:7: Nova.7Ap!g" ;:7 -. -; d;;;;
(n) Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple Movie; "My Love News.d;; 7,;: ;v;;;. -=: d;
(1?) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T; Moore Movie; "The Secret World Ot Beptites” ; ; ; ; 7.-:;;7 Od The E2^x;1 d 7 d
03) Vancouver d '■ ■■ Movie:"AShinirigSeasoa":.
6:00 ffi 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
i (35 ffl QUINCY “Deiit de Fuite” “ ;
■“’:'ffi@"ABCNEWS;'“^
C'd)® NBC NEWS : . 
ffifflffiONEws ;; 
ffi ® CBS news;
; ffl SANFORI^AND SON 
" ^:Q3) ffl MXA'S’H ,
■::;-23) ffl THATSLIFE:;
8:30 (ffi © (15 ® NEWS 
:; ffi;0 P.M. magazine a e-year-ow who. 
;has a bionic hand; take a journey with 17: 
adventurers who peddled their way from 
Seattle to Anchorage. ; ; ’
;; ffi 0 BUSINESS REPORT 
:" (55 ® BOB NEWHART “
“ ©HERBSLUCY : ■
(53) ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
;i7 950 ffi 0 COUNTRY IN B£Y SOUL 
“; ffi © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
ffi© PM. NORTHWEST 
® @ ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
' ! ; ffi @ TBE JEFFERSONS 
ffi ©JOKERS WILD 
® © THE JEFFERSONS George takes 
Ralph ' the doorman out to lunch :on 
“National lJobrtnan’s Day” and sees Helen 
’ Willis with another man. (R)
(i) © MACNEIL / LEHREK REPORT
K;; ;(ir ffl 33) ® HOGANS heroes;- ; :
21) ffl VANCOUVER
7:30® 0 BARNEY lELLER : Wojo and 
Harris bring in a man who chained himself 
to 3 fence to protest world conditions and 
the loss of his apartment cleaning deposit 
: i(R)g :i
(3) © TELEJOURNAL 
(ffi © THEMUPPETIS 
® S HC TAC DOUGH 
ffi © (15 @ STARS ON ICE Guests: Gor- 
, doh McKellen. Shelley AfacLeod, John 
Rait, Dawn Wagner. (R) 
ffi © YOU ASKED F35R FT 
25 ffl ODD COUPLE 
23) © MARY TYLER MOOP^
7 35 ffi S WOFJJ> OF THE SEA 
8.-00® 0 NATUHE OF 'THIKGS Recent 
: research data on studies oi twins at raedi-
: cal CCTters and univerriti^ in North 
America is examined, with emphasis on 
cell dividing and the differences betwe« 
- fraternal and identical twins. (R) - 
ffi ffl NOUS LES COMIQUES 
‘‘Gramponne-toi,; Jerry” (1963, Come&e) 
Jerry Lewis, Peter Lairford. Ur.e femme 
suggere a son man de s’adonner a son 
celui-ci apprend de son 
Vmedecin qu’il n’a que quelqucs mois a 
v’i'vivre.
(ffi © HAPPY DAIfS Al participates la a 
civil rights demonstralioo, and Fonzie
insists oa joining !!ijn.iR):,; r “ “ ^
ffi © BRET MAVESKK A B-avelri; hires 
sixgurnixalogoafterMaverick.‘{Ri <
" (i)0®eFALcc»fCRKT“ 5 ; ■
@ ® UNIVERSE TWallrf j Cronkite
repcalts pn vsrioes occtaTeiK^ and phe­
nomena in tee wwldrfsejence. - I
(9) 0 DANGER UXB "Bad Cffispany” 
Brian Is Siarassed by his senior officer and 
discovers the majrf has a very'peisonal ax 
' - io'gria!ls'pafiS).(Eig i,,;':'.:-:
® ffl MOVIE TUc^r ’My Love;“Glenn 
Ford. Christina Raines. - 
22 ffl MOVIE * “The Secret World 
Of Reptiles” (1977} Djcjnrsentary; Narrat­
ed by ifirvin hiOIer "nairiapjnil fcisii^
and species variety of replilsaatLfe: is 
: 5chrohicIeii,: ' = : 'r ^ ' V-' :: 5
S:^ ffi e LAVSiN^iSEIRIjEy Lavene 
.and SbiiievJiy to cig cpsome dirt oc a 
aot-so-nieecelebrity.fRig' “ , r c
ffi © tee two Cff IB (Steby and Re^;
ffi 0 ® ffl iMVIE **■* “A Simog 
5: . Se^oo” (1S7S. Drama; ‘nrosShy Bottoms^
’ ■ i Alljn Ann S&Lerie. Dspite^ferii^ Oeos
a fatal illness, a track star spe^ te las
veai-;-of |jfe guiding s Icrfsg 0t'is ■ track.
team to their i»stwis3img«as3s.fRf _
: ■ ® S MYSTSIY "Malice Afweteoegrf*^..
Dr Edroacd Bickiei^ silrftfy atffers 
i conlem openly display^ by his
- overbearing wife Jolia. tF^rt 1} {R.jg
fc53 ffi 0 ffi O TOO CLOSE Ftm OMr 
Pt®T. JaAie and Sara, exchange sport-:. 
meats wite visiiors wbose leg-
gage is stsffed with fireariBS- fR} - : - :c. 
ffi ©raSGERE PAGE 
C: ® e ® O' S»4KY Sompml
Rcssie Kawkias welcomes Dr. Hoct Sier- 
:: " - isse Laurrtscc. and Siawnc Jaemsar. - ..
1450 ffi © THE NATKmL
@ O (D O HAirr TO HAST'n»:Hars’, 
Ixstness .ass«ate ;d!sapseafs;.4s3acg- a 
,c: .' wfirking trip to an exotic: f^ropean cha-.- 
i-"''te3S.(R)g :
ffi © ffi O FIaMINGO ROAD The ccr- 
nipt .aerlff Semple, up fe. re-elecfejc, ^ 
faces exposure by editsw Elmo Tysoft, and ■
.: Field becc-tnss emotioBallj ifsvrfyed wtik a
-: - voang repnrter. iRl--rr. ;
.O ?®VA "Ag»g .■I^.:Mi^sseiah . 
Svndrcme"..: -As esaisitiatioa “ ipe ■ 
risesnis beingcoads'led eciOBgesrfy am , 
..:.:C ; tee aging process b presE5led,(R>g
:: C'<s © ON ^EBIBSS :
ISrS ® 0 THE IJiSD The histCrtf-gs^te
: 'pi. Canada’s varttais regiess is parailejed..
:■Bixh tee deveii^sDeoi 'of this seras stenng 
nsrtas. ' “ -L__ -
leas (35 ffl iraii^Er o£>XFiDE«3s 
:r-ig©NEWS
:ii:«5®0®Q®O@O?tESS- 
; ffi © AECS "VA LA VIE
womea i_______ .
9:00 @ © ffi © THR^^ COMPANY Mr.
; Furl^ fells for a wealthy l^^ wlaj ^;
: playing ap to him because of her mlssken; 
belief teat he is the fadiTdicg owner; (E) g 
® S CASE & CO- Css^; becomes 
emetiooany enaagjri! wite :fcr^ 
police boss while invesii^tisg the seurte' 
of a coted criininrflawver- : v :
(1) O ® O ^Sissm Eraus sfecides to
try tee wiM side rf Me m tee inata^
; brfief that tee has fariv'six to livt;
^ ^_________ _ :'.R2ce'
.. The E3n5a.:Eax” llae ccstreversy sur- 
' : inimding'.Tedistriciiflg :ai5d its effert oa :
imaarirtvotieg powers :
55 ffl STA^aV AND HUTCH ;
; ® © DOCTOR IN THE 
sUfflSPfSHSPAfffi
1138 S eV^KXSCVai HAND SEWS
^:--®©NESS
11^ ffi 0 BARNEY MHOS
IL-M ® S AECNSWS SIGSniSE
’ '-W S TCBiHIB? Geest Btse mvia BreR-
'; ..''’nsr. Csaests: Measffi.Mafiteesj®-. Parf Sss--'-.
-ffi0CU3S&DP
1® © ^HAS PREVIEWS Hoger EJsert 
atsd Gese Sskrf review aad
: ■ - ’“Blade Risnaer." . ' ' 7 :'^ :
S ffl ALSS As MTteqaafce presScteai 
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PEniNSyiii DIIIECTOiY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
tmdndsc&DinQ
Dutch Landscaping & Co.
Boats 
& K^arlne
ADVERTISERS; Sell the items in this 
column at exclusive Nautical 
Swaporama, July 18 at 10200 Bower­
bank Rd. in Sidney. Individual and 






10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.














6955 West Saanich Rd.






Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 7r/ert.v 7hrough Planting’ COMPLETE SERVICE
» Interlocking Slones lor Patios.
Walks, Diiveways 
• Lawns (Seed Of Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
e Pruning & Spraying 
» Fencing, Cement Work
Horticultural Services 
Technical background. 
All phases of landscaping.
656-3073
evenings
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac- 
cepte^by phone.
Nm JIasoiis Supply Lid.
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
Fot all you/stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies; cement and concrete mixes, etc.
We will supply material and information for Do-lt-Yoursell.
OUR PRICES 
Phone 652-0522 (7 to 5)
WANTED, deepfreeze. Good condition, 
reasonable. 652-3802 26
WORK NEEDEDrGm^Wmg; cari^^^ 
tool sharpening, painting, chainsaw 






MARINE ENGIfiES DIESEL & GAS
Complete installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. .For 










9773 - 5th St: Sidney
:t:^v':::^.^'V.'656-5541:.'VV:::'::{47)








: ; :'Big:or Small 
We Do Them Ail":
9810 Fourth St.
Lkensed Plumber
■ : Now Construction and Ropairs T 
Specializing in Hot Water Heating
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone SSO-ISSO
Graham’s Roofing
656-0626
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Reshingling 
Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Chimnoy 
Flashing
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
/ at large discount; prices. Table tops.
' Repairs. : Greenhouse Glass, 18"xl8:' ,/ 
:75cTea/ etc., etc; Tempered Glass/ 
:/34Tx68" and 76''.:28;’x76”, $20/ea/:-: 
/ 9750|4th St,. Sidney; 656-6656. tf 
/ FipwcK)i:> cuT/TO v ^
posts and rails. Select tree falling 656- 
4213. 4387-tf
WOOD WINDOWS ATHALF^ICE you^
s expect to pay.jDoors at great prices tool 
Walker Dooi, Vancouver, 1 12-266-1101, 
North Vancouver; 112-985-9714; Rich­
mond 112-273-7030; Kamloops 112- 
374-3566; Nanaimoll2-758-7375 it 
UGHfiNG FIBRES'] Wstefn ’
i Canada's largest display. Wholesale and : 
“retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
: C burn; Lighting:Geptre:incvv: 4600 ;East, x 
: Hastings:St.,:BuriVaby,':B^G::V5G-2K5:'
/;;:Phbne299'-0666,:: T/'T''
WGROWR'VpU R 6 WNVTx “■^ar^^
. : greenhouses, 8xf0, completely finished;: 
Behches/stained! etc, J975. 652'9617 i 
384-9790: /
OAFbEDROOM SUlTET^ouble bed;i 
drawer dresser;: buffet with mirror and : 
chair, $450.656-1617/T 5496-rts27:/
;;; ;'CHILDREN'S"BqOKS,7aT'; th'eH urn ping/: 
/ MouseT'A great’selection of good and :
beautiful books for; all ages; Beside the 
; Royal Bankdn Beacon,:
: SANDW''SH0^'7(^ :
year:,: 50% replaceipent warranty For 




TWO MATCHING FLORAL chesteriields, 
like new. Sell separately. $600 each or 
offers. 656-7810. p-26
FURNITURE AND ODDS and ends.
Reasonable.656-1992. P-27
HOME ENTERTAINMENT UNIT.
Cassette and 8 track. FM/AM stereo, 
with 2 microphones. Very versatile, 
manufctured by Candle and brand new.
Half price. 652-4091 evenings. P-26 
ELDING BIKE, like new, $95. 656- 
1379, P-26
^ALTHY IS HAPPY!" Ask your Health
Food STore about Hamilton’s Herb 
TGea. 15 health giving herbs. Hamilton 
International Health Ltd. 2246 West 
41st Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.V6M 1Z8. 
na • 2 6
SEWIN^'ENTHUSIASTS. SubscTFbTnwm
to Portfolio Fabrics, Canada’s first fabric 
club. $25.00 brings a sewing newsletter 
and fabric swatches, Bi-monthly. 4984 
Manor Street. Vancouver, B.C. V5R3Y2.
na-26
HYDROPONIC SUPPUES~“AND
EQUIPMENT, write or phone (or full 
catalogue, open 9-9 Monday through 
Saturday, Western Water Farms, 1234 
Seymour STreet, Vancouver. B.C. V6B 
3N9 112-682-6636. na-26
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENlNG. do it year 
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouseL! Write tor tree brochure to: 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now available. na-26
dMovAN LOG HOMES BY McDERMID
AND JOHNSON LTD. For brochure or 
further information write: Box 777. 100 
Mile House, B.C. VOK 2Eo. Phone 112- 
395-3811./
CHAIN SAW OWNERS, T^wly i nvented
attachemntfits all saws, cuts lumber and 
beams from logs, pays for itself with first 
useage. Compact, inexpensive, 
guaranteed. Free brochure. Send self 
addressed stamped envelope to; Beam 
Mchiens, Box 160, Quathiaski Cove, 
B.C.VOPINO.: : / " ; :: T / ;
8 :HP SEARS, riding mower, used one 
season; $850.652-2354. 5473-rts27
OLD TOY trains wanted. “0" or ”S” 
guage or larger, Lionel, American Flyer, 
Hornby, etc. Dinky toys also. Jim, 652- 
0051. :/ T ' ;5460-28
GIANT SCREEN T.V. PROJECTOR JET. 
Assembles in minutes. Projects up to a 7 
toot pictures, complete with a 150 m.m. 
tens, C.C.D ’s accepted. $69.95. Phone 
;il2-339-6795. ;; ; T ;/ na-26 ,.
NO MORGlAY-OFF WORRIES! Near
new 25: uhit Motel for sale in Souther 
B.C . Little competition . Steady business . 
Will sell all or 50% interst. Selkirk Realty 
;Ltgci.:Box;40v Nakusp, B.C; YOG IRO.
: Phone:! 12-265:3635T; ;: //^ nar26;/;
:BELLANCA SCOUT 180; HP: LYC, G/S 
/prop, ^HF,; VCR, ;16Q0TT;flg^ 
float’ gi me: Cas h or t ra de/f or? catt |e; or - 
r ^Lfipment; excellent performer/ Phiohe/ 
- 112-3 9 2-44 69 or 112-459-7'92T// nM6/






Operate your own warehouse dis­
count outlet of brand name and 
designer blue jeans. Western 
wear, work clothes, shirts, 
sweaters, close-outs, and surplus 
merchandise etc.
Exclusive areas, lucrative deal, 
complete setup, small capital 
outlay.
Call or Vi^rite (inci tei. no ,) 
Biuebrand Inc, (Denim West) 
5450 Cote Des Neiges Rd 
Montreal Due. H3T 1Y6 
Tel (514) 733 3311)
bi-a/.'b
OLD ESTABLISHED HARDWARE 
BUSINESS, hardware, housewares, floor 
coverings, giltwareand furniture, Owner 
retiring. For details. Box 160, Grand 
Forks, B.C. Telephone ll2-442-3135. 
na-26
BANKRUPTCY SALE - Cornplete in­
ventory tor small engine repair shop 
including lawn mowers, chain saws and 
snowmobile, To view contact Nick 
Cornell, 112-428-9393 c/o Royal Bank, 
Creston, B.C. na-26
RETAILERS WANTED FOR 
GREENHOUSES AND HYDROPONIC 
EQUIPMENT. Territories are going fast 
call Western Water Farms, 112-682- 
6636. na-26
WATERFRONT AND HIGHWAY 
FRONTAGE. Perfect location tor snack 
bar. 1 acre commercial dn 4 bedroom 
home. Great fresh and salt water fishing 
$110,000.00. Offers. Phone owner 112- 
487-9225. na-26
EXHIBITION AND SALE of oil and 
watercolor paintings by Windsor Park 
Art Club, July 12 to July 17, Hillside 
Mall. Info. 386-6401. 26
LA LECHE LEAGUE invites expectant 
and new mothers and babies to the 3rd. 
in a series of meetings entitled - Baby 
Arrives, - Childbirth - The family in 
relation to the breastfed baby. July 1, 8 
p.m. 7934 Galbraith Gres. Saanichton. 
658-5753. 26
PEN1nSUTa“ CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S
After Five Club invites you to a dessert 
party, Margaret Vaughn-Birth Hall, 9697 
- 4th St. Sidney, July 5, 7-9 p.m. Cost 
$2.75, Spcial features, speker, and 
music. Reservations by June 30, Sue, 
652-4039 26
WCfORlA' GUSS "l^Bottle Colelctors
Society presents 14th. Annual Antique 
Collectables, 2 days only, July 24, 10-6 
p.m ; July 25. 10 ■ 4 p.m. Juan de Fuca 
Rec, Centre. 1 767 Old Island Highway, 
Free Parking, free admission. Info. 385- 
9114 28
BELFWTHEf^fRE“‘pr^ents ’’Let My 
People Come’’, a sexual musica. Limited 
engagement starts Tuesday July 13. 8 
p m. Reservations call 385-6815. 27
UNRESER'VED“a0cTION WEDNESDA'Y'
July 14, 1982, Brooks Elks Hall, Behlen- 
Wicks 151 foot X 291 foot X 12 foot 
coloured metal building, sold in three 
sections or complete Charlton’s Auction 
Service, Brooks, Aiberta. Phone (403) 
112-362:2972. na-27
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus. New 
friendships develop and barbersbob 
style singing is enjoyed. Feel welcome to 
join us Mondays, 7 ;30 p.m Masonic Hall, 
4th and Mt. Baker. Info. 652-2469, 656- 
5301. tf:
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. ■ 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 
Draws. Info. 656 5316 evenings. p-28 
WATCH FOR OPENING of the Peninsula 
Community Assoc, new ; Thrift Shop. 
Volunteers needed. Phone P.C.A. 656- 






/ SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next ( 
to travelodge Sundays 9 a,m. / p;m. :
:; Adm. (25c aduIts:• Every; 25th; person 
/ free.//Matiy "bargains./ 2-/dodr/prize/ 
draws; Info, 656-5316 eves; : ; : p-28 : 
MARINERJS SWAP & SHOP,'^turday,:
July 10; Rain date July 17: On The Point,/ 
VVest Bay Marina;,453 Head St;, 9 aim//
7 : p m. Ample parking. Sellers pee, $2. 
/Admission; 25c: Tables hot supplied. 
Bring your own blanket, board; box, 
/booty, 30
SUPERTp^lC SALE, 25-40% off.
Also contents ol tool shed, including 
hand and electrical tools, nuts, bolts and ' 
miscellaneous. 3 days, Saturday-’ 
Monday, July: 3-5, 10-3 p.m. Bee’s, 
Ceramic Centre, 9255 E. Ganich Rd. 
Sidney:656-4271. /"/ 020-26
GIANT 'multi-family YARD“SALE.
somethihg(oreveryone, July 3 and4,10 




Shoot the rapids July i 7: Joiir us on 
another::fantashc day lrip: : w 
water/raftiiig onlhe Thompson. $86; 
gets/ypu/return/bus/ from ;^\c[0f\k3 
Two;;meals; and: fouT/ houfs/fatting/; 
Everyone welcome
:dne / day/West /Coast/JWilderness
Cruise July 11;/ Join our privaie 
chatter bus from Victoria to Port 
Alberni, Then enjoy a 3 hour cruise 
along scenic Alberni Inlet We visit 
Bamfield for 4 hours and cruise back/ 
to Port Alberni to bus home. $65 in­
cludes bus, cruise, two meals and 
walking four in Bamfield.
Abbotsford Air Show Augusl 14 or 
15. Don'1 miss North;Amefica’s best / 
Air/:;Show:/ ;$35’ :;incliJdes'"private;:^ 
charter bus/ to/from Victoria and ' 
'your/entry’lee//:/ //:■■ .::/:/
Call CAROLYN // / 
j/ 656-0138 Weekdays/;
WINDSOR. Born to Charles and Diana, a: 
sort, .7 Ibsv 1W oz. on June 21V1982/St/ 
Mary’s: Maternity Hospital, London, 
England. (Now: do you believe everyone 
reads the Review?^) 26
/©batwari^sl
BLACK MALE; 55. /SEEKS NEW^ 
FRIENDS IN CANADA: Write John:: 
P;0.:Box/3244/Seattle,/Wa 98104^ 
OR CALL (206)'324-1479/ /: ’ : :/
'SAW ' aiVyoui/Pooling Nfifids- iomings'Of Evenings 
. THE / ROOFER ' Gravol ^ Repairs • bDo-OloO /
-STiWARTJ^ILI,SON ROOFIN©
W& spedalixG ^ i
Guarante&a Workmanship
mRe-Roofmg 656--3492
WESTINGHOUSE DEEP FREEZE. 15 cu.
; n.;$3,00.656-7020.:;:/ ; :/ ’/5648-26 ::: 
RAINBOVV fj=?duf*7nui^t'"'whin!/"^u' ’ 
wail, $3:50 per lb:(0.454 kg), pan size,/ 
;' 26^,lsland:ViewRd,;; :;:002-29 :/
■; lNGCisiT"'”tpn|lp''‘"SA^^
ridigg:,hai: size ,:7;,: sinall riding/boots; , 
/ crop AlHiko now, 656"2246 /;/:: ,007'26:/
' OOeeN iSIZE”watorxbcdV:'payd'&l'’:s^
: with ehatoril200::dbp.:Tablo:snvf $100: , 

















7117 W. Saanich Rd.
:::: ::/:652.159| ’ ,
UPHOtSTEfllNa, etc. nl«rry Hivi>»l





BE Yours FOR ONtT
12 UC. FT,; UPRIGHT Freezer; $95 
:: Wood ti tci vrr w i t H 'cook ift g 'a rep $ 50; 65 6 “
,'-6403;/::/;::///;;^'/: q'i5:-26':!
/ CH Ap^AW/i'HWeufE'''XLS!7T?'"^ '
gfjixl CO i I on , $ 8 0; 6 5 6'7 3 2 0,: 01 / - 2 6 ;
■ 14 /HP;: WiSCOI«fN7 j''cylinder .'"inh'/ 
//clutch, low hour!},4495/:l:00:lbVpi'opane;' 
:tenk and’’ regulator, :$,85::"bompact i 
: burner propnno stove with oven/llOO 
/ Cement mixer, $ 125:656-4649, 019 -Z/
loaded wii h other items, $ 1,750. 7 HP.
/ ridinK mower, $350. G50'4’7B7., 656-
' :'n56 p-26::'
Wholpsnle and Retail Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific FanGallery Inc: 4600 East 
: Hnsflngs street, Oumaby; B,C/ V5C 
2K5:phonen2-299;0666. : : na-tt
; Canopy F6R"3?l'lSlD7Kmfia7Ki¥^^^
,, cover, $35;:malcliing,yellow:bedspread, 
$10; Oueeh size Hudson's Day blanket, : 
::.;$110.656Q943 evchingSu ' : :,::::6;}68'26 
: f#*'^Tl7iTiTxed'with'sa'ml 
$l0pervd:dfillVflrod,656 3159/ : c 26 .
185,: Stove, Ico/boK, etc. Excelloiat 
condition, slPipps 6, $2,300; also MoPat; 
Gourmet range, white, new conditions, T 
ovent eye level hrf»l(er, rnfisseHe $300 
656-4845 or 384 0068, 5635'RTS30
:, '■ §Pfl6‘'''l£tPuilN "iSieiv
dryer, I50i Kenmoie dryer, $95;
/ woshor-spln dryer, $40; Hoover vacuum. 




: 3 Room groups. Bachelor suitee. 
Individimi pieces,: ’ hldo-mbods, 




(lormerly Saanich;Peninsula Guidance: 
Association). Services for the family,: , 
/ individual, marriage and tamily coun­
selling, 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sld-
■ 7 ' Th,';’
ANNIE, Astrologer; and Advisor, IViro
cards, palm readings. 2827 A Cedar Hill 
Road, Victoria, V8T 3H6, Open 10 a m.
: 8: p,m/ No appointment necessary, 1/2 
.pricefor readings. 592-7803, C-30
NIE", Victoria's most versatile song and 
/ piano due; Variety floor shows and " 
/ concerts for clubs, banquets, parties, 
:’:/;olc; 383-5258,'T/’^V'',,/ ".;’"/021/28;
/.^fSfMCEYTMooTTsecfi imfriena -;: 
//.by triail: Penpal Club foradulis. For doe 
: V jnlorrhation; send stamp to;: Box 1577, ■ 




BIRDS - aquariums - 
SMALL ANIMALS - 




SENIORS [60 OR MORE); Now to Sid- 
/ ney?' Don't know anyono| The Silver 
/Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm wolcorrio. Drop in fo 10030 
Resthaven or call usot656-5537. tf 
:fHEr"l»ENTNSULF "MJiiTOSFfY 
ASSWIATION, 9788; 2nd/St,. Is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
, the peninsula. If you need assisiahco or 
if you wish to volunteer a tew hours n 
week Io help others In your cbrnmunity, 
ploasb call 656-0134 for further Ip- 
:■ formation,':' '/'- ■/'tl';
above prices, 65C-7670, P-27
SHEEP SHOW AND SALE. July 3rd! 
:/ Cowichan: Fair / Grounds, Duncan, 
Displays at lO a.m,, showat noon, sale!
/ :P iiT: purtlior information 656-2717.7;;: /
PROFIT, (inches; parrots, etc, Rrocder 
/' otters/'Sflveral-/ hrewding ' pairs' /'and 
/complete-/jriformalion /at wholesale 
/pricos, Call Ken: 112.885-2759 Surrey,
: :"B.C/"."^//::: ■-"■/■■'://■"■'na-26;
MENSfNG ~ Annie peacefully on June 
21, .1982 in her 95th year. Surivived by 
one son John Rollett (Sidney), grand­
children/and great grandchildren: and// 
great great grandchildren. Private
V cremation; Flowers gratgetully declihikl,/::
/ Arrange rnehtsihfpugh/the/Memoriai/
Society of B.C. and/.First "Merhbrial
V Services
CANT WE L L , Ke n h eth Chadwick
passed avyay: peacefully-fat ; Richmond:/ 
General Hospital bn; VyednesdaY/JUne/: 
23, 1982. Beloved husband^bf Margaret V; 
and father of daughters,: Roslyri ::
/ (Paayilaineri) Sbn-ih-lavv ./Kerry/ and / 
grandson Adam. Son iRpberf : and: !
! daughler-in-lavv Joan. He (leaves!^ 
mourn al so) h is Tather-in-law,! Dr.; / 
Rimes at the residence, his uncle R,Gi: 
Chadwick in Eastbourne, England; his 
sister-in-law Mrs, Dorothy Rimes, Ppvyell; 
River: ahci niece Miss Judy Rimes.! 
Predeceased by his mother in February 
1982 . Ken had been with Air Canada for 
29 years serving in Victoria international 
Airport at Sidney for 12 years and since 
that at Vancouver International Airport - 
■'■’’until his death ■’-■’■
Born in England i 192i;Ken joined the 
RAF in 1938 and served all during the 
second World War includlgn the Battle fo 
Britain and Normandy invasion. He came 
to Canada in 1948 and was In the RCAF 
Reserve; A founding mombof of thQ 676 
R;C;A,C!Squadron in SidheY he held tho " 
rank of Pilot Officor/Kgri waAa mbrnbgb ! 
ol the Jericho Sailing Club,
V Following crernation a rnomorial service / 
:was held at St, Mary’s Anglican Church, / 
Kerrisdalo,(37th aiid Larch) ot l prn bfi7 
Saturday Juno 26, the ReyirJbtin Bethel 
and the Rev: John Paotkau officiating,: ; /: 
In lieu of flowers donations :gfoatfu(iy/ 
accepted to the 676 R.C,A,C/Squadrbn,|' 
K,C: Cantwell Schbiarship Fund, 20.33; /
BERNARD Tfjstan Mich^ei/ JunbWj 
Juno: 23! quietly at the Royal Jubilee;/ 
Tristan entered the loving arms of our 
Lord, He leaves loving parents, Michael 
and Starleeh, of Sidney, Grandparents 
Roberta Dunbar of Sidney, Ron and 
Marion Dunbar of Richmond, Thefosa 
and Ed Bernard of Victoria and a host of 
//aunts and Uncles,/'■
Tristan's parents ask that you hug your 
child, and realiw how lucky you are to 
heYo your little ones
Iri lieu of flowers; please dogate funds to:/ 
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commended book chat
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
has been awarded accreditation 
for the next three years by the 
Canadian Council on Hospital . 
Accreditation for both the acute 
care facility and the extended 
care facility. It is the first ac­
creditation for the acute care 
facility.
The council on accreditation is 
a national body comprising 
representatives of the Canadian 
Medical Association, Canadian 
Nurses Association, Canadian 
hospital Association, The Royal 
College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Canada and the 
Canadian Association of French- 
speaking physicians.
It establishes standards for 
hospital operation and conducts 
surveys to see how hospitals 
measure up. Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital was surveyed in April.
The board of trustees, ad­
ministration and medical staff all 
were commended for develop­
ment of an above-average 
community acute care facility 
and a very good extended care 
facility.
By MARY KIERANS
Hinting that he may never 
write a conventional 
autobiography, Norman 
Cousins, long-time editor of The 
Saturday Review and author of 
the best-selling Anatomy of an 
Illness, gVcH us a compelling 
“autobiographical notebook’’ 
focusing on what he has learned 
during 40 years in public and 
cultural life.
Gathering gleanings from his 
earlier editorials and articles as
well as new writings, he asserts 
his main lesson in life has been 
that men and women have “the 
ability to create and exercise new 
options’’ if only we will over­
come inertia and indecision.
His hopeful view of a human­
kind able to seize the op­
portunities of freedom and 
learning and the power of its own 
beliefs make this an inspiring 
collection of observations on our 
capacity for survival and 
development in a world society.
Cousins also includes brief
portraits of major figures he has 
known, from Churchill and 
Casals, to Hemingway, Faulkner, 
and various Saturday Review 
editors, as well as a selection of 
his per.sonal photographs.
This self-portrait of an urbane, 
thoughtful and witty writer and 
editor who has had a profound 
innuence on the artistic and 
literary world is now available 
from either the Sidney-North 
Saanich or Brenlwood branch of 
the regional librarv.
W
The Deep Gove and Eastern 
Property Owners’ Association’s 
newly elected executive has met 
twice since the June 8 annual 
geheraf meeting and the 
C following committees have been j 
appointed^ C
Anne. Crofton and Nancy 
Drake, membership; Gil 
Montgomery and John Markb, 
marina research; Betty Powell,/ 
municipal liaison; Edgar Far­
thing, budget monitoring; John 
Lapham: and Edgar Farthing, 
community plan and zoning;
: Hattie Garneir, community and 
press liaison.
The association is currently: 
concentrating its efforts—- as in 
. 1979'— on the latest North 
Saanich marina water lease 
proposals. The membership 
committee reports Sept. 1 is the 
target date for increasing current 
membership of 131 to 300.
Rotory Anns 
end busy season
After a busy season donating 
to marty r worthwhile serv 
helpingivvith the Red Cross blood 
clinic and runiiing a successful 
garage sale, Sidney Rotary Anns 
held' a delightful dinner partyvat - 
-Brentwppd Inn. Later; members/ 
were invited to the home of Mrrt 
Win Dawson where a pleasant 
social hour was enjoyed.
The next meeting Pf Rotary 
Anns will be held 8 p.m/ Sept. 16 
at the home of Belty Smith, 8656 
Bourne Terrace. Acting- 
prertdent, Mrs. Ruby Scutt, who 
is also the incoming president, 
wishes everyone it happy slim- 
'■ 'mcr:'^
Francos" rotires^
Mrs. Frances Sansbtiry, RN, 
was honored by friends and co-
r ^vorkers at
is retiring after many years of
r inirsing at the forincr Resthaven /
I lospital and Saanicli Pcntnsiiltt 
Ho.spittil.
Mrs. Sanslniry was prc.sented ■ 
with a gift nnd plaque indicating 
dedication to her profession 
throughout her career and sincere 
wishes for a long and happy 
rciircnjent;rtd/::r'
mi SUMMER rUN FOR KIDS 
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Mon,, lo Fri. , 
9 a.m; to 9 p.m.
S a hit flay 
9 a.m, lo 8 p.m: 
Siimlay
1 lam In 8 p m
.p., * ' ill ' ‘ 1
